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Abstract 

The ability of a process plant to guarantee high product quality, in terms of low variability, is 

emerging as a defining feature when distinguishing between alternative suppliers. The extent 

to which this can be achieved is termed a plant's dynamic operability and is a function of 

both the plant design and the control system design. In the limit, however, the closed

loop performance is determined by the prnperties inherent in the plant. This realization of 

the interrelationship between a plant design and its achievable closed-loop performance has 

motivated research toward systematic techniques for screening inherently .inferior designs. 

Pioneering research in the early 1980's identified right-half-plane transmission zeros, time 

delays, input constraints and model uncertainty as factors that limit the achievable -closed

loop performance of a process. Quantifying the performance-limiting effect of combinations 

of these factors has proven to be a challenging problem, as reflected in the literature. It is 

the aim of this thesis to develop a systematic procedure for dynamic operability assessment 

in the presence of combinations of performance-limiting factors. 

The approach adopted in this thesis is based on the Q-parametrization of stabilizing linear 

feedback controllers and involves posing .dynamic .operability assessment as a mathematical · 

programming problet?· In the proposed formulation, a convex objective function, reflecting 

a measure of closed-loop performance, is optimized over all stable Q, subject. to a set of 

constraints on·the closed-loop behavior, which for many specifications of interest is convex. 

· A discrete-time formulation is chosen so as to allow for the convenient hand.ling of time 

delays and time-domain constraints. An important feature of the approach is that, due to . 

the convexity, global optimality is guaranteed. Furthermore, the fact that Q parametrizes all 

stabilizing linear feedback controllers implies that the performance at the optimum represents 

the best possible performance for any such controller. The results are thus not biased by 

controller type or tuning, apart from the requirement that the controller be linear. 

In addition to calculating closed-loop performance limits, the Q-parametrization approach 

also allows the incorporation of economic considerations into the problem. The basic premise 

is that the proximity of the operating point to the process constraints affects both the 

economics and the dynamic operability. The proposed formulation involves including the 

process setpoints as decision variables together with Q and optimizing an economic objec

tive subject to constraints on the quality of the closed-loop behavior. In this manner, the 

unfavorable economic consequences of having poor dynamic operability may be quantified. 

Competing designs are now compared according to a common economic basis, facilitating the 

screening of design alternatives. 



One of the key aspects of this dissertation is the treatment of structured model uncertainty 

for multivariable systems. The model uncertainty is assumed to be nonlinear and/or time

varying. This asswnption is reasonable at the process design stage where limited information 

may be available regarding the nature of the uncertainty. By allowing for the uncertainty 

to have structure, independent sources of model error may be treated in a nonconservative 

manner. The resulting optimization problem is nonconvex and a hybrid solution strategy 

involving a combination of convex quadratic programming and standard nonlinear program

ming is implemented. 

The optimization problems in the different formulations mentioned above are generally large 

and require considerable computational effort. To address this, methods are presented which 

exploit features of the formulations and enable reduced solution times. Particular attention 

is paid to exploiting the structure and sparsity of each problem and significant computational 

improvements have been achieved in this manner. As a result, it is now possible to determine 

performance limits for larger, more complicated systems. 

Application of the Q-parametrization approach to a number of illustrative examples is pre

sented in order to demonstrate the relevant problem formulation and to highlight impor

. tant themes of the thesis. The importance of considering the effect of combinations of 

performance-limiting factors is shown in many of these examples. In particular, application 

of the Q-parametrization approach to multivariable distillation columns containing all four 

performance-limiting factors highlights the non-intuitive role that time delays may play in 

multivariable systems. A detailed case study involving the dynamic operability assessment 

of alternative three-bank flotation circuits is also preserited. The purpose of the study is to 

use dynamic operability in conjunction with steady-state economic considerations to screen 

out inherently inferior ftowsheets. Two different implementations of the Q-parametrization 

approach are applied to the problem and the results obtained are compared and discussed. 

The study illustrates a nwnber of important points involving the trade-off between economics 

and dynamic operability, as well as the importance of clearly defining control objectives. 

It is recommended that future research in this field should target the issue of nonlinear con

trol, particularly its ability to improve both dynamic operability and steady-state economics. 

Finally, research should focus on developing methods to detect process bottlenecks systemat

ically, to improve the operability of given designs and, ultimately, to synthesize designs which 

are both operable and economical. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Plant operability is concerned with the issues involved in the day-to-day operation of chemical 

engineering processes. It is a broad term used to cover aspects such as plant safety, reli

ability, start-up, shut-down, flexibility and dynamic operability. Of these issues, dynamic 

operability forms the focus of this thesis. 

Dynamic operability is a measure of the quality of control that can be achieved for a plant by 

feedback (Morari, 1983). While dynamic operability is a post-design phenomenon it is an 

implicit result of the plant design and should be given attention during all stages of design. 

Historically, plants have been designed in a sequential manner, with process design preceding 

control system design.. The weakness with this approach is that often the expected economic 

performance cannot be achieved due to operational difficulties. In other cases, sophisticated 

control technology is needed to treat operability problems which could have been alleviated 

with simple design modifications had they been given attention in the early design stages 

(Downs and Doss, 1991). 

The importance of systematically assessing dynamic operability is growing as plants are 

being pushed toward their limits and have little additional capability to deal with process 

upsets. This is a consequence of the modern production environment where greater process 

integration, tighter design margins, stricter environmental regulations and the requirement 

for decreased product variability have all placed increased pressure on plant control systems. 

Pioneering research by Morari (1983) made use of the Internal Model Control framework to 

show that the factors which limit the achievable closed-loop performance of a process are 

right-half-plane zeros, time delays, input constraints and model uncertainty. Subsequent 

1 



research attempted to quantify the performance limits for individual performance-limiting 

factors. Determining a limit of performance in the presence of combinations of these factors 

has proved to be a challenging problem, as reflected in the literature, and is the focus of this 

thesis. 

The approach adopted is based on Q-parametrization and poses dynamic operability assess

ment as a mathematical programming problem. An important feature of this formulation, 

which distinguishes it from other approaches, is that the optimization problem, for many 

specifications of interest, is convex and thus global optimality is ensured. Furthermore, the 

fact that Q parametrizes all stabilizing linear feedback controllers implies that the perfor

mance at the optimum represents a limit of achievable closed-loop performance for any such 

controller. The results are thus not biased by controller type or tuning, apart from the fact 

that the controller is linear. 

In addition to determining performance limits at fixed operating conditions, the Q-parametri-

. zation approach facilitates the incorporation of economic considerations into the problem 

formulation. This is done by including the operating conditions as decision variables together 

with Q and optimizing an economic performance objective subject to constraints on the 

quality of the closed-loop behavior. The constraints include both time-domain bounds on the 

inputs and outputs as well as a weighted sum-of-square-error bound on the output behavior. 

As a result, competing designs may be compared on a common economic basis, facilitating 

the screening of inferior designs. 

The thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides a review of systematic approaches 

to plant operability assessment and provides motivation for research in this field. Chapter 3 

treats the application of the Q-parametrization approach to dynamic operability assessment 

in the absence of model uncertainty. A background to Q-parametrization theory is provided 

and the details of the mathematical programming formulation are presented. Extensions of 

the basic formulation to include economic considerations are also dealt with. Illustrative 

application examples are presented to highlight some of the important issues introduced 

during the course of the thesis. 

The treatment of performance limits in the presence of structured model uncertainty is the 

focus of Chapter 4. A background to robust control theory is provided and three commonly 

used approaches to robust control are discussed; namely the structured singular value frame

work, the framework of the passivity theorem with multipliers, and the £1 robus~ control 

framework. The applicability and suitability of each of these frameworks to dynamic oper

ability assessment is also discussed. It is argued that the £1 approach is very suitable due to 
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its assumptions regarding the nature of the expected model uncertainty and its mathematical 

convenience. The mathematical formulation of the dynamic operability assessment problem 

in the presence of structured model uncertainty is presented, solution strategies are discussed 

and its application demonstrated on an example problem. 

Chapter 5 deals in greater detail with the different problem formulations and shows how 

special features of the problem structure may be exploited to reduce solution time. It is 

shown how, in the absence of model uncertainty, the Q-parametrization framework may 

be posed in an open-loop manner. The theoretical and computational implications of the 

open-loop formulation are discussed and highlighted through illustrative examples. An al

ternative measure of dynamic operability, namely the maximum tolerable disturbance range, 

is introduced and its applicability to certain problems is discussed. The possible benefits of 

nonlinear control are explored briefly using- the open-loop formulation. Finally, a multi-rate 

formulation is presented which allows for approximate solutions to be calculated very rapidly. 

In Chapter 6, the application of the Q-parametrizatfon approach to the screening of al

ternative three-bank flotation circuits is examined. Two different formulations of the Q
parametrization approach are applied to the problem. The first approach assesses a limit 

achievable control performance at a fixed operating point and uses this in conjunction with 

a steady-state economic measure to generate a noninferior set of flowsheets. In this manner 

circuits which have both poor economics and dynamic operability are screened from further 

consideration. The second approach involves determining the operating conditions which 

maximize some economic measure subject to constraints on the quality of the closed-loop 

performance. This enables a comparison of alternative circuits according to a common eco

nomic basis and facilitates the screening of design alternatives. The two approaches are 

closely related and the results obtained are compared and discussed. Throughout the study 

the trade-off between the different performance-limiting factors, as well as the importance of 

specifying an appropriate performance objective, are explored. 

Finally, in Chapter 7 conclusions are drawn and recommendations for future research in this 

field are made. 
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Chapter 2 

Systematic Approaches to Plant 

Operability Assessment - A Review 

2.1 Background 

In the modern production environment there is a growing need to guarantee product quality 

despite operational uncertainties. To achieve this goal in an economically efficient manner, it 

has been argued that control and operability issues should be considered .simultaneously with 

the plant design. Such considerations are not unique to control, as the use of waste mini

mization strategies in environmental engineering has shown that waste prevention, through 

correct and thoughtful design, is far more cost effective than waste treatment. Plant oper

ability analysis is thus simply another application of the philosophy that "prevention is better 

than cure". 

Plant operability is increasing in importance and is expected to remain a critical issue in 

process design (Downs and Doss, 1991 ). Some of the ma.in factors that have mntributed to 

the growing need for incorporating operability into the plant design are: 

l. The quality revolution which started iri the consumer products industries has effected 

the supply chain and quality is now being defined both in terms of specifications on 

absolute levels and in terms of product variability (Downs and Doss, 1991; Downs and 

Ogunnaike, 1995). 

2. Uncertain markets have meant that a plant design must be capable of handling a wide 
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range of operating conditions. 

3. Strict environmental regulations pertaining to emissions and waste, including off-specifi

cation products, have meant that plants have to operate consistently at their desired 

conditions. 

The achievement of designs meeting the above criteria is made difficult by the fact that 

economic considerations would tend to force designs in the "opposite direction". Examples 

of the modern economic issues resulting in designs with operational difficulties are: 

1. Increases in raw material and energy costs have led to the need for greater process 

integration. This has resulted in operability problems as variability in certain streams 

now has a greater zone of effect than would previously have been the case. In other 

words, process upsets now propagate more freely throughout the plant. 

2. Forces present in the capital arena have pushed to minimize the upfront capital cost 

of a plant and have led to tighter design margins, fewer surge tanks and less surplus 

capacity to deal with process upsets. The result is that process equipment cannot 

handle as wide a range of operating conditions as before and so infeasible operation is 

more likely. 

A trade-off thus exists between steady-state economic considerations and plant operability. 

While this is true, it should be noted that in order for the anticipated economic benefit to 

be achievable, a plant must be operable. Furthermore, optimizing a plant's economic per

formance during operation requires both good regulatory control behavior, termed dynamic 

operability, as well as good supervisory control behavior, termed flexibility (Mathisen and 

Skogestad, 1992). Therefore it is not entirely fair to view operability considerations as being 

negative from an economical point of view. Just as waste minimization may have economic 

benefits for a process, so too can good operability be of economic benefit. 

The need for good operability in the current design environment has placed considerable 

pressure on plants' control systems. In dealing with this issue, two fundamentally different 

approaches may be adopted, namely: 

1. to develop advanced control strategies and algorithms to achieve satisfactory closed-loop 

performance despite the above-mentioned adverse conditions, and/or 

2. to develop systematic methods to analyze and deal with the sources of the operability 

problems rather than merely treating their symptoms. 
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The latter approach has been proposed by industrial practitioners and academic researchers 

alike (Grossmann and Morari, 1984; Benson, 1987; Downs and Doss, 1991) who argue that 

only after it has been attempted to design out operational difficulties should one resort to 

advanced control strategies. The need is thus to integrate process design and control system 

design; the ultimate aim being to synthesize processes that are economically optimal and 

inherently easy to control. In order to achieve this goal, research has been carried out over 

the last decade toward developing methods that are able to: 

1. predict and rule out designs with inherently inferior operability properties, 

2. highlight the sources of the operability problems, 

3. systematically improve the operability of a given design without seriously worsening its . 

steady-state economics, and finally 

4. synthesize designs that are optimal from an economic and operations perspective. 

As synthesis will aim to achieve an optimal trade-off between economics and operability, it is 

essential to be able to quantify operability or to associate a cost with poor operability. In 

this chapter, quantitative measures of operability are reviewed for both operability analysis 

and synthesis. Particular emphasis is given to the issue of dynamic operability assessment, 

as this forms the focus of the thesis. Before continuing with a quantitative analysis of oper

ability, two examples will first be presented to motivate further the importance of systematic 

procedures for operability assessment. 

2.1.1 Case Studies Motivating the Need for Systematic Operability As

sessment 

The following two case studies deal with flexibility and dynamic operability. The aim is to 

highlight the importance of systematically assessing the operability of a given design. 

Flexibility case study 

Plant flexibility represents the ability of a plant to operate over a range of conditions while 

satisfying certain performance specifications (Swaney and Grossmann, 1985a). A traditional 

method of overcoming flexibility problems in a plant is to introduce empirical overdesign 
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factors. The major drawbacks associated with this approach are as follows (Grossmann and 

Morari, 1984): 

1. The resulting flexibility is in general uncertain due the non-intuitive manner in which 

process interactions may affect flexibility. 

2. By optimizing the plant design at a given set of operating conditions, no guarantee is 

available regarding the plant performance over a range of different conditions. 

3. No understanding is gained on the conditions limiting plant flexibility (the process 

bottlenecks) and these may be overlooked due to complex interactions between units. 

4. The trade-off between economics and flexibility is not quantified and the resulting design 

may be inferior from both an operability standpoint and an economic one. 

These points are best illustrated by considering the heat exchanger network shown in Figure 

2.1 (Grossmann and Morari, 1984). The goal of the network is to maintain the outlet temper

atures of streams Hand C2 from Exchanger 2 at the values shown in the figure (Tc2 ~ 430 °C 

and TH ~ 410 °C). It is assumed that the areas of Exchangers 1 and 2 are first designed 

using nominal values for the heat transfer coefficients of U1 = U2 = 800W.m- 2.K- 1 and then 

oversized by 20% to (supposedly) improve operability. 

Now, suppose that uncertainty in the estimation of the nominal heat transfer coefficients 

results in U1 being 20% higher and U2 being 20% lower than their respective nominal values. 

On the basis of the above assumptions, the resulting stream temperatures are shown in Figure 

2.2 (Grossmann and Morari, 1984). From the figure it is clear that stream C2 violates its 

requirement of Tc2 ~ 430 °C, resulting in infeasible operation. 

Grossmann and Morari (1984) show that if both U1 and U2 are 20% lower than their nominal 

design value, corresponding to the intuitive "worst-case" condition, the network actu'ally 

meets its specifications. Furthermore, if the goal of the network is to meet the temperature 

specifications despite variations of ±20 % in the nominal values of U1 and U2 , then this could 

be achieved by overdesigning Exchanger 2 by 23 % and underdesigning Exchanger 1 by 16 %. 

From the above, it is clear that process interactions can make empirical overdesign techniques 

unreliable and that the identification of the ''worst-case" operating conditions is not always 

intuitively obvious. Furthermore, it is seen that empirical overdesign techniques, apart from 

being economically inferior, can actually worsen operability. This suggests the need for 

systematic approaches to ensure flexible plant operation. 
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Figure 2.1: Heat exchanger network with specifications for stream C2 and stream H. 
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Figure 2.2: Actual performance obtained by the network as a result of uncertainty in the 

estimation of the heat transfer coefficients. 
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Dynamic operability case study 

Dynamic operability is a measure of the quality of closed-loop performance achievable for a 

plant by feedback (Morari, 1983). The simple case study below, from Arkun (1986), serves 

as an introduction to the impact of model uncertainty on dynamic operability and demon

strates how some designs may be inherently more sensitive to model uncertainty. It also 

highlights the conflicting requirements of steady-state economics and dynamic operability. 

The system under consideration is the heat-integrated reactor shown in Figure 2.3 (Geor

gakis and Worthey, 1978; Arkun, 1986), where the parameter 'lJ denotes the extent of heat 

integration. 

ENDOTHERMIC Rll:ACTOR EXOTHERMIC REACTOR 

t 
Figure 2.3: Heat integration between an exothermic and an endothermic reactor (Arkun, 

1986). Here Q1 < Q2 (d < 1) and 0 < 'lJ < 1. 

The aim of the control system is to regulate the reactor outlet temperatures by manipulating 

the temperature of the heating and cooling coils. Possible sources of uncertainty in the 

dynamic model are (i) a poor knowledge of the reaction mechanism and the reaction rate 

constants, as well as (ii) variations in the feed composition during operation (Arkun, 1986). 

Two alternative process designs are considered, differing only in the design parameters (Th 

and V2) of the exothermic reactor. Optimally tuned Internal Model Controllers are used 

throughout the study to prevent bias due to tuning. The tuning parameters for the nominal 

designs (perfect models) are referred to as the nominal tuning parameters. 
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Figure 2.4: Dynamic responses of Design 1 and 2 with model error (- -) and without(-), for 

a unit step change in the setpoint of T2 (Arkun, 1986). 

Figure 2.4 shows the simulation results achieved for each design at a fixed degree of heat 

integration (77 = 0.2), for a step in the temperature setpoint of the exothermic reactor, both 

with and without uncertainty in the reaction rate constant. From the simulation it is clear 

that if the dynamic models are perfect then both designs perform equally well. However, 

if uncertainty in the reaction rate is included, then Design 2 performs significantly better 

than Design 1, at the nominal tuning parameters. In fact, the closed-loop performance of 

Design 1 is seen to be unstable in the presence of model uncertainty. While stability could 

be regained by detuning the controller, this will result in Design 1 having inferior nominal 

performance as compared to Design 2. From the simulations above, Design 2 is seen to 

be inherently less sensitive than Design 1 to errors in the rate constant. Design engineers 

equipped with this sort of information at the early design stages are able to prevent costly 

modifications from being made at a later stage of the design. 

Another design parameter which influences the sensitivity to model uncertainty is the degree 

of heat integration. Figure 2.5 (Arkun, 1986) shows the dynamic performance of Design 2, 

with uncertainty in the reaction rate constant, for different degrees of heat integration. It 

is clear from the simulations that the quality of the dynamic performance decreases with 
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increasing heat integration. The process thus becomes more sensitive to model uncertainty 

as increasing energy savings are sought. 
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Figure 2.5: Dynamic responses of Design 2, with various degrees of heat integration 1'/, for a 

unit step change in the setpoint of T2 (Arkun, 1986). 

This case study has thus shown that the sensitivity of dynamic performance to model un

certainty is a function of the process design parameters T12, V2 and 1'J (Arkun, 1986). The 

conflict between dynamic operability and steady-state economics has also been highlighted. 

Having provided a background to the importance of considering operability issues in parallel 

with the plant design, a review of the systematic approaches that have been developed for 

this purpose follows. Plant safety and reliability are dealt with first, followed by flexibility 

and dynamic operability. 

2.2 Assessment of Plant Safety and Reliability 

In this section the important operational needs of safety and reliability are discussed. Plant 

safety is concerned with the hazards and consequences of equipment failure and abnormal op

erating conditions. Plant reliability, on the other hand, deals with the probability of normal 

operation given that equipment failure can occur (Swaney and Grossmann, 1985a). Plant 

safety is of paramount importance in the modern production environment and is clearly a 
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function of both the process design (plant layout, choice of equipment and operating condi

tions) and the reliability of the individual units. 

2.2.1 Plant Safety 

There is an increasing need to evaluate the safety of a process at the early design stage. Such 

a need is motivated by both external and internal· pressures. External pressures for plant 

safety include stricter government regulations and increased public pressure on safety and 

environmental issues (Heikkila et al., 1996). Internal pressures include the need to improve 

system effectiveness (Asbjornsen, 1989) by reducing the costs associated with redesign at the 

later phases of design when detailed Hazard and Operability (HAZOP) studies are conducted. 

Process safety can be categorized into inherent (internal) safety and external safety. In

herent safety pertains to the intrinsic aspects of the process, such as the type of chemicals 

used, the operating conditions and the unit operations selected. The goal in designing for 

inherent safety is to avoid or to remove hazards rather than to control. them by add-on pro

tective systems (Benson, 1987; Kletz, 1991). Inherent safety is best considered in' the early, 

conceptual stages of design when the choice of process route is made. External safety is 

related to process control systems and piping and equipment details and is mostly carried 

out during the detailed engineering stages with the aid of computerized HAZOP analysis 

tools (Venkatasubramanian and Vaidhyanathan, 1994). 

Total plant safety is a combination of inherent safety and external safety. Since the final 

designs of chemical processes must be safe, the challenge facing the designer is to reach the 

required safety level at the minimum cost in terms of capital and design time. It is argued 

(Kletz, 1991) that inherently safe plants require fewer modifications to improve safety and 

are thus simpler and cheaper. 

Methods of estimating inherent process safety include the Dow Index and the Mond Index, 

but these indices only estimate the risks associated with explosion and fire. Edwards and 

Lawrence (1993) present an inherent safety index for analyzing the choice of process route, 

that is, the choice of raw materials and reactions steps. Their method, however, is mainly 

concerned with reactor safety and does not properly consider the other parts of the process, 

even though these usually represent the majority of the equipment. 

To overcome this, Heikkila et al. (1996) proposed a new inherent safety index which considers 

a wide range of factors affecting the inherent safety of a process. The index is divided into 
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two main categories, namely the chemical inherent safety index, Ic1, and the process inherent 

safety index, IPI. 

The chemical inherent safety index describes the effect of the choice of raw materials and 

other chemicals on process safety. It considers aspects such as the heat of the main reaction 

!RM, the heat of side reactions !Rs, flammability !FL, explosiveness !Ex, toxicity Irox, 

corrosiveness IcoR and the potential reaction hazards hNT associated with accidental mixing 

of chemicals. It is formally calculated as: 

Ic1 =!RM, max+ I Rs, max+ (!FL+ !Ex + frox )max+ IcoR,max + hNT,max (2.1) 

where the subindices are assigned a given value in a range depending on their associated risk. 

Large databases of information pertaining to the safety of past designs and known risks are 

used for this purpose. 

The process inherent safety index describes the effect of the type of process equipment and 

operating conditions on the inherent safety. It considers aspects such as temperature Ir, 

pressure fp, equipment safety feQ, safety of the process structure Isr and storage facilities 

h. It is formally calculated as: 

fp1 =Ir, max+ IP, max+ IEQ,max + Isr,max + h (2.2) 

As before, the values of the subindices are determined from large databases of information. 

The total inherent safety index I TI is calculated for each process step as I TI = le 1 + Ip 1. 

Different process alternatives may now be compared on the basis of their total inherent safety 

indices. Process designers may weight the subindexes which they wish to emphasize in a 

given application. Heikkila et al. (1996) show the application of this approach in assessing 

the inherent safety of a liquid-phase methanol carbonylation process. 

The advantage of the above inherent safety index is that it is easy to determine, given the 

database of information. It provides a simple screening tool at the conceptual design stage 

to avoid designs which are inherently unsafe. As the design proceeds, safety considerations 

need to be included concurrently at each· step. In the detailed engineering phase of the 

design, modern tools for computerized integrated Fault Tree/Event Tree/HAZOP analysis 

have been developed (Kuo et al., 1997). The aim of these tools is not to remove the engineer 

from the safety analysis but rather to remove the repetitive tasks and provide information 

and decision making abilities to the design engineer. The developments in this regard have 

aimed at artificial intelligence approaches which act more as "advisors" than "auditors" 

(Preston et al., 1996). It should be noted though that purely "auditor-type" tools are still 
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ofgreat importance as they reduce the burden of demonstrating compliance with regulatory 

requirements on process safety. 

Preston et al. (1996) also argue that, apart from developing tools for assessing inherent 

safety and for providing automated safety assessment, there is still a need to provide thorough 

operator training through simulation schemes which teach operators how to respond correctly 

to emergency process situations. 

2.2.2 Plant Reliability 

According to Asbjornsen (1989), production system effectiveness has three main components, 

namely: 

l. Reliability, which is the probability of a piece of equipment being in working order. 

2. Availability, which is the probability of a piece of equipment being available for pro

duction. 

3. Performance, which is the probability of producing product to the required quality 

tolerance. 

Of the above issues, reliability and availability are dealt with in this section. The issue of 

performance will be dealt with in the sections pertaining to flexibility and dynamic operability. 

Process and equipment reliability are often measured by failure distribution models. A 

commonly used measure of reliability is the mean time between failures; denoted MTBF 

(Asbjornsen, 1989). Reliability is clearly a function of the design decisions with regard to 

equipment selection and process layout. Reliability may be improved by using better quality 

equipment and/or by providing hot parallel standbys for critical components (Asbjornsen, 

1989). Either of these options increases capital costs, which must be traded off against the 

costs of poor reliability. The costs of an unreliable plant are frequent trips and stoppages, 

which result in a loss in product and which may propagate down the plant and cause safety 

hazards due to abnormal operating conditions. A further cost of poor reliability is the addi

tional maintenance personnel needed as well as the equipment and storage costs of the spare 

parts required. 

Process and equipment availability is related to reliability but incorporates the time needed 

to repair faulty equipment. The repair time is particularly important and can mean that a 
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process with lower reliability but shorter repair time is preferred over a process with slightly 

higher reliability and longer repair times. Asbjornsen (1989) defines availability, A, as fol

lows: 
MTBF 

A= MTTS+MTTSD+MTTR 
(2.3) 

Availability is thus a function of reliability (MTBF), the start-up and shut-down times 

(MTTS and MTTSD respectively) and the mean time to repair (MTTR). From the above 

expression we see that process start-up and shut-down are important aspects of plant oper

ability. The modern trend is toward on-line development of start-up and shut-down proce

dures, particularly for the cases where the situation at hand is d.ifferent from that for which 

documentation is available (Pradubsripetch et al., 1996). 

Plant availability becomes increasingly important when other plants are dependent on the 

availability of the current plant. Therefore, the supplier is usually bound by a contract 

liability to maintain a certain level of availability. 

Having briefly dealt with the issues of plant safety and reliability, the next section considers 

another important aspect of plant operability, namely operational flexibility. It will also 

be shown how reliability and availability considerations may be combined with flexibility to 

obtain a more realistic assessment of plant flexibility (Pistikopoulos and Mazzuchi, 1990). 

2.3 Flexibility Analysis 

Plant flexibility represents the ability of a design to operate at steady-state over a range of 

conditions while satisfying performance specifications. Mathematically, flexibility may be 

described as the range of variations in uncertain operating parameters that can be tolerated 

without violating mass and energy balance constraints and any relevant steady-state design 

specifications (Swaney and Grossmann, 1985a). The variations in operating conditions expe

rienced by a plant may be due to internal or external sources. External sources of variation 

include changes in throughput, feed quality, product requirements, ambient conditions and 

utility fluctuations. Internal sources of variability include changes in heat exchanger fouling 

factors and catalyst deactivation. Flexibility is primarily concerned with slow variations in 

these parameters whereas high frequency variations and their associated dynamics are treated 

using the concept of dynamic operability. 

The conventional approach to provide for flexibility is to choose a conservative set of op

erating conditions as the design basis and then to introduce additional units and empirical 
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overdesign factors to improve flexibility. The disadvantages of such a procedure have already . 

been mentioned in the flexibility case study presented earlier in this chapter. In order to 

overcome these problems, research efforts have focussed on developing systematic approaches 

for both flexibility assessment and for synthesizing flexible designs. The aim of this section is 

to highlight the approaches that have been presented in the literature for this purpose. Par

ticular emphasis will be given to the pioneering work by Swaney and Grossmann (1985a&b). 

Extensions of their approach as well as alternative approaches will be presented in less detail. 

2.3.1 Development of a Mathematical Formulation for Plant Flexibility 

Pioneering research by Swaney and Grossmann (1985a&b) aimed to provide the design engi

neer with the capability to: 

1. evaluate the flexibility of a given or proposed design, 

2. determine the operating conditions, or process bottlenecks, which limit the flexibility 

of a design, 

3. compare the degree of flexibility of different designs or design configurations for screen

ing purposes, and 

. .> 

4. quantify the trade-off between plant flexibility and steady-state economics. 

In order to achieve these goals a scalar index for operational flexibility was proposed, the 

development of which follows. The physical steady-state performance of a process may be 

defined in terms of the following relations: 

h(d,z,x,B) 0 

g(d,z,x,B) < 0 
I 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

where h is a vector of the mass, energy and equilibrium equations applicable to steady-state 

process operation and g is a vector of inequalities pertaining to physical operating limits 

and/or product specifications. The vector d contains all the fixed design variables and z is a 

vector of all control variables, representing the degrees of freedom available during operation. 

The vector x contains the state variables (same dimension as h) and ()is the set of uncertain 

parameters whose values are expected to vary over the lifetime of the project or during normal 
I 

operation. 
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The vector 0 may include, for example, throughput, rate constants, catalyst activity and heat 

exchanger fouling factors. Typically bounds exist on 0 of the form: 

oIY - 6.o-: < 03· < oN + b..ot 
J J - - J J 

(2.6) 

where 6.0j and b..Oj are the expected positive and negative deviations of the jth element 

of 0 from the nominal design value Of. The uncertain parameters are expected to vary 

independently of each other and if this is not the case then the existing set 0 should be 

reduced to an independent set. 

For a given plant design d and any realization of the uncertain parameters 0, the state 

variables x may be expressed as an implicit function of d, z and 0: 

h( d, z, x, 0) = 0 => x = x( d, z, 0) (2.7) 

As a result, it is possible to eliminate the state variables from the formulation and thereby 

describe the process operation by the following reduced inequality constraints: 

g(d,z,x(d,z,0),0) = f (d,z,O) ~ 0 (2.8) 

Thus, for feasible operation we require (2.8) to be satisfied. The region of feasible operation 

in the space of the uncertain parameters 0 can now be classified formally as: 

n = { o I [::i z If (d, z, o) ~ o]} (2.9) 

In order to describe the feasible region in a more mathematically useful way, Swaney and 

Grossmann (1985a) used a scaled hyperrectangle T defined, in terms of a nonnegative scalar 

variable 8, as follows: 

(2.10) 

The flexibility index F for a given set of design parameters d is defined as the maximum value 

that 8 can take without T containing any infeasible points. That is, T is the largest scaled 

hyperrectangle, whose ratios are set by the designer, that can fit inside the region of feasi

ble operation. This corresponds to the solution of the following semi-infinite programming 

problem: 

F max 8 (2.11) 

s.t. {V 0 E T(6) I :3z I J(d,z,O) ~ O} 

It should be noted that, when F 2'. 1, the proposed design allows for feasible operation over 

the range of parameter uncertainties originally specified or expected by the designer. 
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Figure 2.6: Geometrical interpretation of the feasible region and the flexibility index F for a 

two-dimensional uncertain parameter set e. 

The point 0* corresponding to the case where fi(d, z, O*) = 0 is known as a critical point. Its 

importance lies in the fact that it corresponds to a so-called "worst-case" operating condition 

as described earlier in the motivational example. The constraints that are limiting at this 

point can be thought of as the bottlenecks in the given design. The above concepts are 

illustrated graphically in Figure 2.6 for the case where the uncertain parameter set 0 has two 

elements. 

Halemane and Grossmann (1983) have shown that the feasibility constraint in (2.11) is math

ematically equivalent to the following max-min-max constraint: 

max min max fi(d, z, B) :S 0 
OET(li) z iE/ 

(2.12) 

An equivalent formulation for the flexibility index is thus given by: 

F - max8 (2.13) 

s.t. max min max fi(d, z, 0) :S 0 
OET(li) z iE/ 

where T ( 8) - ' { e I eN - 8 t:::.e~ :::; e :::; eN + 8 t:::.e+} 

In the present form the problem is still very difficult to solve due to the max-min-max 

constraint and its semi-infinite nature. According to Grossmann et al. (1983), the max-
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min-max constraints can lead. to a non-differentiable global optimization problem. Swaney 

and Grossmann (1985a) have shown that, for the special case where the constraint functions 

f(d, z, (}) are jointly quasi-convex in z and one-dimensional quasi-convex in(}, the solution to 

(2.13) lies at a vertex of the hyperrectangle T(b). The problem can then be decomposed 

into a two-stage optimization problem where a [Jk is determined for each vertex direction and 

the minimum one is chosen. Grossmann and Floudas (1987) developed an active constraint 

solution strategy for flexibility analysis that does not rely on the assumption that the solu

tion of (2.13) lies at a vertex. Ovstrovsky et al. (1996) provide a mixed integer nonlinear 

programming (MINLP) solution strategy to the above flexibility analysis problem and report 

that in some cases it has computational advantages over the methods mentioned above. 

Pistikopoulos and Mazzuchi (1989 and 1990) extended the method of Swaney and Grossmann 

to consider the case where the uncertainty in the parameters(} is represented by probability 

distribution functions rather than bounds. They assume a Gaussian distribution model for 

the uncertain parameters with the idea being that (} is most likely to be near ef. The result 

enables a stochastic flexibility index to be determined. 

Straub and Grossmann (1990) developed an expected stochastic flexibility measure for analyz

ing the flexibility of a design to withstand stochastic uncertainty in the continuous parameters 

as well as discrete state uncertainty. The treatment of discrete state uncertainty is typically 

associated with reliability assessment where a unit is either operating or has failed (Dhillon 

and Rayapati, 1988). Therefore, the measure provides a framework for integrating flexibility 

and reliability and accurately accounts for the interactions between these important aspects 

of operability. 

Dimitriadis and Pistikopoulos (1995) developed. an approach for assessing the feasibility and 

flexibility of dynamic systems in the presence of time-varying uncertain parameters. The 

formulation for both the dynamic feasibility and dynamic flexibility problems is an extension 

of the steady-state flexibility analysis framework discussed thus far. The difference is that 

in the dynamic case the feasible region and the flexibility index vary with time. A dynamic 

flexibility index is now defined as the largest scaled deviation that can be tolerated while 

remaining feasible over a given time horizon. If the critical points limiting feasibility are 

assumed to lie at the vertices of the time-varying uncertainty space, then both the dynamic 

feasibility and flexibility problems reduce to differential algebraic optimization problems. 

These problems are solved using the DAEOPT optimal control code of Vassiliadis et al. 

(1994a&b). 
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When the above simplifying assumption is not valid, orthogonal collocation is used to dis

cretize the differential algebraic equation system and an active constraint strategy (Gross

mann and Floudas, 1987) is used to transform both problems into MINLP problems. Mo

hideen et al. (1996) show how the above approach has application in control structure se

lection and controller tuning for dynamic chemical processes. Details of their approach are 

provided later in this chapter, in the section pertaining to the synthesis of operable plants. 

Chacon-Mondragon and Himmelblau (1988) adopt an alternative approach to flexibility anal

ysis. The fundamental difference lies in the fact that they assess flexibility as the size of 

the set of control variables that satisfy the feasibility constraints rather than in terms of the 

size of the feasible region. Intuitively, the more "options" available for achieving feasibility, 

the more flexible the plant design. In order to assess the size of this set, they linearize the 

feasibility constraints in (2.8) with respect to the control variables and calculate the so-called 

m-dimensional volume of the polyhedron formed by the intersections of the linear constraints 

in the space of the control variables. If this volume is positive, then there exists a set of 

control variables which result in feasible operation. Chacon-Mondragon and Himmelblau 

(1994) extend their approach to treat the synthesis problem in a multi-objective fashion 

whereby a pareto-optimal trade-off is achieved between economics (in the form of minimized 

cost) and flexibility. 

2.4 Systematic Approaches To Dynamic Operability Assess

ment 

In this section the different approaches that have been proposed for both dynamic operability 

assessment and for the synthesis of dynamically operable plants are reviewed. A number of 

terms are currently used in the literature for what is termed dynamic operability in this thesis. 

Other regularly used terms include (dynamic) resiliency and controllability. Although a 

number of different definitions are used in the literature, the common thread is that dynamic 

operability is a measure of the quality of closed-loop control performance that can be achieved 

for a plant via feedback (Morari, 1983). Clearly, the quality of control performance depends 

on the type of controller used, the tuning parameters, the choice of measured and manipulated 

variables (control structure) and the process itself. In order not to bias the results by the 

choice of controller or tuning parameters, Morari (1983) proposed that dynamic operability 

be determined as a limit of achievable control performance. In this way, it is only a function 

of the inherent properties of the process design and the control structure. 
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The impact that a plant design has on its closed-loop control performance was stated explicitly 

as early as 1943 by Ziegler and Nichols (1943). They devoted an entire paper to this topic, 

an excerpt of which appears below: 

"In the application of automatic controllers, it is important to realize that 

the controller and the process form a unit; credit or discredit for results obtained 

are attributable to one as much as the other. A poor controller is often able to 

perform acceptably on a process which is easily controlled. The finest controller 

made, when applied to a miserably designed process, may not deliver the desired 

performance. True, on badly designed processes, advanced controllers are able 

to eke out better results than older models, but on these processes there is a 

definite end point which can be approached by instrumentation and it falls short 

of perfection." 

Ziegler and Nichols (1943) also introduced a "recovery factor" to classify processes in terms 

of their dynamic operability or controllability, regardless of the controller used. Though 

not theoretically rigorous, the recovery factor does express reasonably accurately the perfor

mance achievable for single-input single-output (SISO) processes, even when using current 

sophisticated control hardware (Morari and Perkins, 1995). 

One of the earliest industrial examples illustrating the importance of considering the dynamic 

aspects of a process at its design stage is given by Anderson (1966). This study considered an 

improperly designed feed-effluent heat-exchanger system. The recycle of energy introduced 

positive feedback and destabilized the system at high throughputs. Only after shutdown 

and a complete re-design was it possible to run the plant at its design capacity. 

A number of papers appeared subsequently, discussing the impact of plant design on dynamics 

and control (Silverstein and Shinnar, 1977; Georgakis and Worthey, 1978). Uppal et al. 

(1974) considered the influence of design parameters on the dynamic behavior of CSTRs and 

Lee et al. (1972) did so for heat exchangers. However, the first systematic and general 

approach for including operability considerations into process design was due to Nishida and 

Ichikawa (1975) and Nishida et al. (1976). Their method involves a min-max optimal control 

formulation, reported to be too complex to be applicable for larger systems. 

Despite the above mentioned research, it is primarily since the early 1980s that quaiititative 

measures have been developed to assess dynamic operability. The remainder of this section 

focuses on these approaches. Unless otherwise mentioned, the plant and controller will be 

assumed to be linear time-invariant. 
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The discussion begins with the Internal Model Control (IMC) framework used in the pio

neering work by Morari (1983) to determine the factors limiting the achievable closed-loop 

performance of a process. Care is taken in describing each of these factors and detailing 

how the IMC approach enables a limit of performance to be determined without bias due to 

controller type or tuning. The IMC approach will be treated fairly thoroughly since much of 

the work in this field is based on these initial ideas and since the Q-parametrization approach, 

used in this thesis, is closely related to the IMC framework. 

Following the IMC approach, methods due to Perkins and coworkers (Perkins and Wong, 1985; 

Russell and Perkins, 1987; Cao et al., 1994) based on controllability analysis are presented. 

The controllability approach is based on the idea of output reproducibility and is seen to 

involve similar conditions for perfect control as those determined in the IMC framework. It 

will be shown in Chapter 5 that the Q-parametrization approach is also closely related to the 

concept of functional controllability. 

Following the above two approaches is the research due to Psarris and Floudas (1991a&b) 

which simultaneously treats the effect of right-half-plane transmission (RHPT) zeros and 

time delays on dynamic operability. Thereafter further heuristic indicators of dynamic op

erability are reviewed. The incorporation of economic aspects is discussed next, followed 

by methods for synthesizing plants that have both good steady-state economics and good 

dynamic operability. 

2.4.1 Internal Model Control Framework 

Since dynamic operability is a closed-loop property it is very difficult to assess without some 

bi_?s due to the particular controller (Arkun, 1986; Morari, 1983). This is especially true 

when working in the classical feedback control framework. 

An intuitive approach to dynamic operability assessment would be to select a particular 

controller structure and to optimize a scalar closed-loop performance measure subject to the 

relevant closed-loop constraints in order to determine the optimal tuning parameters. The 

result obtained can then be used to judge the performance of the system under closed-loop 

control. Unfortunately, the resulting optimization problem is notoriously nonconvex, with 

multiple local minima. Thus, if a solution is obtained no guarantees are available regarding 

its global optimality; furthermore, one cannot be sure of the quality of control achievable 

with a more sophisticated controller. Poor control performance could be due to sub-optimal 

tuning and/ or a sub-optimal controller structure and/ or an inherently inferior process design. 
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Unfortunately, it is difficult to isolate the cause(s) of the problem. If no solution is obtained 

then this could either be a consequence of numerical difficulties, or it could be that no 

controller is able to meet the constraints. An added difficulty with this approach is the 

problem of ensuring that the controller parameters used in the optimization do not lead to 

instability. 

In order to remedy this situation, Morari (1983) proposed the use of the Internal Model 

Control framework to represent the closed-loop properties of a system independent of the 

controller structure and thereby isolate the sources of the inherent control problems. Figure 

2.7 shows the IMC structure and how it is obtained from the classical feedback structure by 

the addition of two blocks, each containing the plant model G(s) in such a way that their 

effects cancel each other out (Morari and Zafiriou, 1989). 

d r--------.., 
1U 

G 
y 

L-------- .J 

d 

Ys y 

Figure 2. 7: Development of the IMC structure from the classical feedback structure. 

In performing this transformation no generality is lost, as is apparent from the following 

equations relating the IMC controller Ge to the classical controller K. 

(2.14) 

Although the two representations are equivalent, the IMC structure is more useful for the 

analysis of dynamic operability, as will be shown next. 
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Using block-diagram algebra, the closed-loop expression for the outputs y as a function of 

the actual plant G, the plant model G and the IMC controller Ge is given by 

(2.15) 

where Ys is the vector of setpoint changes and dis the disturbance to the system. 

An important property of the IMC formulation is that, if the model is perfect (G = G), then 

the closed-loop system is internally stable if and only if the plant and the IMC controller 

are each stable. As alluded to earlier, this property is especially useful in optimal controller 

design because, for a stable plant and a stable IMC controller, closed-loop stability is ensured. 

A property of great importance to dynamic operability assessment is that, for a perfect model 

(G = G) and a stable IMC controller, perfect control can be achieved if the IMC controller 

can be chosen as the right inverse of the plant model. This is best understood by noting 

that, in the absence of model uncertainty, the closed-loop expression for y in (2.15) reduces 

to: 

(2.16) 

Now, by choosing the IMC controller such that GGe = I; or if the plant model is square, 

Ge= {;.- 1, it is clear that y(t) = y8 (t) for all time t and for all disturbances d. This situation 

corresponds to perfect control, which, although not achievable in practice, provides a useful 

criterion to test the inherent performance limitations of a plant. 

In order for Ge to be implementable it must be causal, realizable and stable. Morari (1983) 

argued that the following factors, if present in a plant, prevent one from implementing the 

inverse of the plant model as the IMC controller and hence prevent the achievement of perfect 

control: 

l. Right-half-plane transmission (RHPT) zeros - since these would result in unstable poles 

in the controller Ge. 

2. Time delays - since these would require prediction (noncausal behavior) by the con

troller. 

3. Input constraints - since most physical plants are strictly proper and implementing 

the model inverse would result in an improper controller and infinite input signals to 

the process. Any input constraints limit the degree to which the IMC controller can 

approximate the inverse of the plant model, while still remaining proper, and thus limit 

the achievable closed-loop performance. 
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4. Model uncertainty - since the above discussion relied on the assumption of a perfect 

model. It will be shown later, using the IMC framework, that model uncertainty limits 

the frequency range over which perfect control is possible. 

If any of these performance-limiting factors are present in a plant, then the IMC approach 

for dynamic operability assessment involves factorizing the plant model G into an invertible 

part (;_ and a non-invertible part G+, so that G = G+G_. The IMC controller is then 

chosen as the right inverse of (;_, that is, G_Gc = I. Substitution of this controller into 

the expression for the closed-loop response of y, in the absence of model uncertainty yields: 

(2.17) 

It is thus dear that the properties of the non-invertible part of the plant G + will determine the 

achievable closed-loop performance. Ideally we desire G+ = I but, as has been mentioned 

earlier, this is not always possible. Choosing G+ such that G+(s = 0) = I will result 

in offset-free control performance and typically G+ is chosen such that it has unity norm, 

llG+ll = L 

It should be noted that the number of possible factorizations of the plant model is infinite and 

thus a factorization which is optimal in some specified sense is sought. A commonly used 

measure of performance is the minimum integral-square-error (ISE) of the output response. 

Anot-p.er point to note is that the classical controller has effectively been removed from the 

problem and dynamic operability is dependent only on G+, which is a function of the plant 

model only. In the discussion below it is shown how optimal factorizations of the plant 

model have been obtained analytically by researchers when studying the individual impact 

of the performance-limiting factors on dynamic operability. 

Effect of RHPT zeros on dynamic operability 

For single-input single-output (SISO) systems, the zeros are the roots of the numerator poly

nomial of the transfer function. For multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems the trans

mission zeros are defined as those values of s for which the rank of G( s) drops below its 

nominal rank (MacFarlane and Karcanias, 1976). Holt and Morari (1985b) show that, for 

an open-loop stable system, the RHPT zeros are the roots of the numerator of the determinant 

that are in the right-half-plane. 

Some important properties of RHPT zeros are (Holt and Morari, 1985b ): 
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1. They lead to an initial inverse response behavior in SISO systems (if there are an 

odd number present). This behavior is common in boiler drums, simple distillation 

columns and coupled distillation columns. For multivariable systems, the presence of 

RHPT zeros is not necessarily shown by inv:erse response behavior. In addition, iri 

MIMO systems it is possible to generate "inverse" response-type behavior by appropri

ate manipulation of the inputs, even though there are no RHPT zeros present. 

2. They possess a transmission blocking property in that there can exist an exponentially 

growing input and a set of initial conditions for which the output remains unchanged. 

This property is the reason why for multivariable systems they are called RHP trans-. 

mission zeros. 

3. Transmission zeros are invariant under state and output feedback (Kwakernaak and 

Sivan, 1972). They can therefore not be moved into the left-half-plane by clever con

troller design. However, by modifying the process it is sometimes possible to eliminate 

the presence of RHPT zeros, as will be demonstrated later in the work of Psarris and 

Floudas (1991a&b). 

4. Inverting plant models that contain RHPT zeros results in the presence of RHP poles, 

which are unstable. 

Because of the above it is clear that RHPT zeros adversely affect the closed-loop performance 

of a system. The extent to which they do this depends on their number and their location 

and is discussed next. The discussion will be divided into the SISO case and the MIMO 

case. 

SISO case In the discussion which follows it is assumed that the system is stable, has no 

time-delays, that no input constraints are present and that there is no model uncertainty. 

Consider a SISO process G(s), with m RHP zeros (zi, ... , Zm), given by: 

_ (-.1..s +. 1) ... (--1 s + 1) (.1..s + 1) ... (..!.s + 1) G( S) = ZJ Zm T1 . Te 

(;IS+ 1) ... (in S + 1) 
Zi, Ti, Pi > 0 (2.18) 

Kwakernaak and Sivan (1972) have shown that, to minimize the integral square error (ISE) 

to step inputs, G+ in (2.17) must be chosen as follows: 

_ m (-:ts+l) 
G+(s) =}] (i's+ 1) (2.19) 

The closed-loop poles should thus be placed at the mirror images of the open-loop RHP zeros. 
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The resulting minimal ISE for a system with real zeros, subject to a unit step in y13, is given 

by (Frank, 1974): 
m 2 

ISE = 2:-
i=l Zi 

(2.20) 

The conclusion is that the more RHP zeros there are, and the closer they lie to the imaginary 

axis, the worse the resulting dosed-loop performance. Hence, for good dynamic operability, 

systems with "small" RHP zeros should be avoided. 

It should be noted that the optimal factorization of G(s) depends on the choice of inputs 

as well as the performance measure. Frank (1974) developed a procedure to determine 

G + ( s) that minimizes the ISE for different types of inputs. Holt and Morari ( 1985b) provide 

optimal factorizations for step inputs where the performance measure is the minimum integral 

absolute error (IAE). Despite the different performanc~ measures or input types, the results 

still show that RHP zeros near the origin cause control difficulties. 

MIMO case For multivariable systems Holt and Morari (1985b) show that RHPT zeros 

are a characteristic only of square systems and that, except in rare cases corresponding to 

so-called "pinned zeros" (Bristol, 1980), the RHPT zeros can affect all the outputs of the 

system. 

For multivariable systems the optimal factorization of G( s) depends on the performance in

dex, the type of input and the relative importance of the outputs (expressed as weights in the 

performance index). Frank (1974) provides a procedu~e for determining G+(s) which mini

mizes the weighted ISE performance measure, but the procedure is reported to be extremely 

complicated and of little practical significance (Holt and Morari, 1985b). 

As the optimal G+(s) is a function of the infinite number of possible choices of performance 

weights, Holt and Morari considered two special cases, namely that of dynamic decoupling 

and where the effect of the RHPT zero is shifted onto the least important output. 

Dynamic decoupling Consider a square MIMO system of dimension n, with m RHPT 

zeros. If we require the outputs to be dynamically decoupled then the G+ which generates 

an !SE-optimal response to step inputs is given by: 

~ {rrm (-.l,s+l) rrm (--1,s+l) rrm (-1.,s+l)} 
C+(s)=diag ( 1zi ) , (ti ) , ... , (lzi ) 

i=l Zi s + 1 i=l Zi s + 1 i=l Zi s + 1 
(2.21) 

Using this factorization means that the RHPT zeros affect every output. The degradation 

in closed-loop performance can be seen on the same basis as the SISO results and is inversely 
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proportional to the location of the RHPT zeros. This factorization is never optimal in an 

ISE sense since each RHPT zero contributes n times to the overall ISE instead of simply once, 

as required for optimality by Kwakernaak and Sivan (1972). Hence, for MIMO systems with 

RHPT zeros near the origin, dynamic decoupling is not a good control strategy and some 

form of interaction is preferable. 

Shifting effect of zero onto least important output Shifting the effect of RHPT zeros 

onto the least important output is complicated by the presence of "pinned zeros" (Bristol, 

1980) which make it impossible to shift the effect of a RHPT zero from a particular output. 

However, Holt and Morari (1985b) argue that for experimentally determined models it is 

virtually impossible to find pinned zeros, with a notable exception being the case of block 

triangular matrices where certain matrix elements are structurally equal to zero. 

Holt and Morari ( 1985b) showed that for a square stable system of dimension n with m RHPT 

zeros and no pinned zeros, it is possible to obtain perfect control on any set of n - 1 outputs, 

with the remaining output exhibiting no steady-state offset. The form of G+ satisfying this 

theorem is as follows: 

0 0 

1 0 
Slln-1(s) fi (~...L s+l) 
bn-1(s) i=l <t. s+l) 

(2.22) 

The form of the ai(s) and bi (s) terms in the above expression are yet to be determined. 

Using a result of Kwakernaak and Sivan (1972), Holt and Morari show that the poles of the 

off-diagonal terms of G+, namely the roots of bi(s), need to be at the mirror images of the 

RHPT zeros. It is, however, unclear how the poles should be distributed among the bi(s) 

terms. For the case of a single RHPT zero z, Holt and Morari (1985b) provide the following 

optimal factorization: 

1 

0 
G+(s) = 

where the f3i are given by: 

~ 
( ~s+l) 

2[Jji(s = z) 
f3i = --~~---

Z9jn (s = z) 

0 0 0 

1 0 
(2.23) 

sf3n-l (-1. s+l) 
( ;s+l) (;s+l) 

for arbitary j E {l, ... ,n} (2.24) 
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and ?Jii represents the (j, i) element of the inverse of G. 

While the above approach provides valuable insight into the effect of RHPT zeros on achiev

able closed-loop performance, it is unable to treat multiple zeros for MIMO systems rigorously. 

As mentioned in the assumptions, it does not consider the performance-limiting effects of in

put constraints, time delays and model uncertainty nor is it able to consider the case where 

different outputs are equally important and decoupling is not desired. 

Morari et al. (1987) use the concept of zero-directions to assess the benefits of partial decou

pling and extend some of the results of Holt and Morari (1985b ). Their method provides a · 

convenient tool to judge the feasibility of alternative forms of decouplers. In particular, it is 

shown that for MIMO plants where a zero direction is predominantly aligned with one out

put, the best overall performance is achieved by preserving this alignment in the closed-loop 

transfer matrix. 

Effect of time delays on dynamic operability 

Time delays occur freq-q.ently in industrial process models due to the piping of fluids and the 

fact that high order systems, such as distillation columns, may be approximated as having 

time delays. For this reason it is important that the performance-limiting effect of time 

delays be quantified. Clearly, for SISO systems, the larger the time delay, the worse the 

ISE. In fact, for a SISO process containing a time delay () and m RHP zeros, K wakernaak 

·and Sivan (1972) showed that the ISE in response to step inputs is minimized by selecting: 

G+(s) 
m (-1- s + 1) 
II Zi e-9s 

(1-s + 1) 
i=l Zi 

(2.25) 

where Zi is the ith RHP zero. 

For MIMO systems the problem is complicated by the fact that both the magnitudes and 

the distribution of the time delays within the transfer matrix are important. The most 

significant research in this regard has been by Holt and Morari (1985a), Perkins and Wong 

(1985), Russell and Perkins (1987) and Psarris and Floudas (199la&b). Of these researchers, 

only Holt and Morari used the IMC approach and hence only their approach will be considered 

in this subsection. The other approaches will be discussed in later sections. 

In order to consider the performance-limiting effects of deadtimes, Holt and Morari (1985a) 

assume a square, perfect transfer matrix model of dimension n, unlimited controller power 

and a stable inverse. Under these assumptions, determining G+ involves finding the smallest 
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delays such that Ge= G= 1 = c-16+ is causal. That is, Ge is required to contain no terms 

in e75 where T > 0. In general, G+ cannot be determined uniquely as it is a function of the 

weighting of the outputs in the performance index, as well as the type of input used. Holt 

and Morari (1985a) provide lower and upper bounds on the performance index by considering 

the minimum possible response time both with and without dynamic decoupling. These two 

bounds are discussed next. 

Minimum response time without dynamic decoupling - an upper bound on dy

namic operability A lower bound for the settling time of output i is given by: 

Ti = mjn Pii (2.26) 
J 

where Pii is the minimum delay in the numerator of element (i,j) of G(s). Proof of the 

above result is direct since no input can effect a change in output i faster than that given by 

Ti. An upper bound on the dynamic operability is thus obtained by choosing G + as follows: 

(2.27) 

In general this upper bound is not achievable and off-diagonal elements need to be added 

and/or the delays of certain diagonal elements need to be increased in order for Ge= 6=1 = 

c-1G+ to be causal. 

Minimum response time with dynamic decoupling - lower bound on dynamic 

operability While the upper bound on dynamic operability may not always be achievable, 

the following lower bound is always possible and corresponds to the minimum delay associated 

with each output when the system is dynamically decoupled. According to Theorem 2 in 

Holt and Morari (1985a), the diagonal matrix Gt, corresponding to a decoupled response, 

with the smallest time delay terms such that Ge = 6= 1 = c-1ct is realizable, has the 

following form: 

where rii is given by 

G~ =diag(e-r11s, ... ,e-rnns) 

rii = max(max(O, (ijji - Pji))), 
J 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

In the above, Pii is the minimum delay in the numerator of element (j, i) of c-1 and ijii is 

the minimum delay in the denominator of element (j, i) of 6- 1. 

Holt and Morari (1985a) provide a simple rearrangement test to determine whether ct for 

a dynamically decoupled system is ISE optimal. The test involves determining whether, by 
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appropriate column interchanges, it is possible for the minimum delay in each row to appear 

on the diagonal. If the rearrangement test is satisfied then the upper and lower bounds 

coincide and the lower bound is referred to as being optimal. Clearly, in this case the upper 

bound is achievable. 

When the outputs are of different relative importance it is always possible to design a G + 

such that the most important output settles in the minimum time predicted by Ti in (2.26). 

However, when this happens, at least one output will not be able to settle faster than the 

bound on the response time as determined in (2.28) and (2.29). 

Illustrative example Consider the following simple example from Holt and Morari ( 1985a), 

where G is given by: 

(2.30) 

The mm1mum possible response time is given by the vector (2, 0), which corresponds to 

C + = diag( e- 2s, 1). As mentioned earlier, this response time may not necessarily be achiev

able. 

If dynamic decoupling is required, then Ci =diag( e- 4s, e- 2s) , which is clearly worse from 

an ISE perspective, but is definitely achievable. If the first output is more important, it is 

possible to make it settle in the minimum response time given by r 1 = 2, but the result is 

that the second output cannot settle faster than the time given by Ci, namely a delay of two 

units. Alternately, if the second output is more important then it can settle immediately, 

but the first output will not be able settle faster than a delay of four u'nits. 

Screening alternative designs Having shown how the time delay bounds may be evalu

ated, it is useful to mention how they may be applied to the screening of alternative designs. 

The basic idea is that designs having smaller time delay elements in the bounds are prefer

able. Unfortunately, there are several difficulties associated with this. The first difficulty 

is that the vector nature of these bounds, with each output having an associated delay, makes 

it difficult to choose between alternatives. Perkins and Wong (1985) argued that a single 

scalar measure would be more beneficial. More importantly perhaps is the fact that the 

upper bound is not necessarily achievable whereas the lower bound is achievable but not 

necessarily desirable. If alternative designs have upper and lower bounds which overlap, 

it becomes particularly difficult to rank them in an unambiguous manner based on their 

dynamic operability. 
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One issue that has not yet been dealt with in this section is the fact that time delays may 

introduce an infinite number of RHPT zeros into G (Morari, 1983; Psarris and Floudas, 

1991a&b) and thus not only limit perfect control due to prediction but also due to stability 

requirements on Ge. This issue will be dealt with when the research of Psarris and Floudas 

is reviewed in section 2.4.3 of this chapter. 

Effect of input constraints on dynamic operability 

Input constraints play an important part in assessing dynamic operability, as every physical 

system has actuator limits. As mentioned earlier, this imposes a restriction on the level of 

closed-loop control performance that can be achieved. A very simple approach to deter

mining the effect input constraints have on achievable performance is developed in the IMC 

framework (Morari, 1983) and is discussed below. 

Considering a perfect plant model (G = G ); from block-diagram algebra applied to the IMC 

framework, where Ge= c- 16+, we obtain the following: 

U = Gc{Ys - d) (2.31) 

- c- 16+(Ys - d) 

The factorization of G is typically done in such a fashion that II G + 11 = 1. The t'2-induced 

matrix norm will be used in the remainder of this section and is defined as follows: 

(2.32) 

where aM is the maximum singular value, Amax is the maximum eigenvalue, and G* is the 

oomplex conjugate transpose of G. Using the fact that 11a-1 112 = a;;1(G), where am is the 

minimum singular value of G and is defined in an analogous manner to a M (except that the 

minimum eigenvalue is indicated), we see from (2.31) that 

(2.33) 

Therefore, the constraint II u 112 ~ II Uma.x 112 will not be violated if we require: 

(2.34) 

For SISO systems with u appropriately scaled so that Umax 

reduces to 

1, the requirement (2.34) 

(2.35) 
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where jC(jw)l is the open-loop amplitude ratio. Therefore, for SISO systems, the open

loop amplitude ratio plot of ICl is a measure of the maximum disturbance amplitude that 

the system can handle without input saturation. For example, if the disturbance exceeds 

IC (w = O)I at steady-state, then there will be offset due to the saturation of the manipulated 

variable. Thus one desires systems with large values of IC (w = O)I .. 

In order for the above approach to be applicable for multivariable systems it requires scaling 

so that all the manipulated variables are subjected to similar constraints. Nevertheless, we 

see that large values of O"m(C) are beneficial. It should also be noted that the above measures 

are not expressed naturally in terms of time domain bounds on input signals, nor do they 

consider the impact of other performance-limiting factors. 

The above discussion has focussed on the performance-limiting effect of input constraints. 

Zafiriou and Chiou (1994) look at the interaction· between output constraints and RHP zeros 

using Model Predictive O:mtrol theory. They show that if the transfer matrix has elements 

or sub-blocks containing RHP zeros then instabilities may occur when enforcing hard output 

constraints. 

Effect of model uncertainty on dynamic operability 

As has been illustrated in the motivational example earlier in this chapter, the sensitivity of a 

plant to model uncertainty is a strong function of the plant design. As most mathematical 

models only approximate the actual process dynamics, the issue of model uncertainty is 

always important and its effect on the inherent "controllability" of a process needs to be 

quantified. At present, most models used for the control of continuous processes are linear 

time-invariant (LTI) models. In general, the sources of model uncertainty in such models 

could be due to any of the following (Arkun, 1986; Skogestad and Morari, 1987): 

l. Unmodelled high-frequency dynamics. 

2. Linearization of a nonlinear model about a particular operating point. 

3. Different operating conditions leading to changes in the model parameters, even if the 

process is fairly linear. For example, increases in flowrates lead to shorter deadtimes 

and time constants. 

4. True uncertainties such as imperfect knowledge of model parameters and the order of 

a model at high frequencies. 
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One typically therefore works with a model of the plant (nominal plant) and a set of plants 

(uncertainty set) lying in a norm-bounded region about the nominal plant, which is thought to 

contain the actual plant. In assessing the effect of model uncertainty on achievable control 

performance, researchers have generally addressed one or more of the following problems 

(Skogestad and Morari, 1987): 

1. How does the requirement that all plants in the uncertainty set remain stable limit the 

achievable dosed-loop performance of the nominal plant? 

2. How does the requirement that all plants in the uncertainty set satisfy a given perfor

mance criterion limit the achievable nominal performance? 

3. What is the best achievable performance for all plants in the uncertainty set? 

It will be seen in Chapter 4 that if the performance requirements are specified in an appro

priate form, then the second issue is a special case of the first. The exact problem that the 

designer chooses to address depends very much on the application and on the confidence in 

the plant model. . Considering problem 3 is far more complicated and may be overly conser

vative in certain situations to design for the worst-case performance. For example, in cases 

where the plant "operates" close to its nominal point for most of the time, with occasional 

perturbations, it may be more appropriate to consider problem 1 (Skogestad and Morari, 

1987). 

Early work by Morari (1983) used the IMC framework to identify the plant condition number 

as a measure of the plant's sensitivity to (unstructured) model uncertainty. Consider for 

example the case where the actual process is thought to lie in the following norm-bounded 

region about the nominal plant 

G(s) = G (I+ L1(s)) (2.36) 

The above description corresponds to multiplicative input uncertainty where L1 is the plant 

perturbation and is bounded as follows: 

llL1(jw)ll 2 ~ e (w) (2.37) 

The bound e(w) on the perturbation L1 usually increases with frequency and exceeds one at 

high frequencies for any practical process control problem (Morari, 1983). Using the small

gain theorem (to be discussed in Chapter 4), the closed-loop system is stable for all plants in 

the uncertainty set defined by (2.36) and (2.37) if and only if 

Yw (2.38) 
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Now, since t!(w) exceeds unity at high frequencies, the above requirement for robust stability 

prevents one from choosing Ge = 6-1. Therefore, model uncertainty limits the frequency 

range over which perfect control can be achieved. 

In order to satisfy the above requirement, the IMC Robust Control design methodology 

(Morari and Zafiriou, 1989) involves the introduction of a filter F( s) which essentially detunes 

the control performance at high frequencies to allow for robustness. The IMC controller then 

has the form: 

Gc(s) = 6= 1(s)F(s) (2.39) 

where the filter is chosen such that F(s = 0) = I. The robust stability requirement now 

becomes: 

-11--l . II 11- . II O"M(G) 
1 

1(w) = G (Jw) 2 G(1w) 2 = a-m(G) < a-M(F)t!(w) Vw. (2.40) 

From the above we see that the condition number 'Y is a measure of the sensitivity of the 

control performance to model uncertainty. Processes having small condition numbers are 

beneficial. The condition number is a system inherent property and is independent of the 

controller used. Unfortunately the condition number is very sensitive to scaling and thus, 

when comparing alternative designs, care must be taken to avoid incorrect conclusions. The 

most common approach to overcome this problem is to use the minimized condition number. 

However, Skogestad and Morari (1987) report that scaling can distort conclusions regarding 

the sensitivity of a plant to model uncertainty. 

It should be noted that no mention has been made thus far regarding the structure of the 

model uncertainty. For uncertainty in the manipulated inputs, the inputs are generally in

dependent of each other and thus the perturbation matrix is actually diagonal. The appro

priate robust stability condition is then derived in the framework of the structured singular 

value, in which case it is impossible to eliminate the controller from the formulation. Sko

gestad and Morari (1987) provide some useful results on the use of open-loop measures to 

analyze robustness. As these measures do not directly employ the IMC framework, they are 

discussed later in section 2.4.4 of this chapter. 

An alternative approach, which aims at exploiting information regarding the uncertainty 

structure is due to Arkun and coworkers (Palazoglu et al., 1985; Palazoglu and Arkun, 1986; 

Arkun, 1986). Their approach makes use of the IMC framework to derive a sufficient con

dition for robust stability in the presence of model uncertainty. From this condition it is 

seen that certain "robustness indices" are particularly convenient for modifying a design to 

improve robustness. They also include these indices together with economic measures to 

pose a multiobjective optimization problem whereby economics and robustness are traded-off 
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against each other. The details of their formulation follows. 

One of the key features of the approach of Arkun and coworkers is the use of symbolic 

logic algorithms to carry the design and uncertain parameters in the nonlinear state-space 

model through to the transfer function representation. This procedure facilitates sensitivity 

analysis and thus enables design modifications to be made in a systematic manner. 

Consider the following transfer function description of a process, obtained by a linear sensi

tivity analysis about a nominal operating point: 

G(s,</J,/3) =C(</J,/3) [sI-A(</J,/3)J B(</J,/3) +D(</J,/3) '1/3E1> (2.41) 

where </J is a vector containing the process design parameters and /3 is a vector of uncertain 

model parameters for which only upper and lower bounds are known through the set 1>. 
By using symbolic logic languages such as MACSYMA, Arkun and coworkers are able to 

perform the necessary parametric operations involving analytic differentiation with excellent 

accuracy. 

Now, using the error multiplicative form to express the actual plant G( s, </J, /3) as a function 

of the known nominal plant model G( s, </J, f3°), we have: 

G(s, </J, /3) =[I+ L(s, /3)] G(s, </J, f3°) (2.42) 

In the above expression, L( s, /3) is the structured model-error matrix, which is a function 

of the uncertain parameter /3 and is bounded such that aM [L(s,/3)] ~ fm(w). Guruswamy 

(1983) provides an efficient method for determining the uncertainty bound fm(w). 

Using the IMC framework with Ge chosen as in (2.39), Palazoglu et al. (1985) show that the 

closed-loop system is robustly stable (that is, stable for all L(s, /3) such that O"M [L(s, /3)] ~ 
fm(w) ), if the following condition holds: 

'if w (2.43) 

where E1 and E2 are the first and second robustness indices respectively, and are given by 

aM [c(jw,</J,/3°)] 

am [c(jw,</J,/3°)] 

aM,2 [G(jw,</J,/3°)] 

am [c(jw,</J,/3°)] 
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In the above expression CTM, 2 refers to the second largest singular value. All of the above 

quantities are easily computed by the Singular Value Decomposition techniques (Klema and 

Laub, 1980). 

The parameter a (0 ~ a ~ 1) in (2.43) is a measure of the structural information available 

on the modelling errors. Palazoglu et al. (1985) show how a may be determined from the 

projection of the model error L onto the "most sensitive" direction of the operator G+F. 

When a= 1, no information is known regarding the structure of the model uncertainty. 

The condition in (2.43) was derived by requiring the projection of the error matrix L onto 

the "most sensitive direction" of the IMC structure to be small. Projections onto other "less 

sensitive directions" may also be incorporated into the formulation. What results is that as 

more projections are made small, more robustness ind.ices are required in the denominator of 

the left hand side of (2.43). A system of dimension n has n robustness indices available for 

this purpose, with the ith one being defined in a similar manner to (2.45) except that the ith 

largest singular value is used in the numerator. Since En = 1, only n - 1 of the robustness 

indices are available for analysis. 

It is useful to note that the first robustness index E1 is the process condition number. If the 

error is completely unstructured, with only a bound on its magnitude· and no information 

available regarding its error projection (a= 1), then (2.43) reduces to: 

Ell > fm(w) CTM [c+] CTM [F] (2.46) 

which is equivalent to the result derived by Morari (1983) in (2.40), under the assumption 

that CTM (G+) = 1. 

Since the robustness indices depend only on the open-loop plant design and not on the con

troller or the filter, Arkun and coworkers use them to compare the relative robust dynamic 

operability of different plant designs. The basic principle is that plant designs with robust

ness indices close to unity over a wide range of frequencies will be less sensitive to model 

uncertainty. As different designs may have different error bounds fm(w), these can be in

cluded in the analysis. Generally, designs having the smallest product E1 E2£;;,. are regarded 

as being more favorable from a robust dynamic operability standpoint. The motivation be

hind this criterion is seen by setting a= 0 in (2.43). Care should however be taken since E1, 

E2 and fm are scaling dependent. Palazoglu et al. (1985) scale G to minimize the product 

of the robustness ind.ices and the error bound. The resulting optimal scaling problem is 

a min-max semi-infinite optimization problem for which efficient computational techniques 

exist (Guruswamy, 1983; Arkun et al., 1985). 
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It should be noted that the approach of Arkun and coworkers does not explicitly test for 

robust stability but rather chooses designs that are more robust than the other alternatives. 

Since the filter F is not designed, no guarantee can be made that (2.43) is satisfied. On the 

other hand, (2.43) is potentially conservative and thus the robustness indices alone are not 

the only indications of a system's robustness. Good designs may be rejected due to inferior 

robustness indices even though they might be robust, when measured with more accurate 

measures of robustness, such as the structured singular value (Skogestad and Morari, 1987). 

A subtle point to note is that for a system of dimension n there are only n - 1 robustness 

indices available for analysis. Therefore, for a 2 x 2 system we only have the condition 

number, known to be a potentially conservative measure of the sensitivity to model errors. 

Despite this weakness, the robustness indices provide an elegant means of improving system 

robustness, as will be discussed next. 

Since the robustness indices are expressed explicitly in terms of the design parameters, it is 

possible to perform a sensitivity analysis to evolve the current design into a more robust one. 

This is done by using the mathematical theory of singular value sensitivities (Freudenberg 

et al., 1982). Palazoglu et al. (1985) define the kth robustness index sensitivity of G(jw,</J) 

with respect to </>i as: 

(2.47) 

where crM,k is the kth largest singular value. Use is made of symbolic logic languages to cal

culate \l tPiG(jw, </>) at each frequency of interest. On the basis of these sensitivities, the key 

design parameters can be modified in such a manner so as to improve robustness. Clearly, 

no design modification should be made without considering its effect on the steady-state 

economics of the process. 

Palazoglu and Arkun (1986) use a multiobjective optimization approach to treat both steady

state economics and robust dynamic operability simultaneously, where the robustness indices 

are used as measures of dynamic operability. Further details of this are provided in section 

2.4.5 of this chapter. 

2.4.2 Controllability Analysis Framework 

An alternative approach to the IMC method for dynamic operability assessment was pro

posed by Perkins and coworkers (Perkins and Wong, 1985; Russell and Perkins, 1987; Cao et 

al., 1994). The approach draws, in particular, on the concept of functional controllability, 
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introduced by Rosenbrock (1970). As with the IMC approach, the invertibility of the plant 

model is seen to be essential for perfect control. 

FUnctional controllability is concerned with output reproducibility and is defined as follows 

(Rosenbrock, 1970; Russell and Perkins, 1987): 

A system with polynomial transfer function matrix G(s) will be called functionally 

controllable if it satisfies the following condition. Given any output trajectory y 

which is zero for t < 0 and which satisfies certain smoothness conditions, there 

exists an input trajectory u such that, with the state vector x satisfying x(O) = 0, 

u generates y. 

Rosenbrock (1970) showed that a system with a polynomial transfer function matrix G(s) is 

functionally controllable if and only if G(s) is non-singular, that is invertible. Sufficiency of 

this condition is obvious since 

u(s) = G-1(s)y(s) (2.48) 

is the input trajectory which generates the required output trajectory. 

As was established using the IMC framework, we see that perfect control is limited by: 

1. RHPT zeros - since these would result in an unstable input trajectory. 

2. Time delays - since an input cannot affect an output faster than the smallest time delay 

in the row corresponding to that output. 

3. Input constraints - since these limit the region over which output ~eproducibility is 

possible. 

4. Model uncertainty - since perfect control requires the inverse of the actual plant, which 

is unknown if model uncertainty (error) is present. 

As was the case with the IMC approach, the concept of functional controllability removes 

the controller from the evaluation of dynamic operability and shows that performance is 

limited by the inherent properties of the plant. The controllability approach has been used to 

determine the effects of each of the above performance-limiting factors on dynamic operability. 

Details of its application are discussed next. 
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Nonminimum phase characteristics Rosenbrock (1970) considered the effect of RHP 

zeros on functional controllability. Perkins and Wong (1985) characterize the effect of time 

delays on functional controllability with the aid of a parameter Tmin, which is the minimum 

necessary delay needed before the outputs can be independently specified. The motivation 

behind their work is that the measures developed by Holt and Morari (1985a) for multivariable 

time delay systems involve vectors of delay times, which can be awkward to use when ranking 

process alternatives. The goal of their research was thus to develop a scalar measure for the 

impact of time delays on controllability (dynamic operability). 

Use is made of the z-transform to facilitate the treatment of time delays. The following 

theorem of Rosenbrock (1970) is central to their work: 

Given a transfer function matrix G(z) with McMillan degree p, and a sequence of 

outputs 0, ... , 0, yp, Yp+Ii ... , then there exists a sequence of inputs uo, ui, ... which 

generates the output sequence, given xo = 0, if and only if 

<let [G (z)] -::/= 0 (2.49) 

The period of time p over which the output is not required to change is an attempt by 

Rosenbrock to define a delay time for the multivariable system and it is the time that must 

pass before the output vector can be specified independently. Perkins and Wong (1985) 

suggested that the scalar delay time p may be used as a measure of control performance for 

multivariable delay systems. In general though, the McMillan degree pis very conservative 

and overestimates the minimum necessary delay time. To overcome this, Perkins and Wong 

provide an algorithm for calculating the minimum necessary delay Tmin to allow independent 

specification of all the outputs. The result obtained is equivalent to the largest delay term in 

G~ for a dynamically decoupled response, as obtained using the theorem of Holt and Morari 

(1985a) and equations (2.28) and (2.29). This was noted by Russell and Perkins (1987) 

and is easy to see by definition. While the minimum necessary delay is a convenient scalar. 

measure, its utility is limited by the fact that dynamic decoupling for time-delay systems has 

been shown to be a sub-optimal control strategy (Holt and Morari, 1985a). Therefore, the 

measure does not strictly correspond to a limit of performance. 

Russell and Perkins (1987) also consider the effect of time delays on dynamic operability, 

but propose an approach that is able to predict the design changes necessary to improve 

operability. A controllability measure is developed based on a time-domain analysis for 

systems represented by mixed sets of differential and algebraic equations with time-delays. 

Direct application of the theory to the time-domain system representation, as opposed to the 
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input-output representation in Laplace or z-domains, allows insight into the physical cause of 

control problems. The approach thus has goals similar in some respects to those of Arkun 

and coworkers (Palazoglu et al., 1985; Palazoglu and Arkun, 1986; Arkun, 1986) where one 

relates the results of a dynamic operability analysis to identifiable features of the system. 

The approach makes use of the concept of structural controllability (Lin, 197 4) in conjunction 

with functional controllability and the theory is extended to delayed differential-algebraic 

equation (DoAE) systems. Rigorous conditions for controllability are shown to imply the 

existence of feasible cause and effect paths in the delayed system. The details of the approach 

are discussed below. 

Consider the process system described by a DoAE system, with a non-negative delay associ

ated with each variable in the equation system: 

J(t, x, x, z, u) = 0 (2.50) 

In the above, t is time, x is a vector of variables whose time derivatives appear in the model, 

z is a vector of unknowns whose time derivatives do not appear and u is the set of inputs 

whose time behavior is given. Provided the above model is of index 1, it can be linearized 

and rearranged to give the state-space form: 

x = Ax+Bu (2.51) 

where x and u are now perturbation variables about a given steady-state. 

A delay occurrence matrix Dis now defined, in which the equations in (2.50) are represented 

by rows, with the columns corresponding to the unknown variables x, x and z. The equa

tions in (2.50) are first augmented by the implicit relations between the states x and their 

derivatives x in order to make D square. The sparse matrix D has non-negative time de

lays associated with each occurrence of a variable in an equation. The proposed control 

system is now included by augmenting D with columns corresponding to the manipulated 

inputs and rows corresponding to the equations defining the desired outputs. The resulting 

structural matrix is denoted by D(A). 

Russell and Perkins (1987) <;i.efine the generic minimum time-delay Tming of a system with 

delay occurrence matrix D, as the lowest minimum necessary delay achievable for any system 

with the same delay matrix D. In other words, the generic minimum delay is determined 

purely by the delay structure of the delayed DAE system and not by the other aspects of 

its dynamics. Now, by combining the concepts of structural controllability and minimum 

necessary delay (determined from a functional controllability argument), it is possible to 

derive an expression for T ming of the delayed DAE system. 
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The condition for generic functional controllability of a delayed DAE with a state-space rep

resentation as in (2.51) is that D(A) is structurally non-singular. This implies the existence 

of cause-and-effect paths in the delay operator D(A). Using the cause-and-effect paths it is 

possible to determine the minimum necessary delay and to identify the parts of the system 

that contribute to control problems. 

While the above approach is useful for determining sources of control difficulties, it ignores 

the effects of RHPT zeros, input bounds and model uncertainty. Also, it uses the generic 

minimum necessary delay as a rating tool, which may be overly conservative as one does not 

necessarily require independent specification of the outputs. 

The concept of structural controllability has more recently been used in a prototype software 

system which enables the design engineer to expose systems that suffer from poor controlla

bility as a result of inherent structural characteristics (Srinophakhun and Lant, 1996). 

Input constraints Since functional controllability deals with output reproducibility and 

the associated input trajectories, it is not surprising that it lends itself to determining the 

effect of input constraints on achievable closed-loop performance. Early forms of analysis in 

this regard (Narraway et al., 1991) used singular value decomposition (SVD) arguments for 

this purpose. It can be shown that (Morari, 1983; Maciejowski, 1989): 

where O'm and O'M are the respective minimum and maximum singular values of G(s). In the 

presence of input constraints, the above relation gives the bounds on the reproducible output 

region when u varies within the manipulated constraint region (Cao et al., 1994). Thus, the 

larger the singular values, the larger the size of the output region for which trajectories can 

be specified (Narraway et al., 1991). 

Another useful property is the two-norm condition number of G(s): 

_ O'M(G) 
12(w) = O'm(G) (2.53) 

The output trajectories of processes with large condition numbers are very sensitive to the 

directionality of the inputs. This deforms the shape of the output region and limits the 

specification of achievable output trajectories. Biss and Perkins (1993) show that in order 

to describe adequately the effect of input constraints on controllability (dynamic operability), 

one needs to consider O'm, O'M and the two-norm condition number /2· It is desirable to have 

systems with large singular values (O'm and O'M) and a condition number 12 close to unity 

over all frequencies. 
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More recent work by Cao et al. (1994) uses a modified singular value analysis technique and 

an optimization-based approach to asses the effect of input constraints on achievable dynamic 

performance. As the singular value decomposition is scaling dependent, Cao et al. (1994) 

propose scaling the state and output variables, in the linearized state-space model, by their 

associated steady-state values. In order to compare results between different processes, the 

inputs are scaled to be in the range (-1, lj by dividing every manipulated variable in u by a 

scaling factor s: 
· ( U L) s = min u - U8p, Usp - u (2.54) 

where uu and uL are the upper and lower bounds on the manipulated variables and u 8 p is 

the steady-state input level. 

A weakness of the singular value decomposition is that it requires any nonlinear process model 

to be linearized about a particular operating point. The second method considered by Cao et 

al. (1994) requires no such linearization and uses the dynamic model directly. The method 

determines the best achievable dynamic performance of a given plant and control structure 

(defined using the integral-square-error (ISE) measure) by solving the following manipulated 

variable constrained optimization (MVCO), over the time horizon t = 0 to t = t1: 

J it! T (2.55) - min (y -Ysp) W (y - Ysp) dt 
ti 0 

s.t. f(x,x,y,u,t) - 0 

x(O) - XQ 

UL < u::::; uu 

±(t1) 0 

y(tf) - Ysp 

where Ysp is the set of step functions representing the desired output trajectory, W is a 

diagonal weighting matrix, x is the system states and xo is the initial states of the system. 

The manipulated variables u are constrained between upper and lower bounds uu and 'UL 

respectively. The software DAEOPT (Vassiliadis, 1992) is used to handle the differential

algebraic nature of the ISE optimization problem. 

Model uncertainty Perkins and Wong (1985) show how the condition number emerges 

naturally as a measure of robustness to unstructured model error using the framework of 

functional controllability. Given a specified output trajectory y, it is necessary to solve 

Gu= y (2.56) 
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to determine the required input trajectory. Now, given errors in the model G, the standard 

estimate of implied errors in u gives: 

ll8ull < i(G) < ll8Gll 
!lull - - llGll (2.57) 

where 1(G) = llGll. llG-111 is the condition number of G, determined from the appropriate 

norm on G. The above measure indicates the sensitivity to unstructured model uncertainty 

since the entire matrix G is perturbed (8G) as opposed to simply perturbing the individual 

elements of G which cause the model error. Processes with large condition numbers may 

thus be sensitive to unstructured model uncertainty since, for small errors in the transfer 

matrix, the implied error in the input trajectory could be large. 

Since the condition number is not scale invariant, it is necessary to remove the possible effects 

of scaling before using it to compare the controllability of alternative designs. Perkins and 

Wong (1985) recommend using either the optimally scaled £1-induced or the optimally scaled 

£00-induced condition numbers. The optimal scaling problem for the £2-induced condition 

number, proposed by Morari (1983), has not been solved. While scaling the condition num

ber makes intuitive sense, Skogestad and Morari (1987) showed subsequently that minimizing 

the condition number by input and output scaling tends to distort any conclusions on model 

error sensitivity and this procedure should therefore be used with caution. 

2.4.3 Psarris and Floudas Approach to Dynamic Operability Assessment 

Psarris and Floudas (1991a&b) consider the dynamic operability of multivariable systems 

containing both time delays and right-half-plane transmission (RHPT) zeros. The problem 

is tackled by realizing that time-delays in multivariable systems play a non-intuitive role, due 

to the following three (often competing) effects: 

l. Time-delays cause a purely delay effect and limit the minimum time before input action 

is witnessed in the outputs. 

2. Time-delays can result in an infinite number of RHPT zeros due to the transcendental 

nature of the characteristic equation. This point was also noted by Morari (1983) b.ut 

not considered in the analysis of Holt and Morari (1985a). 

3. For systems with an infinite number of RHPT zeros, it is possible to reduce the number 

present to a finite amount by increasing the time delays of certain elements. 
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The first part of their study involves calculating the zeros of multivariable time-delay systems. 

For multivariable systems with rational polynomial elements and no time delays, only a 

finite number of zeros are present and the QZ algorithm (Moler and Stewart, 1973; Laub 

and Moore, 1978) is a reliable ~nd robust tool for the computation of these zeros. When 

time delays are present, the algorithm can no longer be applied directly to the system in 

the frequency-domain. Some researchers have suggested the use of Pa.de approximations 

to overcome this problem, but Psarris and Floudas (1991a&b) report that even very high 

order Pade approximations are not guaranteed to provide accurate information on all the 

zeros present and may even falsely indicate the presence of zeros. Another approach is to 

apply the QZ algorithm to a discrete state-space system representation, but the results are 

sensitive to the sampling time used and are umeliable for large systems. To overcome these 

difficulties (Psarris and Floudas, 1991a) consider an alternative approach that looks directly 

at the roots of the characteristic equation. 

Consider a linear multivariable system of dimension n with time delays: 

G(s) = (2.58) 

where 
. ·( ) _ Pii(s) 

9iJ s - ( ) qij s 
(2.59) 

with Pij(s) and 9ij(s) polynomials ins. 

The zeros of such a system are the roots of an equation of the form: 

H(s) = h(s, es)= 0 (2.60) 

where h(s, es) is an exponential polynomial or quasi-polynomial. Though (2.60) can be 

solved by numerical methods, this procedure is impractical for systems containing an infinite 

number of zeros By exploiting the rich mathematical theory regarding the distribution of 

the roots of (2.60) (Langer, 1931; Pontryagin, 1942; Bellman and Cook, 1963), Psarris and 

Floudas were able to: 

l. identify systems containing an infinite number of RHPT zeros, and 

2. develop asymptotic formulas for their computation without explicitly solving (2.60). 

Having determined the location of the RHPT zeros, it is possible to assess the implication 

that these will have on dynamic operability by using the results of Holt and Morari (1985b). 
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The idea is that the closer the RHPT zeros are to the origin, the worse will be the achievable 

closed-loop performance. By combining these results with the upper and lower bounds on 

the effect of time delays on dynamic operability (Holt and Morari, 1985a), Psarris and Floudas 

(1991a) attempt to treat simultaneously the performance-limiting effects of time delays and 

RHPT zeros. Caution should be used however, since the results of Holt and Morari (1985b) 

were incomplete for multivariable systems containing multiple RHPT zeros. Furthermore, 

the time, delay bounds have already been shown to be potentially ambiguous, especially if 

dynamic decoupling is not desired. Nevertheless, their approach provides valuable insight 

into the behavior of multivariable delay systems and also allows for a systematic means to 

enhance the dynamic operability of such systems (Psarris and Floudas, 1991b). 

If a system contains an infinite number of RHPT zeros, some of which are'near the origin, then 

it will suffer from poor operability. Psarris and Floudas (1991b) show how the theory of the 

distribution of zeros of quasi-polynomials may be used to formulate a linear programming 

problem which identifies those delays of a process that need to be increased, and by how 

much, in order to obtain a system with a finite number of RHPT zeros. 

Clearly, a trade-off is involved between the advantages of fewer RHPT zeros and the disad

vantages of larger time delays in certain elements of the transfer matrix. This trade-off is 

further complicated by the fact that, for decoupled control, it is sometimes beneficial to in

crease the delays of certain elements (Holt and Morari, 1985a). In fact, Psarris and Floudas 

(1990) showed that if a system fails the rearrangement test (Holt and Morari, 1985a) then 

there is room for improvement in the lower response bound, corresponding to the case of 

dynamic decoupling. They show that an optimal lower bound, which coincides with the 

upper bound, can be achieved by increasing the delays of a system in a manner determined 

by the solution of a mixed integer linear programming problem (MILP). 

For systems that contain an infinite number of RHPT zeros and for which a sub-optimal lower 

bound exists (that is, one that fails the rearrangement test), Psarris and Floudas (1991b) 

propose a MILP framework to identify whether both (1) the infinite RHPT zeros can be 

removed, and (2) an optimum lower bound, can be achieved. 

While the approach allows greater insight into the behavior of time-delay systems, it still does 

not provide one with a clear method for trading off the benefits of reducing or eliminating the 

number of RHPT zeros with the disadvantage of having larger time delays. Furthermore, 

it cannot be guaranteed that a system with a finite number of RHPT zeros is better than 

one with an infinite number if its RHPT zeros are much closer to the origin. Psarris and 

Floudas (1991b) attempt to use the response time bounds of Holt and Morari (1985a) for this 
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purpose, but as has been mentioned, these bounds are potentially ambiguous. Moreover, the 

method does not incorporate the effect of input constraints and model uncertainty. 

2.4.4 Further Indicators of Dynamic Operability 

Using the IMC framework, controllability analysis and other theoretical results, a number of 

open-loop measures have been developed for dynamic operability assessment. Some mea

sures are more theoretically rigorous than others, but all simply aim to provide one with an 

approximation of the expected quality of control achievable. The motivation behind the use 

of these measures is to facilitate rapid and easy screening of design alternatives at the early 

stages of design. We review some of the commonly used measures in this section. The im

plementation of many of these open-loop measures in an X-Windows based software package, 

referred to as the Process Controllability ToolBox (PCTB), is discussed in Fararooy et al. 

(1993). Indicators such as RHPT zeros and time delay bounds have already been discussed 

and are not treated in this section. 

Measures derived from singular values decomposition 

The ability of MIMO systems to display directionality is one of the key differences between 

such systems and SISO systems. Essentially "directionality" refers to the fact that the 

amplification of a vector input signal by a system is a function of the relative size of the 

elements of that vector. 

Singular value decomposition (SVD) is a useful way of quantifying the directionality of a mul

tivariable system. Given an ex m complex matrix G(jw), its singular value decomposition 

at a given frequency w may be written as: 

G = UL:V* (2.61) 

In the above, L: is an e x m matrix with k = min { e, m} non-negative singular values CTi 

arranged in descending order along its diagonal, with the remaining entries being zero. The 

matrix U is an f, X f unitary matrix of output singular column vectors Ui and V is an 

m x m unitary matrix of input singular column vectors Vi. Being unitary, U satisfies the 

requirement that U* = u-1 , with all its singular values being one. Clearly the same applies 

to V. 

The column vectors of U are orthogonal and of unit length (orthonormal) and represent 
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output directions of the plant. In other words they satisfy: 

lluill2 - Vlui1l2 + ... luiel
2 = 1 (2.62) 

uiui - 1 

uiui - 0 Vi-:/= j 

In a similar manner the column vectors of V are orthonormal and represent the input di

rections of the system. Care should be taken not to confuse the output singular vectors ui 

with the standard notation to represent the input signal in process control. 

The input and output directions, Vi and ui respectively, are related through the singular value 

<J'i· This is best seen by noting that since V is unitary (V"V =I), we have CV= UE. For 

column i this becomes: 

(2.63) 

Thus, given an input in the direction vi, the output is in the direction Ui· By noting that 

llvil]2 = Jluill2 = 1, we see that <J'i gives the gain of the matrix Gin the direction of the input 

vi. The singular values of a transfer function are thus measures of the gains of the process 

in different directions. The maximum singular value <J'M is the largest gain for any input 

direction and the minimum singular value <J'm is the smallest gain for any input direction. 

The output and input vectors associated with <J'M are denoted UM and VM respectively. 

Similarly, the vectors Um and Vm relate to the minimum singular value <J'm. 

As an example, consider the following system where G is a constant real matrix given by 

(Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 1996): 

The singular value decomposition of G is: 

G = [ 0.872 0.490 l [ 7.343 
0.490 -0.872 0 

0 l [ 0.794 
0.272 0.608 

u 

I 

-0.608 l 
0.794 

v· 

(2.64) 

(2.65) 

The largest gain occurs for the input direction V1 = [ 0. 794 0.608 r and is of magnitude 

7.343. The smallest gain of 0.272 is for an input direction v2 = [ -0.608 0. 794 ] . From 

the relatively large difference between the largest and smallest singular values it is clear 

that certain combinations of the inputs have a strong effect on the outputs whereas other 

combinations have a weak influence. 
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In the context of dynamic operability one desires plants that are able to achieve good control 

of the outputs with little input effort. This is particularly the case when input constraints 

are present. 

Therefore, a plant with large maximum and minimum singular values, <JM and am respec

tively, is desirable as it means that all input directions will have significant effects on the 

outputs. As a result, the effect of input constraints on achievable closed-loop performance 

is reduced. In addition to requiring large singular values one also requires the process condi

tion number, the ratio between maximum and minimum singular values, to be close to unity 

over all frequencies. If this is not the case then the plant is said to be "ill-conditioned" and 

sensitive to the direction of inputs. 

In many cases "ill-conditioned" plants are sensitive to model uncertainty, especially if the 

model uncertainty changes the directionality of the plant (Skogestad et al., 1988). Stated 

differently, processes for which the presence of model uncertainty significantly changes the 

way in which input signals are amplified, should be avoided. However, great care should 

be taken in rejecting a plant with a large condition number on the basis of its sensitivity to 

model uncertainty as the relation between the condition number and closed-loop stability and 

performance is sufficient but not necessary (Morari and Zafiriou, 1989). It can therefore be 

very conservative and acceptable designs may be unfairly rejected. 

Disturbance condition number 

For a single disturbance acting directly on the outputs, with y = gdd, the disturbance direction 

is defined as: 

(2.66) 

If Yd = UM, where UM is as defined earlier in the SVD of G, the disturbance lies in the output 

direction in which the plant has the largest gain. As a result, such a disturbance is relatively 

easy to reject. On the other hand, if Yd = um, it lies in the output direction for which the 

process has the smallest gain and can only be rejected with large input action. This may 

be problematic if tight input constraints are present. 

Associated with the disturbance direction is the disturbance condition number /d defined as: 

(2.67) 

where Gd is the disturbance transfer matrix corresponding to disturbances acting directly 

on the output. The disturbance condition number is a function of frequency and may vary 
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between unity and the process condition number. When used in conjunction with the con

dition number "f, it reveals whether the disturbances lie in the most critical directions of the 

plant. Plants for which 'Yd is close to unity over all frequencies are likely to be easy to con

trol. Plants for which 'Yd '.:::::'. 'Y are likely to suffer from poor control because the disturbance 

is in the direction corresponding to low plant gain. 

Frequency dependent relative gain array 

The steady-state relative gain array (RGA) was originally proposed by Bristol (1966) as a 

means of assessing interaction problems and recommending possible pairings for decentralized 

controllers. It is defined as follows: 

(2.68) 

where x denotes element-by-element multiplication and the matrix G(O) is the steady-state 

gain matrix of the process. 

Morari and Perkins (1995) report that the steady-state RGA is often erroneously used in 

industry as a controllability indicator. Skogestad and Morari (1987) showed that the steady

state RGA is a reliable indicator of closed-loop sensitivity to element uncertainty only if the 

relative errors of the transfer matrix elements are independent and have similar magnitudes. 

Indiscriminate use of the RGA for robustness analysis can lead to very misleading results 

(Skogestad et al., 1990). 

The frequency-dependent RGA is a simple extension of the RGA, whereby the RGA is eval

uated as a function of frequency. Skogestad and Postlethwaite (1996) provide many useful 

control-related properties of the frequency-dependent RGA. These include indications of 

sensitivity to diagonal input uncertainty, the presence of RHP zeros in G(s) or some sub

system of G(s) and an indication of diagonal dominance. In addition to these properties, 

Skogestad et al. (1991) have shown the frequency-dependent RGA to be a reliable mea

sure of robustness when used in conjunction with the closed-loop disturbance gain (discussed 

subsequently). 
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Performance relative gain array (PRGA) 

The performance relative gain array r may be thought of as a scaled inverse of the plant 

model. It is defined as follows: 

r ( s) = G diag ( s) c- 1 
( s) (2.69) 

where Gdiag is a diagonal matrix containing the diagonal elements of G. The diagonal el

ements of r are equal to those of the RCA, defined earlier. Skogestad and Postlethwaite 

(1996) show that for good decentralized control performance it is desirable to have small 

elements in r, at least at frequencies where feedback is effective. At frequencies closer to 

the crossover frequency, stability is the major issue and it is desirable to have the diagonal 

elements of r close to unity. This result is based on the assumption that G is arranged such 

that the ith input is used to control the ith output. For different sets of pairings of ma

nipulated variables and controlled variables, the plant transfer matrix has to be rearranged 

accordingly and the performance relative gain array recalculated. 

Closed-loop disturbance gain and relative disturbance gain 

The closed-loop disturbance gain (CLOG or Gd), introduced by Hovd and Skogestad (1992), 

may be defined in terms of r as follows: 

(2.70) 

where Gd is the disturbance transfer matrix for disturbances acting directly on the output. 

The CLOG depends on both input and output scaling. For a single disturbance, Gd is a 

vector whose ith element gives the apparent disturbance gain as seen from loop i when the 

system is controlled using decentralized control (Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 1996). 

For a single disturbance 9d acting directly on the output, the relative disturbance gain f3 is 

defined as follows (Stanley et al., 1985): 

By definition, the effect of the disturbance on the 'ith output with no control is 9d i· Thus, 

the relative disturbance gain can be viewed as the ratio of the disturbance effect on a mea

surement with and without (decentralized) control. It is desirable to keep f3i small since this 

means that control loop interactions are such that they reduce the effect of the disturbance 

(Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 1996). 
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2.4.5 Incorporation of Economic Considerations 

A shortcoming of the approaches treated thus far is their inability to consider all the performance

limiting factors simultaneously. A further disadvantage is that the economics associated with 

good or poor control performance is difficult to quantify. This section will focus primarily 

on reviewing approaches that have been developed to treat the latter issue. Two key meth

ods for exploring the interrelationship between economics and dynamic operability will be 

addressed. The first involves a multiobjective analysis where a pareto-optimal set of designs 

is selected from a number of alternatives. In this manner those designs that have inherently 

inferior economics and dynamic operability are eliminated from further consideration. The 

second treatment makes use of a more direct quantification of the benefits of good control 

and aims to compare designs on a common economic basis. At this stage the discussion is 

limited to the analysis of given alternative designs, with the issue of synthesis being treated 

in the following section. 

Multiobjective approaches 

Early work on the simultaneous consideration of economic and dynamic aspects in process 

design is due to Lenhoff and Morari (1982). Their approach involved the determination of 

a pareto-optimal set of design alternatives where an economic performance index (EPI) is 

optimally traded-off against a dynamic performance index (DPI). The approach is illus

trated on a heat-integrated distillation column example where the goal is to select column 

configurations, column designs and control structures with the most favorable operational 

characteristics. 

The EPI is chosen as the vapor boilup rate as this is directly related to the operating ex

penses (utility usage), which usually dominate the steady-state economic analysis of such 

columns. As the capital expenses for distillation columns are usually small compared to the 

operating expenses, and because the three alternative configurations considered use almost 

identical pieces of equipment, these issues are neglected in the EPI. Designs having a lower 

EPI are favorable from a steady-state economic viewpoint. The selection of measured and 

manipulated variables (the control structure) has no influence on the EPI since measurement 

and instrumentation costs are not considered. The choice of control structure may, however, 

have a significant effect on the DPI. An integral square error (ISE) measure is used as the 

DPI, with lower values being favorable. An output feedback controller of a fixed structure 

is used, with the tuning parameters included as search parameters in the optimization. 
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A key to this approach is the efficient calculation of a lower bound on the DPI. In order to 

reduce the complexity of the problem, a lower bound is determined by analyzing the subsys

tems formed by a decomposition of the original system. In this way, the modular structure of 

typical processing systems is exploited. This decomposition technique and certain bounding 

properties of the Lagrangian enable larger, more complicated systems to be analyzed. Ap.:. 

plication of this approach to the heat-integrated distillation column problem identified those 

steady-state designs which are inherently inferior in both economic and dynamic aspects. 

Palazoglu and Arkun (1986) also use a multiobjective optimization approach to study the 

interrelationship between steady-state economics and dynamic operability. The robustness 

indices developed by Palazoglu et al. (1985) are used as a measure of dynamic operability. 

Use is made of the c-constraint method of Haimes et al. (1975) to treat the multiobjec

tive nature of the problem. Essentially, the dynamic operability criterion is included as a 

constraint and the overall nonlinear programming problem solved for a number of different 

values for the bound on the dynamic operability measure. Since the robustness indices are 

frequency-dependent, a semi-infinite nonlinear program results for each value of the dynamic 

operability bound. A discretization strategy is suggested by Palazoglu and Arkun (1986) 

and an interactive ellipsoid algorithm is used to allow the user to recover manually from local 

optima, which occur readily due to the nonconvex nature of the problem. Applying this pro

cedure yields. pareto-optimal trade-off curves between steady-state economics and dynamic 

operability, which can be used by the designer to screen alternative designs. 

Economic assessment of process disturbances 

In contrast to the multiobjective approaches discussed above, the approaches in this section 

attempt to quantify the economic benefits of good control directly. The pioneering research 

in this regard is due to Perkins (1989) and is outlined in an exploratory paper by Narraway 

et al. (1991). The basic concept is summarized in Figure 2.8 and discussed below. 

The conventional approach to optimization-based process design involves determining the set 

of steady-state operating conditions which optimize an economic measure subject to a set of 

equality (process model) constraints and a set of inequality (operational) constraints. The 

optimal steady-state point determined in this fashion usually lies at the intersection of (active) 

process constraints, as shown in Figure 2.8. In practice it is not possible to operate the plant 

on these active constraints as process disturbances will result in constraint violations. In 

order to ensure feasible operation in the presence of disturbance-induced fluctuations, it is 

necessary to move the steady-state operating point away from the active constraints. 
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steady state optimum 

Figure 2.8: The economics of process control. 

The disturbance-induced fluctuations are indicated by the "ball" in Figure 2.8. The size 

of the "ball" around the steady-state operating condition is a function of the disturbance 

regime and the control system. The steady-state operating point should be chosen such 

that economic performance is optimized without any point in the ball violating the operating 

constraints. Clearly, the smaller the effect of disturbances on the process, the closer one can 

operate to the desired steady-state optimum and the less one needs to sacrifice economics. 

Since the sensitivity of a plant to disturbances is closely related to its dynamic operability, 

it is evident that the above procedure allows one to quantify the economics associated with 

good dyn_amic operability. 

Narraway et al. (1991) use linear frequency-response techniques and pose a linear program

ming problem to determine the "back-off" required in order to prevent constraint violation in 

the presence of sinusoidal disturbances. The frequency domain analysis is based on asymp

totic behavior and does not consider the initial transient behavior. While the approach 

only approximates the back-off necessary, it nevertheless provides valuable insight into the 

economic benefits associated with processes that are inherently easy to control. 

Narraway and Perkins (1993a&b) extend the above approach to consider the problem of con

trol structure synthesis for linear and nonlinear dynamic models. Given a set of candidate 

manipulated variables and measurements, their associated instrumentation costs and a speci

fied disturbance regime, an optimal control structure is sought which minimizes the economic 

give-away implied by the ball-size analysis and the cost of control instrumentation. 

Narraway and Perkins (1993a) consider a linear analysis where both the dynamic model 
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and the economic objective are assumed to be linear. Furthermore, it is assumed that the 

control performance may be approximated via the perfect control hypothesis. That is, the 

disturbance effects do not appear in the measured variables but only in the manipulated 

variables. Using a frequency-response analysis, the resulting optimization problem is almost 

a mixed-integer linear program (MILP) with the only nonlinearity being associated with the 

calculation of the ball-size. This nonlinearity includes discontinuities in the first derivatives 

due to the calculation of the moduli of complex variables. A special algorithm which takes · 

these properties into account in the solution procedure· is presented. Application of the 

approach to case studies revealed that the resulting control structure is critically dependent 

on the disturbance regime assumed. Furthermore, the relationship between the disturbances 

and the control structure is not simple. It is reported that examples exist in which increasing 

levels of disturbance require a less sophisticated control structure (Narraway, 1992). 

Narraway and Perkins (1993b) address the issue of nonlinear systems and include realis

tic controller models. Multiloop PI controllers are used, where the required pairings have 

to be selected in the optimization as well. To reduce the computational burden, only a 

single sinusoidal disturbance is considered. The resulting mixed-integer nonlinear program

ming (MINLP) problem is solved by a version of the outer-approximation augmented penalty 

algorithm of Viswanathan and Grossmann (1990). Application of the approach revealed sig

nificant nonconvexities, which resulted in multiple local minima. Nevertheless, the method 

consistently suggested good structures, although they were not optimal. 

Lear et al. (1995) propose an approach for simultaneously assessing the impact of process 

· dynamics, model uncertainty and controller complexity on process economics. The approach 

considers linear systems where an economic objective is optimized subject to bounds on 

the input and output responses. The key feature of the method is that the steady-state 

input and output constraints are modified in order to compensate for disturbance-induced 

variations. In this way the optimal operating point is moved away from the bounds to 

prevent constraint violation as a result of input manipulation and output variation in the 

presence of disturbances. 

The approach utilizes the fundamental insight that control systems seek to transform vari

ability (disturbances) in one stream to variability in another (Downs and Doss, 1991). For 

the open-loop case, sinusoidal disturbances result in output variability, with the inputs re

maining constant. If perfect control is possible then all of the variation introduced by the 

disturbance is transferred to variation in the inputs and the outputs remain constant at their 

desired levels. Due to the presence of process constraints it may not always be economically 

optimal to transfer all the disturbance variability onto either the input or the output. In 
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some cases it is beneficial, from an economic viewpoint, to tolerate less than perfect control 

in the outputs in order to spread the disturbance effect more evenly between the inputs and 

outputs. Lear et al. (1995) term this partial control and introduce a partial control factor 

k to determine the best level of control to be used. 

The deviations in the inputs and outputs are calculated from steady-state frequency-response 

methods and depend on the disturbances encountered and the controller used. Lear et al. 

(1995) adopt a numerical approach to determine the maximum magnitudes of the input and 

output deviations as a function of the partial control factor k and the controller being used. 

The deviations are then used to adjust the bounds and the optimal economic performance is 

calculated. In order to consider the effect of model uncertainty, the IMC approach is used 

to design an H 00 controller. The benefit of using such a controller in the analysis is that it 

is advanced, but is still realistic (implementable) and is able to consider model uncertainty. 

Application of their approach to a simple SISO problem illustrated its utility as well as the 

economic benefits achievable with the use of sophisticated H00 controllers. 

Bandoni et al. (1994) consider the economic impact of disturbances at steady-state when no 

control action is taken (open-loop). The result provides a measure of the economic incentive 

for a well designed control system. In order to characterize the necessary back-off, they define 

a region of variation for the uncertain disturbances. It is assumed that the disturbances 

acting on the process are step-like and satisfy the following relation: 

(2.72) 

where dN corresponds to the known nominal disturbance level and d+ and d- are deviations 

in the positive and negative directions about dN. It is assumed that any choice of d E [' is 

equally probable. The optimal steady-state operating conditions that have sufficient open

loop back-off to ensure feasibility are given through the solution of the following semi-infinite 

optimization problem: 

(2.7:3) 

s.t. h(m,x,d) - 0 V d E [' 

g(m,x,d) < 0 V d E [' 

where <I> is the steady-state economic objective to be optimized, h includes the model equa

tions and equality specifications and g comprises the inequality constraints associated with 

operational specifications. The vector m contains the independent (optimization) variables 

or process degrees of freedom. In the open-loop back-off problem, m is any physical input 
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and is bounded from above and below by mu and mL respectively. The vector xis the set 

of dependent (state) variables which, through h, are functions of the degrees of freedom m 

and the disturbances d. 

Due to the continuous disturbance description in (2.72), an infinite number of constraints 

must be satisfied. Bandoni et al. (1994) employ an extension of the cutting-plane algorithm 

of Bandoni and Romagnoli (1989) and Gonzaga and Polak (1979) to solve the resulting semi

infinite optimization problem. It should be noted that the above problem is conceptually 

similar to the steady-state flexibility analysis introduced earlier. The difference lies in the 

fact that the objective function is an economic criterion, with the degree of flexibility being 

specified by the constraints. 

Figueroa et al. (1994a) introduced the concept of maximum percentage recovery (M PR) as a 

/ tool for comparing the economic merit of alternative controller types. The MP R is defined 

as follows: 
M PR= 100 <I>c - <I>s 

<l>A-<I>B 
(2.74) 

Here, <I> A corresponds to the situation where perfect regulatory control is achieved and no 

back-off is required (provided there is sufficient input rangeability to reject the disturbances). 

<I>8 corresponds to the steady-state open-loop case, namely the solution of (2.73), while <I>c 

depends on the type of closed-loop controller used. 

Figueroa et al. (1994b) extended the steady-state ideas of Bandoni et al. (1994) to the 

closed-loop dynamic case. The first part of their analysis involves determining the dy

namic open-loop back-off necessary to ensure feasibility despite disturbance-induced dynam

ics. The problem formulation is similar to that of Bandoni et al. (1994) except that the 

dynamic model is included in the problem formulation, resulting in a differential-algebraic 

optimization problem. 

Having established a measure of dynamic open-loop back-off, Figueroa et al. (1994b) make 

use of the maximum percentage recovery to determine the economic benefits associated with 

a particular controller. The formulation of the dynamic closed-loop back-off calculation, to 

determine <I>c, is as for the dynamic open-loop problem, with the inclusion of the controller 

tuning parameters as search variables and the inclusion of the differential equations defining 

the controllers. 
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2.4.6 Synthesis of Dynamically Operable Plants 

The synthesis of plants that are both economical and operable has received relatively little 

attention in the literature. In this section we review some of the important developments 

in this .regard. We first consider a heuristic approach to the synthesis of controllable plants, 

which is an extension of the systematic synthesis procedure of Douglas (1985). Thereafter 

we explore optimization-based approaches which either use a multiobjective formulation or 

which directly use an economic assessment of the effect of disturbances. 

Heuristic approach 

Douglas and coworkers (Fisher et al., 1985, 1988a,b&c) propose a systematic procedure for 

assessing dynamic operability at the early design stages. The approach is based on steady

state arguments whereby the economics associated with control is used as an additional tool 

for screening alternative designs. The goal of their approach is to develop a preliminary 

control structure (set of measured and manipulated variables) that provides a starting point 

for subsequent dynamic studies. 

By using a steady-state analysis to determine flowsheet and equipment modifications that 

enhance controllability, they are able to eliminate the following important sources of poor 

control quickly and efficiently: 

1. Insufficient manipulated variables to accomplish the control objectives; 

2. Insufficient control action available to achieve these objectives; 

3. Neglecting important interactions caused by recycle loops or other arrangements of 

coupled equipment. 

In order to determine a good control structure, two preliminary studies are conducted at 

the early design stage. The first involves generating an adequate number of manipulated 

variables to achieve the economic and non-economic control objectives (Fisher et al., 1988a). 

The second involves an adequate overdesign of "bottleneck" equipment (Fisher et al., 1988b). 

In each of .these studies, use is made of the hierarchical decision procedure for flowsheet 

synthesis developed by Douglas (1985). The above two issues are thus considered at each 

of the following process design decision levels: 
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1. Batch versus continuous 

2. Input-output structure of the flowsheet 

3. Recycle structure of the flowsheet 

4. Separation system - general structure 

(a) Vapor recovery system 

(b) Liquid recovery system 

5. Heat exchanger network 

Having carried out these two studies, the next step is the determination of the control struc

ture. Fisher et al. (198&) provide a heuristic approach for determining of a control structure 

that will provide near-optimal steady-state performance after dynamic transients have de

cayed. The basic methodology is to select as controlled variables the constrained operating 

variables and those variables which correspond to active constraints in a steady-state opti

mization. Manipulated variables are chosen as those variables which need to be free in order 

for the process constraints to be satisfied and/or the operating costs to be kept low over the 

expected range of disturbances. 

Clearly, such a steady-state analysis is insufficient for the design of a dynamic control system. 

For this reason, Douglas and coworkers propose that above mentioned procedure should form 

a starting point from which dynamic control studies can be performed. 

In terms of the terminology of this thesis, the approach of Douglas and coworkers uses 

heuristic steady-state arguments to treat both flexibility and dynamic operability issues in a 

combined fashion. The determination of process bottlenecks is typical of flexibility studies, 

whereas the determination of control structure is usually the focus of dynamic operability 

studies. 

The methods discussed above aim to address a large class of chemical processes. In con- · 

trast to this, Luyben (1993) introduced an approach for designing operable jacketed, per

fectly mixed chemical reactors. The conflicts between steady-state economic design and 

dynamic process control in jacket-cooled continuous stirred-tank reactors (CSTRs) are ex

plored through simple examples. These examples show that the conflict between design and 

control affects not only capital costs but also product yield in systems with more complex ki

netics. Having gained insights from these examples, a design methodology is proposed which 

attempts to resolve these conflicts in a quantitative manner. Important design parameters 
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for CSTRs include the reactor temperature, the feed fl.owrate and the coolant temperature. 

The goal is thus to choose these in such a way that one has good operability and steady-state 

economics. 

An essential element of the approach proposed by Luyben (1993) is the use of a controllability 

index HQ, defined as the ratio of the maximum heat-removal rate to the nominal design heat

removal rate. The designer selects a desired value of RQ, typically in the range 1.5 to 3, 

based on the need for tight temperature control, the expected disturbances and the accuracy 

of kinetic, thermodynamic and transport data. Clearly, lumping all these considerations into 

a single parameter is perhaps simplistic and Luyben states that future work in this regard 

will involve a more careful determination of acceptable values for RQ. 

By choosing a desired value for the controllability index HQ and any two of the three design 

parameters mentioned earlier, the procedure enables the remaining design parameter to be 

determined. The economics associated with this design choice may then be calculated. If 

no feasible solution exists, then different design parameters should be chosen or the desired 

level of controllability should be loosened. 

Optimization-based approaches 

Very few algorithmic synthesis techniques exist for the design of processes that are both eco

nomical and operable or where economics is optimally traded-off against operability. Early 

work looking at the interaction between design and control involved that of Nishida et al. 

(1976) who used the framework of optimal control to pose the synthesis problem as a min-max 

optimization problem. 

The fundamental starting point for such mathematical programming-based synthesis proce

dures is the construction of a process superstructure that incorporates all possible design 

alternatives of interest. This superstructure contains both discrete decisions regarding the 

existence of units, and continuous decisions about the values of process variables. The re

sulting mathematical model requires both binary and continuous variables and leads naturally 

to a MINLP of the form: 

min f(x,y) (2. 75) 

s.t. h(x,y) 0 

g(x,y) < 0 

x E x 
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y E {0,1} 

Here, x represents continuous variables such as flowrates, compositions, pressures and temper

atures. The binary variables y denote the existence of particular units or structures within 

the overall process superstructure. A single objective function f(x, y) is chosen to describe 

the economics associated with a particular design. The equality constraints h(x, y) typically 

include material and energy balances as well as thermodynamic relations. The inequality 

constraints g(x, y) include constraints on process variables as well as logical constraints re

garding the existence of units and their associated variables. 

Solution methods for (2.75) include the Generalized Benders Decomposition (Paules and 

Floudas, 1989) and the Outer Approximation/Equality Relaxation/ Augmented Penalty ap

proach (Viswanathan and Grossmann, 1990). Due to nonconvexity, no guarantee regarding 

global optimality is possible. 

Multiobjective approach Luyben and Floudas (1994a&b) use a multiobjective MINLP 

approach to study the trade-off between various steady-state controllability measures and 

economics in the context of process synthesis. The controllability measures include the max

imum and minimum singular values, the plant condition number, the disturbance condition 

number and the relative gain array. The advantage of these measures is that they depend 

only on the process itself and not on the controller. However, their steady-state nature 

makes inferences on dynamic aspects tenuous at best. 

Due to the multiple objectives relating to economic aspects and the controllability measures, 

the resulting mathematical problem leads naturally to a multiobjective MINLP of the form: 

min U[f1(x,y), ... ,fp(x,y)J (2.76) 

s.t. h(x,y) 0 

g(x, y) < 0 

x E x 
y E {0,1} 

where fi(x, y) are the individual objective functions relating to the steady-state economic 

aspects and the controllability measures. It should be noted that g(x, y) in (2. 76) may 

also include constraints on the controllability measures. The integer variables y are used to 

define the space of alternative process structures, while the continuous variables x define the 

associated design parameters. The purpose is to determine a set of plant layouts and design 

parameters that provides a noninferior trade-off between the multiple objectives in U. 
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The utility function U is, in general, unknown. If it were known explicitly, (2.76) would sim

ply involve a conventional scalar optimization problem similar in form to (2.75). Although 

each objective function can be individually minimized, together they are in conflict. As a 

result, one obtains a set of solutions in which one objective can only be improved at the 

expense of one or more of the other objectives. This is the noninferior solution set, also 

termed the efficient, nondominated or pareto-optimal set. 

Luyben and Floudas (1994a&b) make use of the £-constraint method (Haimes et al., 1975) for 

determining the noninferior set, by adding inequality constraints to the scalar optimization of 

a single objective. The best-compromise solution between the competing design and control 

objectives is determined on the basis of the partial derivative information from the noninferior 

set, using a multiobjective algorithm based on cutting planes. 

Economic assessment of process disturbances Mohideen et al. (1996) propose a uni

fied synthesis framework for obtaining plant designs and control systems which are economi

cally optimal while being able to cope with process variations. The approach makes direct 

use of the nonlinear differential-algebraic model equations and considers both low frequency 

time-varying uncertain process parameters and high frequency time-varying disturbances. 

Both the control structure and the controller design are part of the optimization problem 

and a robust stability criterion is included to account for the destabilizing effects of the 

uncertain parameters. 

An objective function is chosen which accounts for the average expected operating costs as 

well as the capital costs of process units and controllers. The inclusion of a term in the 

objective function relating to control loop costs allows for a comparison of alternative control 

structures on a common economic basis. 

The constraints include path constraints on the dynamic behavior of the system, which have 

to be satisfied throughout the period of operation for any combination of uncertain parameters 

and disturbances. Furthermore, a set of constraints is introduced for the definition of an 

appropriate, optimally tuned, multi-loop PI control scheme. In addition, a constraint is 

included which enforces the stability of the nonlinear time-varying system by means of a 

bound on the induced vector norm of the Jacobian matrix of the nonlinear system. 

The above, mixed-integer stochastic optimization problem is solved via an efficient decom

position algorithm which involves the following: 

1. Orthogonal collocation on finite elements is used to convert the infinite dimensional 
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mixed-integer optimal control problem into a finite dimensional one. 

2. Successive solution of: 

(a) a multi-period design/control subproblem with explicit stability requirements in 

order to provide an optimal set of design variables and a control structure which 

is stable and can accommodate uncertainty and disturbances at specified periods, 

and 

(b) a combined feasibility-stability analysis over time subproblem which provides a 

new set of critical periods to be further included in the multi-period problem. 

The method is able to treat binary variables corresponding to both alternative process oper

ations and alternative measured or manipulated variables. Furthermore, it accounts for the 

problem of robust stability in the presence of uncertain process parameters and includes the 

controller tuning parameters as optimization variables. \Vhile it is likely to be extremely 

computationally intensive for large systems, it does provide an excellent approach upon which 

further studies can be based. 

Another systematic approach to the synthesis of economically optimal and operable process 

designs is due to Bahri (1996). The approach introduces both flexibility and dynamic op

erability aspects into the design procedure and poses synthesis as a dynamic MINLP with 

uncertainty. The method is an extension of the research of Bahri et al. ( 1995) which involved 

optimizing economic performance while satisfying constraints on the regulatory performance 

in the form of bounds on the peak response of the system to disturbances. Figueroa et al. 

(1996) consider a similar problem, but with the design fixed. 

Bahri (1996) extends the approach of Bahri et al. (1995) to include more sophisticated 

measures of regulatory performance (dynamic operability). The measures include bounds 

on the squared errors between the outputs and their setpoints as well as bounds on the 

response time of the system. The worst-case disturbances are also calculated automatically. 

To summarize, the method selects a process and control structure together with operating 

conditions so that the resulting plant: 

1. has a steady-state operating point at the minimum possible distance from the optimum, 

without violating feasibility requirements, 

2. takes the least time to reach its original steady-state after a disturbance acts on the 

system, and 
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3. responds to the disturbances smoothly and has an acceptable squared-error behavior. 

2.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter we have reviewed a number of the systematic approaches that have been 

developed for the assessment of plant operability. Particular attention has been paid to the 

issue of dynamic operability assessment. 

The majority of the methods for dynamic operability assessment are either analytical or 

involve numerical calculation of an open-loop controllability measure. As such, they are 

not suitable for the simultaneous consideration of all the performance-limiting factors in an 

unambiguous manner. It was seen that optimization-based approaches are able to include 

actual performance requirements and obtain a less ambiguous ranking of process alternatives. 

Furthermore, nonlinear dynamic models may often be handled directly, without linearization. 

Recent developments in the synthesis of dynamically operable plants show that considerable 

progress has been made since the early research of the 1980's. Nevertheless, there are still 

some unresolved issues which this thesis aims to address. The first is the rigorous assessment 

of a limit of achievable closed-loop performance in the presence of all the performance-limiting 

factors. The second is the inclusion of economic aspects into the formulation without simpli

fying assumptions being made as to the quality of control achievable. The approach adopted 

in this thesis is based on the Q-parametrization of all stabilizing linear feedback controllers 

and is discussed in the chapters to follow. 
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Chapter 3 

The Q-Parametrization Approach 

to Dynamic Operability Assessment 

3.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, dynamic operability is a measure of the quality of 

closed-loop control performance that can be achieved for a plant via feedback (Morari, 1983). 

The quality of control clearly depends on the plant design, the selection of measured and 

manipulated variables (control structure) and the controller design. In order not to bias the 

results by the choice of controller type or tuning parameters, Morari proposed that dynamic 

operability be determined as a limit of achievable control performance. In this way it is a 

function of the inherent limitations present in the process design and the selected control 

structure. 

Using the Internal Model Control (IMC) framework, Morari (1983) argued that the factors 

that limit the achievable control performance of a system are right-half-plane transmission 

(RHPT) zeros, time delays, input constraints and model uncertainty. In order to assess the 

effect of these factors on dynamic operability, a number of alternative measures have been 

developed in the literature. These approaches were discussed in Chapter 2, and may be 

summarized as follows (Ross and Swartz, 1997b): 

l. The Internal Model Control (IMC) framework: An alternative controller parametriza

tion is used to show that time delays, right-half-plane transmission (RHPT) zeros, 

input constraints and model uncertainty limit the achievable closed-loop performance 
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of a system. These limits of performance may be determined analytically for certain 

special cases (Holt and Morari, 1985a&b). 

2. The controllability analysis framework: The ability of a process to follow a desired 

output trajectory is related to properties in the plant model (Perkins and Wong, 1985; 

Russell and Perkins, 1987). Rather than seeking an optimal controller (or plant fac

torization), an optimal input trajectory is sought (Cao et al., 1994). 

3. Open-loop measures: Theoretical and heuristic arguments are used to derive simple 

measures of dynamic operability which aim to be consistent with the results achieved 

using a more rigorous analysis of the problem (Skogestad et al., 1991). 

4. Optimization-based approaches: Mathematical programming is used to address both 

dynamic operability analysis and the synthesis of operable plants (Bahri, 1996; Mo

hideen et al., 1996). The economic benefits associated with good control are assessed 

by determining the economic back-off required to ensure dynamic feasibility in the 

presence of disturbances. 

A shortcoming of the first three approaches listed above is their inability to consider all of the 

performance limiting factors simultaneously. Furthermore, the economics associated with 

good or poor control performance is difficult to quantify. The optimization-based approaches 

are able to assess combinations of performance limiting factors and quantify the economic 

benefits associated with good control. However, the majority of such optimization-based 

approaches make simplifying assumptions regarding the controller and the achievable control 

performance. Furthermore, no guarantee of global optimality is possible for the resulting 

non-convex optimization problems. 

In this chapter, an approach to dynamic operability assessment, based on the Q-parametrization 

of stabilizing linear feedback controllers is presented. The method was first proposed by 

Swartz (1994) and closely follows that of Boyd and coworkers (Boyd et al., 1988, 1990, 1991) 

who considered the issue of control system design. It is also similar in concept to the IMC ap

proach of Morari (1983) in that both methods involve alternative controller parametrizations 

and seek to determine limits of achievable control performance, independent of controller 

type or tuning. However, whereas Morari and coworkers follow an analytical approach, 

Swartz formulates dynamic operability assessment as a numerical convex optimization prob

lem. This permits the simultaneous treatment of performance limiting factors, with the con

vexity property g,1Jaranteeing global optimality. The fact that Q parametrizes all stabilizing 

linear feedback controllers implies that the performance at the global optimum represents a 

limit of achievable pedormance for any such controller. Thus, the results are not biased by 
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controller type or tuning, apart from the requirement that the controller be linear. 

In addition to calculating limits of performance, it will be shown how the Q-parametrization 

approach facilitates the incorporation of economic considerations into the problem. This is 

done by including the process setpoints as decision variables together with Q and optimiz

ing an economic objective subject to constraints on the quality of the closed-loop behavior 

(Young et al., 1996). The approach of Young et al. (1996) is extended to include a quadratic 

constraint on the quality of the output behavior, to enforce rapid disturbance rejection. In

clusion of the quadratic constraint permits a deeper understanding of the interrelationship 

between steady-state economics and dynamic operability, since dynamic operability is typ

ically quantified in terms of such a measure. An illustrative example is presented wherein 

these ideas are explored. 

In this chapter it is assumed that no model uncertainty is present. The incorporation of 

model uncertainty into the problem formulation is dealt with in Chapter 4. 

3.2 Outline of Q-Parametrization Approach For Calculating 

Limits of Performance 

Boyd et al. (1990) consider the following fundamental control system design problem: 

Fundamental Controller Design Problem: Given a specific system to be 

controlled, a control configuration, and a set of control performance specifica

tions, either find a suitable control law that meets these design specifications, or 

determine that none exists. 

The above problem is extremely difficult to solve in a general sense. However, by restricting 

the process to be linear time invariant and restricting the set of control performance specifi

cations to be closed-loop convex, Boyd et al. (1990) used a theoretical result of Vidyasagar 

(1985), together with the power of numerical convex optimization to solve the Fundamental 

Controller Design Problem. The details of the approach are discussed next. 
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3.2.1 The General Feedback Framework 

Consider the general feedback structure shown in Figure 3.1. The negative sign before the 

controller J( reflects the convention that feedback should be negative. The inputs are par

titioned into two vector signals, namely: 

1. The actuator or control signal vector u, which includes all the inputs to the plant that 

can be manipulated by the controller. 

2. The exogenous input vector w, which consists of all other input signals, such as distur

bances and/ or set points. 

The output consists of two vector signals defined as follows: 

1. The sensor or measured signal vector y, which comprises those signals that are accessible 

to the controller. 

2. The regulated signal vector z, which consists of signals required to meet given perfor

mance specifications. The vector z may, for example, contain elements of u and y 

which the designer may wish to constrain in some fashion. 

w z 
p 

u y 

, -I< 

Figure 3.1: The general feedback framework of Boyd and coworkers. 

It should thus be clear that, in general, P is not the plant model of the classical control 

framework, but rather a composite plant mapping all inputs of interest to all outputs of 
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interest. That is, P is defined such that 

(3.1) 

In order to solve the Fundamental Controller Design Problem, Boyd et al. (1990) confine 

the plant P and the controller K to be linear time-invariant (LTI) and lumped. This is 

clearly a restrictive assumption as most chemical engineering processes are nonlinear and 

the use of nonlinear and/or adaptive controllers is becoming more popular. However, many 

researchers (Roat et al., 1986; Oglesby et al., 1992; Perkins and Walsh, 1994) agree that, 

despite the assumptions made in a linear analysis, the results obtained are still very useful 

and facilitate a deeper understanding of the issues involved in the trade-off between design 

and control. It is also argued that a linear assumption is reasonable provided the system is 

kept near to its steady-state operating point. Despite much progress in nonlinear analysis 

and nonlinear control, these fields are still not fully developed and are not as commonly used 

in practice. For this reason, the majority of methods for dynamic operability assessment are 

based on a linear analysis. The following chapter illustrates how process nonlinearities may, 

for example, be included in the form of nonlinear and/or time-varying uncertainty. Chapter 

5 briefly deals with some of the issues pertaining to nonlinear control and its benefits over 

linear control, when treating a range of disturbances. 

As a result of the assumptions regarding the process and controller, the plant P can b.e 

described by the set of transfer functions from each of the inputs to each of the outputs, 

organized in the form of a transfer matrix and partitioned as follows: 

p = [ Pzw Pzu ] 
Pyw Pyu 

(3.2) 

The partitioning is such that, for example, Pzw is the transfer matrix from the elements of 

w to the elements of z. 

With the controller K in operation, the closed-loop transfer matrix from w to z is given by: 

Hzw = Pzw - Pzul< (I+ Pyul< )-l Pyw (3.3) 

Observe that the controller K appears in a linear fractional form in the above expression. 

Of central importance to the Q-parametrization approach is that Hzw should contain all 

the closed-loop transfer functions of interest. Therefore it is essential, when formulating 

a problem, that all exogenous inputs and all outputs of interest are included in w and z 

respectively. 
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Transformation of the classical control framework to the general feedback frame

work 

Consider the classical control framework shown in Figure 3.2. Assuming that it is desired 

to place performance specifications on the responses of the classical input u and output y' to 

setpoint changes and disturbances, then, in terms of Figure 3.1, one would choose: 

y = [-eJ and u = [u] (3.4) 

The transformation of the classical control framework into the general feedback control frame

work is shown in Figure 3.3. In terms of the partitioning of P we have: 

[ ~e ]-[-~/ ---i~:-!: ][ ~'~] (3.5) 

3.2.2 Geometry of Design Specifications 

The next step in solving the fundamental problem is to change the focus from finding a 

suitable controller to that of finding a closed-loop transfer matrix Hzw that meets the control 

performance specifications, or to determine that none exists. In this regard it is necessary 

to view the controller design specifications as sets. For this reason it is essential to include 

all closed-loop mappings of interest in Hzw· 

Let 1t denote the set of all nz x nw transfer matrices, where nz is the number of regulated 

outputs z and nw is the number of exogenous inputs w. With each controller design speci

fication 'Di, there is the associated set Hi ~ 1t of all nz x nw transfer matrices that meet the 

design specification 'Di. 

Now, simultaneous satisfaction of design specifications corresponds to the intersection of the 

associated sets of acceptable closed-loop transfer matrices. Therefore, if the design speci

fications are 'D1, ... , 'DL, then the set of closed-loop transfer matrices which satisfy all these 

specifications is given by: 

(3.6) 

In many cases the design specifications have a simple geometric form, in that they are either 

affine or convex. Noting that 1t is a vector space with addition and scalar multiplications 
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Figure 3.2: The classical feedback control structure for a one-degree-of-freedom controller. 
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Figure 3.3: Transformation between the classical feedback structure and the general one used 

by Boyd and coworkers. 
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appropriately defined, we now define what is meant by an affine and a convex vector space 

(according to standard set theory), as well as a closed-loop convex performance specification. 

Definition 1 A subset C of a vector space V is said to be affine if, whenever two distinct 

points are in the set, then so is the en~ire line passing through them. More precisely, C ~ V 

is affine if, for any c1, c2 EC and any A E ~. then .Xc1 + (1 - .X) c2 EC. 

Definition 2 A subset C of a vector space V is said to be convex if, whenever two distinct 

points are in the set, then so is the entire line segment between them. More precisely, C ~ V 

is affine if, for any ci, c2 EC and any A E [O, lj, then .Xc1 + (1 - .X) c2 EC. 

Definition 3 A controller design specification 'Di is closed-loop convex if the set of tmnsfer 

matrices, 1-li, that satisfy it is convex. 

Examples of closed-loop convex performance specifications 

Boyd et al. (1988, 1990) have shown that many important control performance specifications 

in the time or frequency domain are closed-loop convex. 

Closed-loop stability We firstly consider the essential controller design requirement of 

closed-loop (internal) stability. Let 1-lstab denote the set of all Hzw 's achievable with stabi

lizing controllers. It has been shown (Vidyasagar, 1985; Youla et al., 1976a&b) that a free 

parametric representation of 1-lstab can be derived using stable coprime factorization theory: 

1-lstab {Hzw I the system is closed-loop stable} (3.7) 

- { Hzw = Pzw - Pzv.K(I + PyuK( 1 Pyw I for some K that stabilizes P} 
{ Hzw = T1 + T2QT3 I Q stable} 

In the above Q is any stable transfer matrix and is the free parameter in the corresponding 

equation. The Yi are stable transfer matrices determined from coprime factorizations of 

the plant model Pyu and a nominal stabilizing controller, details of which are provided in a 

subsequent section. 

The word pammeter in this case refers to the fact that Q parametrizes all stable closed-loop 

maps as opposed to meaning that it is some unspecified controller tuning parameter. An 
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important point to note is that the set of closed-loop stable Hw.i is affine in Q. Thus, any 

closed-loop specifications that are convex in Hzw are convex in Q. This is not true of the 

classical controller K which appears in a linear fractional ( nonconvex) fashion in the above 

expression. 

In addition to the fundamental requirement for closed-loop stability, many other important 

controller design specifications are also closed"'.'loop convex. Some examples which are likely 

to be used in dynamic operability analysis are discussed next. 

Time domain bounds In order to place a constraint on the respon~e of a signal to a 

given input, that signal needs to be included in the vector of regulated variables z and the 

input needs to be included in the vector w. Having done so, it is relatively easy to show 

that placing lower and upper bounds on the behavior of the signal is a closed-loop convex 

constraint. 

Consider, for example, the time-domain response of the first element of the vector z (denoted 

z1) to a step in the second element of the vector w (denoted w2). Let s12(t) denote the step 

response from w2 to z1. It should be noted from (3.7) that the step response Szw is convex 

in Q. Consider the following constraints on the behavior of s12: 

SJ2min(t) :::; s12(t) :::; s12max(t) fort 2 0 (3.8) 

The set ofclosed-loop transfer matrices ?tbound which meet the constraint (3.8) is given by: 

1ibound = {Hzw E 1t I s12min(t) :::; S12(t) :::; s12max(t) fort 2 O} (3.9) 

Let H, fI E 1toound be transfer matrices such that the corresponding step responses s12(t) and 

s12 (t) satisfy (3.8). It is easy to see that, if 0 :::; >.::::; 1, then s>.12(t) >.s12(t) + (1 - >.)s12 (t) 

also satisfies (3.8). Thus H>. E 1toound and the set ?tbound is closed-loop convex. As a re

sult, time-domain bounds on the step response are closed~loop convex controller performance 

specifications on Hzwi and thus on Q. 

The requirement for dynamically decoupled behavior may be enforced in a similar manner by 

simply stipulating that one command has no effect on the other regulated outputs. Thus, if 

we desire W2 to have no effect on z1 then we can simply set s12 max = S12min = 0 for all t: 2 0. 

Other important performance specifications that are closed-loop convex include bounds on 

the slew rate of an actuator signal (or any regulated output), asymptotic tracking of steps, 

ramps or parabolic inputs, as well as upper bounds on both the ITAE and ISE controller 

performance measures. 
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Important nonconvex performance specifications 

Very few robustness specifications are closed-loop convex. One important exception is the 

robustness to unstructured norm-bounded LTI model uncertainty, which Boyd et al. (1990) 

show to be a closed-loop convex constraint. In the presence of structured model uncertainty, 

however, the appropriate robust stability criterion is a bound on the structured singular value 

(Doyle, 1982), which is a nonconvex closed-loop constraint. Treating the problem of robust 

performance involves the use of the structured singular value and is thus also a nonconvex 

requirement on Q. 

FUrther important examples of closed-loop controller design specification which are not con

vex include the specification of controller order as well as the requirement for a decentralized 

controller. This is unfortunate as it would be desirable to quantify performance limits for 

controllers of given complexity. Also, when considering large systems it may be more ap- . 

propriate to use decentralized controllers. Stated differently, for many systems it may be 

beneficial to quantify the benefits associated with multivariable control. Recent research 

(Sourlas and Manousiouthakis, 1995) has shown how, despite the nonconvexity, such a per

formance limit may be calculated for decentralized controllers. 

3.2.3 Relationship Between the Q-Parametrization and IMC frameworks 

Before continuing with the assessment of closed-loop performance limits, it is useful to high

light the relationship between Q-parametrization and the IMC framework. To this end, 

it is necessary to firstly show how the Ti matrices in (3.7) may determined from coprime 

factorizations of the plant model Pyu and a nominal stabilizing controller Knom· 

Given a nominal stabilizing controller Knom, let the following be left stable coprime factor

izations of Knom and Pyu respectively: 

Knom = y- IX 

Pyu fr 1 N 
(3.10) 

In the above, D and N are stable and coprime, with an equivalent condition holding for Y 

and X. Stability implies that N contains all the right-half-:-plane transmission (RHPT) zeros 

of Pyu and D contains, as RHPT zeros, all the RHPT poles of Pyu.. The requirement that 

D and N be coprime means that they have no common RHPT zeros. Mathematically this 

is equivalent to the requirement that there exist stable matrices Ut(s) and Ve(s) such that 
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the following Bezout identity is satisfied: 

DUe +NVe =I (3.11) 

Similar conditions hold for Y and X. 

Now, given the coprime factorizations in (3.10), then a controller K stabilizes P if and only 

if K has the following form (Vidyasagar, 1985): 

K = (Y - QN)-1(X + QD) Q stable (3 .. 12) 

Since Knom stabilizes Pyu, there is also a right stable coprime factorization of Pyu = N v- 1 

with the Bezout identity map XN +YD= I (Francis, 1987). Substitution of (3.12) into 

(3. 7) and use of the Bezout identity reveals, after some algebraic manipulation, that T1, T2 

and T3 are given by: 

T1 - Pzw -Pw.DXPyw (3.13). 

T2 -PzuD 

T3 - DPyw 

For a stable plant, no feedback control is required to ensure stability and hence we can choose 

Knom = 0. This allows one to set b = D _;_ Y = I, N = N = Pyu and X = 0, giving: 

- Pzw (3.14) 

- -Pzu 

Pyw 

As a result, all closed-loop stable Hzw are parametrized as follows: 

Hzw - T1 + T2QT3 (3.15) 

Pzw - PzuQPyw Q stable 

Furthermore, from (3.12) all stabilizing controllers have the form: 

K =(I - QPyu)- 1 Q , Q stable (3.16) 

Comparison of (3.15) with (3.7) and noting the form of the above equation shows that there 

is a one-to-one relationship between all stabilizing controllers I< and Q: 

K (I - QPyu)- 1Q (3.17) 

<=> Q = I<(I + PyuK)- 1 
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This is exactly the relation given by the IMC framework and thus, for stable plants, the IMC 

and the Q-parametrization frameworks are equivalent. 

The difference between the IMC parametrization and the Q-parametrization is that the latter 

encompasses all stabilizing controllers, even for unstable MIMO plants, which is not true of 

the IMC parametrization. Assumptions are made in the IMC framework which restrict the 

type of unstable plants to which the parametrization applies and the resulting parametrization 

is also not complete (Morari and Zafiriou, 1989). 

3.2.4 Calculation of Limits of Achievable Performance via Convex Opti

mization 

r 

Usi~g the result of Boyd that many performance specifications are convex in Hzw, it is possible 

to express controller synthesis as the following convex optimization problem: 

(3.18) 

where ct> is a convex functional of Hzw and reflects a measure of closed-loop performance 

which is desired to be optimal. n is the set of all HzwS that satisfy the performance con

straints and Hstab is the set of all Hzw achievable with stabilizing controllers. Since Hstab 

is a convex set and n has been shown by Boyd and coworkers to be convex for many perfor- · 

mance specifications, the search space is also convex. Therefore the above corresponds to 

a .convex optimization problem, which has the property that any optimum found is global. 

F\irthermore, if no solution is found, then rio solution exists. Since Q parametrizes all sta

bilizing linear feedback controllers, the performance at the optimum represents a limit of 

performance for any such controller. 

Since Hzw is linear in Q, the above can be transformed into a convex program in Q. This 

is preferable as Q is simpler to handle than Hzw and, for a stable plant, Q has a physical 

interpretation as the IMC controller. Upon transformation one obtains: 

mm <P (Q) 
QEn 

where n = {Q IT1 + T2 QT3 En' Q stable} 

and q, (Q) If> (T1 + T2QT3) 

(3.19) 

If {i is empty, then there exists no stabilizing linear feedback controller that results in an H 2 w 

which can satisfy all the performance constraints in n. It is useful to note that the above 

problem formulation is an extension of the Fundamental Controller Design Problem since it 

not only requires feasibility but also optimizes a given closed-loop performance measure. 
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In the current form, (3.19) is not amenable to numerical solution as the set of all stable Q 

is infinite dimensional. To overcome this Q is approximated by a large, finite dimensional 

space. 

3.2.5 Finite Dimensional Approximation of Q 

The set of all stable transfer function matrices can be approximated in a finite dimensional 

manner in either the frequency domain or the discrete-time domain. Boyd et al. (1990 and 

1991) mainly consider approximations in the frequency domain as it is easy to ensure stability 

by choosing a transfer function basis with poles in the left-half-plane. The approximations 

take the following form: 
L 

Q= l:xkQk (3.20) 
k=O 

where xk E ~ and the matrices Qk are fixed s.table maps expressed in the frequency domain. 

For the convenient handling of dead- time and time-domain constraints, a discrete formulation 

is adopted, with the (n, m) element of Q being approximated as (Boyd et al., 1988; Swartz, 

1994): 
L 

Qnm = Lqnm(k) Z-k (3.21) 
k=O 

where L is the order of the finite dimensional approximation and is typically fairly large so 

as to ensure an accurate solution. The coefficients qnm(k) now become the search variables 

in the optimization problem (3.19). In addition to the size of L, the choice of sampling time 

used in the discretization also influences the accuracy of the solution. In this thesis it has 

been attempted to choose sampling times which provide a good level of accuracy without 

leading to excessively large optimization problems. 

It should be noted that the approximation in (3.21) is not yet complete as it does not ensure 

that Q is stable. This may be done rigorously by requiring that all the roots of the above 

polynomial lie within the unit circle but this would be very complicated. Alternately, one 

could require '2:,f=o lq~m(k)I < oo, but this is not a practical condition given the fact that a 

finite dimensional approximation is being made. 

In order to overcome these difficulties, stability on Q is enforced indirectly by requmng 

that the inputs settle out to their desired steady-state values after a specified number of 

time intervals. The discussion that follows shows how the above theory may be applied to 

dynamic operability assessment. 
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3.3 Application to Dynamic Operability Assessment 

Morari (1983) argued that dynamic operability should be assessed as a limit of achievable 

closed-loop performance and should not be biased by controller type or tuning. With this 

in mind, it is clear that the Q-parametrization approach of Boyd for assessing limits of 

performance, in the context of control system design, lends itself naturally to the assessment 

of dynamic operability. 

Since dynamic operability assessment is carried out during the process design phases, the 

closed-loop performance specifications are often much simpler than would be the case during 

a rigorous controller design. Constraints of interest typically include bounds on the input 

and output behavior so as to meet hard design criteria. The objeCtive function used as a 

measure of closed-loop performance is often a weighted sum-of-square-errors measure. As 

a consequence, in the absence of model uncertainty, dynamic operability assessment may be 

posed as a convex quadratic programming problem. More sophisticated problem formula

tions can be treated within the broad setting of convex optimization but the above problem 

type is usually sufficient for the purposes of dynamic operability assessment. When model 

uncertainty is present the problem is more complicated and Chapter 4 deals with this issue. 

As mentioned earlier, a discrete formulation is used to facilitate the handling of dead-time 

and time-domain constraints. Q is approximated in a finite dimensional manner as shown in 

(3.21) with the coefficients qnm(k) becoming the search variables in the optimization problem. 

If performance specifica~ions are to be placed on the inputs and outputs, for both setpoint 

changes and disturbances, then z, w, u and y would be partitioned as in (3.4) and P would 

be as in (3.5). The processes considered in this thesis are open-loop stable, although the 

approach is not limited to such processes. The Ti matrices are as shown in (3.14). The 

dimension of z is nz and the dimension of w is nw. Strictly speaking, a two-degree-of

freedom controller would be used when designing for both regulatory and servo behavior. 

However, for notational convenience we only consider a one-degree-of-freedom controller, 

with extensions to the former being straightforward. 

The step response coefficient Sij(io) at time increment i0 of the ith component of z to a step 

of size Wj in the jth component of w is a linear expression in the coefficients of Q through 

(3.7) and has the form (Appendix A.1): 

io ny nu io io v 

Sij(i 0 ) = Wj L ti ij(k) + Wj L LL qnm(k) LL t2 in(v - f)t3 mj(f k) (3.22) 
k=O m=l n=l k=O v=k l=k 

In the above equation t1, t2 and t3 are the pulse response coefficients of the transfer matrices 
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T1, T2 and T3 respectively, and ny and nu are the respective dimensions of y and u. If more 

than one element of w acts simultaneously on the system, then the overall response is the 

sum of the individual step responses in (3.22). For notational convenience it is assumed that 

the elements of w act individually and that the vector of step changes can be written as: 

(3.23) 

By considering the form of the Ti, matrices, it is possible to rewrite (3.22) in terms of the 

pulse response coefficients of the plant model Gp and the disturbance transfer matrix GD 

(Appendix A.2). The resulting expression for the output response (i ~ ny) to setpoint 

changes of step-size Yset j (j ~ ny) is: 

nu io io 

Sij(io) = Ysetj LL qnj(k) L Gp in(v - k) (3.24) 
n=l k=O v=k 

The output response (i ~ ny) to a step of size dj in the jth disturbance is given by: 

io ny nu io io v 

Si(j+ny) (i0 ) = dj L GD ij(k)-dj L LL qnm(k) LL G Dmj(£-k} GP in(v-£) (3.25) 
k=O m=l n=l k=O v=k l=k 

The expression for the input response ( i > ny) to a setpoint change of size Yset j (j ~ ny) is 

given by: 
io 

Sij(io) = Ysetj L q(i-ny)j(k) 
k=O 

The input response ( i > ny) to a disturbance dj is given by: 

ny i 0 i 0 

Si(j+ny)(io) = -dj L L %-ny)m(k) L GD mj(V - k) 
m=l k=O v=k 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

The step response coefficients for the outputs and inputs may be arranged into a composite 

vector of the form: 

(3.28) 

where sl; = [sij(O), .. ~, Sij(L)]. Time domain bounds on the deviational response of the 

inputs and outputs are now simply linear constraints on Q and take the form 

Smiu ~ s(Q, Yset, d) ~ Smax (3.29) 

where Smin and Smax are partitioned in the same manner as s. Included in the above set of 

constraints would be the implicit enforcement of the stability of Q via the requirement for 

the inputs to settle out to their steady-state values. 
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The measure of closed-loop performance regularly used in this thesis is that of a weighted 

sum-of-square-errors of the outputs, y', from their setpoints and is written in terms of the 

above notation as: 
n,.., ny L 

qi= LL L Wij(k) [sij(k) - riJ(k)j2 (3.30) 
j=l i=l k=O 

In the above, rij(k) is the desired value for the step response coefficient Sij(k) and WiJ(k) is 

a weighting function used to ascribe the relative importance of the outputs and to include 

a time-weighting if necessary. It should be noted though that any other form of objective 

function could have been chosen provided that it is convex. In particular, the input action 

could also be penalized by including quadratic terms corresponding to the deviation of the 

input trajectories from some desired values. 

Dynamic operability assessment may now be expressed as the following convex quadratic 

programming problem: 

min 
Q 

s.t. 

nw ny L 

qi= LLL Wij(k) (rij(k) - Sij(k)j 2 

j=l i=l k=O 

Smin $ s( Q, Yset, d) $ Smax 

(3.31) 

As mentioned earlier, the convexity guarantees that any optimum is global and the fact 

that Q parametrizes all stabilizing linear feedback controllers implies that the performance 

at the optimum represents the best possible performance for any controller in this class. 

The reprE;sentation of several other constraints such as specifications on slew rate, RMS 

disturbance rejection and so forth are shown in Boyd et al. (1988, 1990). The above problem 

has very useful features pertaining to its structure and sparsity which may be exploited to 

reduce computational time. A discussion of these features and how they have been exploited 

may be found in Chapter 5. 

3.3.1 Application Example 

The approach discussed above is applied to a multivariable system containing RHPT ze

ros, input constraints and time delays. The process considered is from Psarris and Floudas 

{1991b) and involves the control of a pilot scale ethanol and water distillation column, origi

nally modelled by Ogunnaike et al. (1983). The outputs to be controlled are the overhead 

ethanol mole fraction (yi) and a bottom tray temperature (y2 in °C). The manipulated 

inputs are the reflux flowrate (u1 in gpm) and the reboiler steam pressure (u2 in psig}. The 
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nominal plant model P has the following transfer matrix description: 

P(s) ~ l 0.66 e- 6 s 

(6.7 s+l) 
-34.7 e- 4 s 

(8.15 s+l) 

(9.06s+l) -0.005 l 
0.87 (11.6 s+l)e- 2 s 

(3.9s+l) (18.8s+l) 

(3.32) 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the time delays in the above transfer matrix may limit the 

achievable closed-loop performance by pure delay effects, by generating infinite RHPT zeros 

and by causing interaction difficulties. 

Psarris and Floudas (1991b) used the distribution of zeros of quasi-polynomials to show that 

the above plant contains an infinite number of RHPT zeros due to the distribution of time 

delays within the transfer matrix. They also showed that, if it were possible to increase 

the delays on the off-diagonal elements of P such that the sum of these time delays exceeds 

eight, then all the RHPT zeros would be eliminated. Large time delays in certain elements 

are also sometimes beneficial with regard to reducing interaction (Holt and Morari, 1985b). 

These two potential benefits of larger time delays need to be traded off against the obvious 

disadvantage of having longer minimum response times. These trade-offs are explored by 

analyzing the dynamic operability of a number of alternative plants, differing only in the 

distribution of time delays within their transfer matrices. 

Mathematical formulation of dynamic operability assessment problem 

The closed-loop response of the system to individually applied setpoint changes is considered. 

In terms of the general feedback structure, we choose w = [Ysetl· As a consequence, nw = 
ny = 2. Performance specifications are to be placed on both the input and output behavior 

and therefore z is chosen as z = [ y'T uT ]T. 

The objective function chosen as a measure of closed-loop performance is the weighted sum

of-square errors (SSE) of the outputs to steps of -0.035 and +3 applied individually to the 

setpoints of y 1 and Y2 respectively. To be consistent with the work of Psarris and Floudas 

(199lb), the same setpoint changes were chosen as in their study. The objective is convex 

and quadratic and has the following form: 

nw ny L 

<I>= LL.: wij L [Sij(k) - rij(k)]
2 (3.33) 

j=l i=l k=O 

The problem is discretized at a sampling interval of b..t = 0.5 minutes and a time horizon of 
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L = 100 is used. The weighting matrix W is chosen as 

(3.34) 

in order to roughly account for the difference in the size of the setpoint changes applied to y1 

and Y2· The weights on the outputs have been chosen in such a manner that the contributions 

of each output to the total objective value are approximately equal. No bounds are placed on 

the output responses, but the following bounds are placed on the deviational input responses 

-0.112 < u1 ::; 0.065 gpm (3.35) 

-4.4 < u2 ::; 14.0 psig 

While no constraints are placed on the output response, it is still essential that the outputs 

y be included in z, since the performance specification on them takes the form of an objec

tive function in (3.33), which is to be minimized. The above problem may be formulated 

as a convex quadratic programming problem, as shown in (3.31), and solved efficiently by 

exploiting its structure and sparsity. Chapter 5 provides more details in this regard. 

Results and discussion 

To explore the effect of the distribution of delays on dynamic operability, the following six 

alternative delay structures are considered: 

B1 = [: ~ l 
B, = [: : l 

B2=[: ~] 
Bs = [: :] 

B3 = [: ~ l 
B, = [: ~] 

(3.36} 

The rest of the process dynamics are as in (3.32). The first structure, B1, corresponds to 

the original plant in (3.32). As mentioned earlier, this delay structure introduces an infinite 

number of RHPT zeros and poor dynamic operability is thus expected. 

Structures B 2 , B3 and B 4 correspond to the intuitive choices for the optimal time delay 

structure assuming that it is desired to eliminate all the RHPT zeros without adding unnec

essarily large delays. That is, for each of these structures the off-diagonal delay terms sum 

to nine. 

Structures B 5 and B6 provide optimal lower bounds for the time delay resiliency indices of 

Holt and Morari (1985a). These resiliency indices were defined earlier in Chapter 2 and 
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their significance explained. In the absence of other performance-limiting effects, dynamic 

decoupling for these two delay structures would be ISE-optimal. Since B 5 satisfies the re

quirement for eliminating the RHPT zeros, the control performance in the absence of input 

constraints would only be limited by the response time needed for the inputs to affect the 

outputs. It should be noted, however, that B6 does not eliminate the infinite RHPT ze

ros. In fact, Psarris and Floudas (199lb) show that the delay structure given by B6 shifts 

the RHPT zeros closer to origin. Thus, one would expect such a system to have very poor 

operability, despite having an optimal lower bound. 

The results of the dynamic operability assessment for each of the delay structures considered 

are shown in Table 3.1. The objective reported is the minimum weighted SSE, and an ap

proximate weighted ISE measure may be obtained by multiplying the results by the sampling 

time lit = 0.5. Also indicated in the table are the lower and upper bounds used by Holt 

and Morari (1985a) as a measure of dynamic operability. 

Table 3.1: Minimum achievable weighted SSE and resiliency bounds for each delay structure. 

Delay structure RHPT Zeros Lower bound Upper bound Objective 

B1 Infinite diag(e-28 , e-48 ) diag(l, e-2s) 117.8 

B2 None diag(e-6s' e-2s) diag(l, e-2s) 101.8 

B3 None diag( e-6s' c2s) diag(e-55 , e-28 ) 98.0 

B4 None diag( e-6s' e-2s) diag( e-4s' e-2s) 98.6 

B5 None diag( e-6s, e-2s) diag(e-6s, e-2s) 96.8 

B5 Infinite I diag(l, e-4s) diag(l, e- 48 ) 166.0 

Since a smaller objective corresponds to better dynamic operability, the following observations 

can be made: 

1. The time delay structure of Bs has the best dynamic operability. It thus offers the best 

compromise between the three competing time delay effects. This result is somewhat 

surprising at first, since Bs would intuitively appear to have unnecessarily large time 

delays. However, it will be seen that next to the RHPT zeros, interaction is an im

portant cause of control difficulties in this example. Structure B 5 not only eliminates 

the RHPT zeros but also has an achievable upper bound which facilitates decoupled 

behavior. 

2. By looking purely at the time delay bounds and the presence or absence of RHPT 

zeros, structure B2 would appear to be better than B3, B4 and B5, since it has the 
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best upper bound and all other factors are equal. The upper bound is, however, not 

always achievable and is thus not a reliable measure of dynamic operability. This is 

evidenced by the results above, which go in exactly the reverse order as what would 

have been expected from the upper bound. 

3. The presence of infinite RHPT zeros limits the closed-loop performance dramatically 

and more so when they are closer to the origin, as in system B6. 

To illustrate the first two issues above, the optimal <?utput trajectories for some of the delay 

structures are studied. The optimal output trajectories of structures B1 1 B4 and B 5 are 

shown in Figure 3.4 for the setpoint change of -0.035 in Yl· Figure 3.5 gives the output re

sponses for the setpoint change of +3 in Y2· From the figures it is clear that B1 demonstrates 

significant interaction between the response of the outputs. The interaction problems expe

rienced by B 1 are an indication that the upper bound given in Table 3.1 is not achievable. 

Stated in terms of the work of Holt and Morari (1985a), off-diagonal elements need to be 

added to G+ in (2.27) of Chapter 2, in order for the (IMC) controller to be causal. 

While delay structure B4 has better closed-loop behavior, its upper bound is also not achiev

able. This may be seen by solving the dynamic operability assessment problem in the ab

sence of input constraints. The best achievable weighted SSE is calculated to be 85.92, which 

is worse than the value of 72.56 obtained if the outputs tracked their setpoints according to 

the minimum achievable settling time, given by the upper bound in Table 3.1. 

All the delay structures considered in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 initiate behavior according to the 

response times given by their upper bounds, but do not immediately track their setpoints 

thereafter. · As mentioned above, this is a consequence of the upper bounds not being achiev

able for structures B1 and B4, and the presence of input constraints. It should be noted 

that structure B 5 responds according to the upper bound given in Table 3.1 and thereafter 

the control behavior is only limited by input constraints. 

The above discussion has only considered the delay structures shown in (3.36). Of interest is 

to determine the optimal delay structure for this particular example, assuming that no delay 

elements may be reduced. By solving the dynamic operability assessment problem over a 

grid of alternative time delay structures, B 5 was found to be the optimal delay structure. 

The grid considered only the ( 1, 2) and (2, 1) elements of the time delay structures, as these are 

the delays which, if increased appropriately, will remove all the RHPT zeros from the system. 

It has already been established that the elimination of the RHPT zeros is essential for good 

dynamic operability and therefore no increases in the diagonal elements were considered. 
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Figure 3.4: Optimal output trajectories for a setpoint change of -0.035 in y1 for the delay 

structures B1 {- -), B4 {-·)and Bs {-). 
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Figure 3.5: Optimal output trajectories for a setpoint change of +3 in Y2 for the delay 

structures B1 (- -), B4 (-·)and Bs (-). 
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Only integer values for the delay elements were considered. The results are plotted in Figure 

3.6, with a more refined view given in Figure 3.7. 

It is interesting to note how flat the region is once the RHPT zeros have been eliminated. It 

is perhaps surprising that delay structures containing quite large off-diagonal delay elements 

still have acceptable dynamic operability, even though such delays would seriously worsen 

their lower bounds. It is thus clear that, for this example, the lower bound of Holt and 

Morari (1985b) may be very conservative when both the off-diagonal delays are large. 

To summarize, in this example the performance degradation caused by the infinite RHPT 

zeros is the most serious. Increasing the time delays in such a manner so as to eliminate 

the RHPT ieros is beneficial, despite the negative aspect of having a longer response time 

before input action affects the output. Time delay structures which have no RHPT zeros 

associated with them may still have slightly inferior closed-loop behavior due to interaction 

problems. These interaction problems, worsened to some extent by the presence of input 

constraints, are an indication that the upper resiliency bound of Holt and Morari (1985b) is 

not achievable. In this example, the delay structure with no RHPT zeros and an achievable 

upper bound has little problem with interaction (caused only by the input constraints) and 

has the best dynamic operability. 

3.4 Posing Dynamic Operability In Economic Terms 

The above discussion showed how dynamic operability may be assessed at fixed operating 

conditions on the basis of the closed-loop response to specific setpoint and/or disturbance 

changes and ignored economic considerations. In this section, arbitrary step-like distur

bances within a given range are considered· and dynamic operability is posed in economic 

terms (Young et al., 1996). The purpose of this approach is to enable competing designs to 

be compared according to a common economic basis. 

The approach involves including the process setpoints as search variables together with Q 

and optimizing an economic objective subject to constraints on the worst-case closed-loop 

behavior to the given range of disturbances. The closed-loop constraints include simple 

bounds on the responses of the inputs and outputs as well as a bound on the weighted SSE 

of the outputs to the worst-case disturbances within the given range. The SSE constraint is 

included to ensure rapid disturbance rejection. An alternative to using the SSE constraints 

is to use tapered bounds on the output response. This may be more intuitive, particularly 

if it is not obvious what value should be used when bounding the SSE. The advantage of 
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Figure 3.6: Optimal achievable SSE as a function of the delays in the (1, 2) and (2, l) elements 

of the transfer matrix. 
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Figure 3. 7: Optimal achievable SSE as a function of the delays in the ( 1, 2) and (2, 1) elements 

of the transfer matrix - a closer view. 
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the SSE constraints, however, is that it permits a deeper understanding of the relationship 

between economics and dynamic operability, since dynamic operability is typically quantified 

in terms of the SSE measure. 

The approach allows one to explore the influence of constraint proximity on dynamic operabil

ity and steady-state economics. For a given process, as one operates closer to the limiting 

constraints in search of economic efficiency, the dynamic operability may be worsened in cer

tain cases due to less input power being available for disturbance rejection. However, when 

comparing alternative designs, the benefit of having inherently good dynamic operability is 

that such a process is able to operate closer to the constraints defining its steady-state eco

nomic optimum, without violating them in the face of disturbance-induced dynamics. In this 

case, processes with good dynamic operability may be beneficial from an economic viewpoint. 

3.4.1 Mathematical Formulation 

Disturbance Regime Considered 

The back-off from the constraints defining the steady-state optimum to prevent constraint 

violation is clearly a function of the disturbance regime. For ease of notation the discussion 

below is developed for a single disturbance and it is assumed that we are not concerned with 

setpoint responses. The disturbances are assumed to be comprised of a sequence of steps, 

initiated from a base value db with step size !::l.d, such that d = db + _!::l.d. The frequency 

of the steps is uncertain but it is assumed that the time between successive steps is greater 

than the process settling time. It is assumed that all such disturbances lie between upper 

and lower bounds, d+ and d-, about a nominal level d'{;'. For a single disturbance, a typical 

disturbance trajectory which satisfies these requirements is shown in Figure 3.8. 

The set of all allowable disturbances is mathematically represented by: 

(3.37) 

For a single disturbance, the range of values of db and !::l.d which ensure that d E [' are 

shown in Figure 3.9. In terms of the general feedback structure discussed earlier, the set of 

exogenous inputs w is given by: 

w = {!::l.d Id Er} (3.38) 

The initial disturbance level db, together with the process setpoint Yss, determines the initial 

steady-state input levels, denoted u 88 (y88 , db), and consequently the constraint proximity. 
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The notation U 55 (y55 , db) implies that U 55 is a function of Yss and db. Since the processes 

considered are linear, a linear steady-state model will relate Yss and u55 (y55 , db)· 

Assuming that closed-loop performance constraints are to be placed on both outputs and 

inputs, the set of regulated variables is chosen as z = [ y'T uT ]T. 

Due to the linearity of Hzw in Q, the worst-case disturbances (critical points) correspond 

to the vertices of r (Halemane and Grossmann, 1983). Those vertices for which ~d = 0 

may be neglected as they induce no dynamic fluctuations and their steady-state effect is 

accounted for by the disturbances making up the other two vertices. Hence, one need only 

consider {(db 1, D.d1), (db 2, ~d2)} and we denote this set as re. This dramatically simplifies 

the solution procedure as the problem is no longer semi-infinite in nature. 

3.4.2 Dynamic Operability Constraints 

The processes considered in this thesis are open-loop stable and hence we have (Boyd et al., 

1990): 

(3.39) 

where GD and Gp represent the disturbance and plant transfer Junctions respectively. 

The step response coefficient, Sie(i0 ), at time increment io of the ith component of z to a 

step ~de, where c corresponds to a given critical point (c = 1, 2), is a linear expression in the 

coefficients of Q and follows from (3.22): 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ v 

Sie(io) =~de L t1 ie(k) +~de L LL Qnm(k) LL t3 me(e - k)t2 in(v - e) (3.40) 
k=O m=l n=lk=O V=ke=k 

where t 1, t2 and t3 contain the pulse response coefficients for the transfer function matrices 

Ti, T2 and T3 ; and ny and nu are the respective dimensions of y and 1l. 

For notational convenience, the step response coefficients for the outputs and inputs are 

arranged in vector form as follows: 

(3.41) 

where sfc = [sie(O), ... , Sie(L)]. 

The elements of z, and thus of s(Q, ~d), are expressed in deviational form about the steady

state operating conditions Yss and U 55 (y55 , d0 ). The actual process signal for the closed-loop 
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Figure 3.8: An example of a disturbance trajectory included in the set r. 
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Figure 3.9: The range of possible values for db and f).d such that (db, f).d) E r. 
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responses of the system are thus given by 

(3.42) 

where Zss is a vector describing the steady-state operating conditions and is partitioned in a 

fashion similar to s(Q, .6.d). 

The bound on the weighted SSE to the critical disturbances may be written as follows: 

2 n 11 L 

LL L Wic(k) [Sic(k)]2 ~ / (3.43) 
c=l i=l k=O 

where 'Y is the desired level of dynamic operability. The weighting term Wic(k) is able to 

include time-weightings if need be. It should be noted that the reference value ric(k) for the 

deviational output response is zero and has thus been omitted. 

In order to assess the optimal operating conditions, the process setpoints Yss are included 

as search variables with Q. Given a convex economic objective function W(Yss, de-'), the 

following convex optimization problem needs to be solved: 

min W(Yss, df) 
Yss,Q 

(3.44) 

s.t. 

[ 
Ymin ] < S( Q d t:ld) < [ Ymax ·i - Yss1 , b1 -
Umin Uma.x 

2 ny L 

LL L Wic(k) [sic(k)] 2 ~ "( 
c=l i=l k=O 

where Ymin and Ymax are the respective lower and upper bounds on the actual output re

sponses, and Umin and Umax pertain in a similar manner to the actual input responses. The 

above problem may be solved efficiently by exploiting its sparsity. The formulation above 

is an extension of Young et al. (1996) to include a quadratic constraint on the weighted SSE 

of the outputs. In contrast to the problem formulation in the previous section, here the 

dynamic operability is simply constrained and the aim is to determine the most economical 

operating conditions whilst maintaining the desired level of operability. 

It is useful to note that if the process setpoints are fixed and the objective function involves 

the minimization of "f, then the above problem would be similar to the dynamic operability 

formulation considered earlier in the chapter. The only difference would be the treatment 

of a range of disturbances. 
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3.4.3 Illustrative Example 

The framework discussed and presented above is applied to a simple single-input single-output 

(SISO) example in order to illustrate certain aspects regarding the interrelationship between 

economics and dynamic operability. The process considered is from Young et al. (1996), 

where the plant and disturbance transfer functions are given by: 

2 
Gp(s) = 

3 s+l 
G ( ) 0.5 

D s = 0.5s + 1 (3.45) 

A simulation horizon of 200 time intervals is used, with a sampling time of 0.05 minutes. It 

is assumed that the process has been linearized about an operating point and the outputs and 

inputs translated to give a nominal steady-state output y~ = 0 and a nominal steady-state 

input, in the absence of disturbances, u~ = 0. It is assumed that the nominal disturbance 

level is zero (df = 0) and that the upper and lower bounds on the disturbance trajectory are 

d+ = 0.4 and d- = -0.4 respectively. The critical points for the disturbance description 

considered are shown in Table 5.4. 

Table 3.2: Critical points for the range of disturbances considered. 

Critical Point db !:1d 

1 -0.4 0.8 

2 0.4 -0.8 

The following hard constraints exist on the actual input and output signals, Uact and Yact 

respectively: 

I Yact I ::; 0.9 I itact I ::; o.5 (3.46) 

In addition to the above constraints there 1s the requirement that the output settles to 

within 0.01 of its desired steady-state value within 150 time increments. Furthermore, the 

manipulated input is required to settle to within 1 % of its desired steady-state value within 

150 time increments. 

The measure of closed-loop performance is taken as the SSE of the outputs to the critical point 

disturbances within the given range. Assuming that the process operates at the point Yss = 
y~ = 0, the minimum achievable SSE subject to the input and output constraints mentioned 

above is calculated to be 0.184. By taking note of the sampling time, this corresponds to 

an approximate ISE of 0.0092. 

To demonstrate the effect of the steady-state operating conditions on dynamic operability, 

the operating points Yss = -0.3 and Yss = -0.69 are considered, for which the minimum 
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achievable SSEs are calculated to be 0.584 and 3.122 respectively. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 

show the optimal input and output trajectories, corresponding to both critical points, at 

each of the three operating point considered thus far. It is clear that as Yss moves toward its 

lower bound of -0.9, less input power is available for rejecting the disturbance corresponding 

to critical point 1 and consequently the closed-loop performance deteriorates. 

It should also be noted from the figures that, due to the linearity of the controller, the input 

action to critical point 2 is limited indirectly, even though more input action is potentially 

available. This highlights one of the limitations imposed by assuming linear control when 

assessing dynamic operability. Chapter 5 will deal with this issue in further detail and will 

illustrate the potential benefits of nonlinear control. 

The discussion above focussed on the impact that the process operating conditions have on 

dynamic operability. As mentioned earlier, the operating conditions have a direct bearing 

on the steady-state economics. This interrelationship is explored in greater detail in the 

remainder of this example. 

Assume now that economic considerations would seek the minimization of Yss· The dynamic 

operability and feasibility requirements include the constraints in (3.46) as well as a bound on 

the SSE of the outputs to the critical disturbances. The problem is posed as in (3.44), with 

\JI = y88 , and is solved for a number of different values of"'(, where "Y represents the bound 

on the SSE. Table 3.3 shows how the optimal economic measure varies as a function of the 

desired level of dynamic operability. Clearly the optimal achievable Yss improves as the SSE 

bound "Y is loosened. Neglecting the SSE constraint altogether shows that feasible operation, 

under the present assumption of linear control, can only be achieved for Yss 2: -0.69. Due 

to the symmetry of the problem, Yss is also required to be less that +0.69. This feasible 

range of [-0.69, 0.69] differs quite substantially from the feasible range of Yss E [-0.8, 0.8], 

as determined from the following steady-state analysis of the problem: 

min Yss 
YBB 

subject to 

-0.9 < Yss S 0.9 

-0.5 < 1L88 (Yss. db i) S 0.5 for i = 1, 2 

The steady-state input level at the base disturbance level db i is given by: 

Yss - Gn (0) dbi 
Uss (Yss1 db i) Gp (O) 

(3.47) 

(3.48) 

where GD (0) = 0.5 and Gp (0) = 2 are the respective steady-state gains of the disturbance 

and process transfer functions. The difference between the feasible operating range as cal-
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culated from (3.47) and (3.44) highlights the need to consider disturbance-induced dynamic 

fluctuations when selec~ing operating conditions and comparing alternative designs. 

Table 3.3: Optimal achievable steady-state economic measure at different levels of dynamic 

operability. 

SSE Bound Optimal Yss 

/ ::; 0.1 infeasible 

/ ::; 0.5 -0.26 

I ::; 1.0 -0.43 

I ::; 1.5 -0.53 

/ ::; 2.0 -0.60 

/ ::; 2.5 -0.64 

I ::; 3.0 -0.68 

I< oo -0.69 

From the results in Table 3.3, the trade-off between economics and dynamic operability is 

evident. When considering a given design, dynamic operability is usually sacrificed as the 

process is pushed toward its steady-state economic optimum. However, when comparing 

competing designs, a process which is inherently operable may be able to operate closer to the 

constraints defining its economic optimum without violating them in the face of disturbances. 

To illustrate this point we consider a different plant, with the following transfer function 

description: 
G 

8 
_ 2(-s + 1) 

P mod ( ) - ( S + 1) ( 4s + l) (3.49) 

The disturbance transfer function, disturbance range and all other constraints are as be

fore. The minimum achievable SSE for the above process, operating at Yss = y~ = 0, is 

calculated to be 10.813. This is considerably worse than the performance achieved by the 

original process (SSE= 0.184) at the same operating conditions. The major cause of the 

poor performance is due to the zero at + 1 in the right-half-plane. 

Feasible closed-loop behavior, neglecting the SSE bound, can only be achieved for Yss in the 

range [-0.51, 0.51]. This is significantly poorer than the achievable range of the original 

plant, highlighting the economic penalty of having poor dynamic operability. Furthermore, 

had a criterion been placed on the SSE for the above plant, the optimization of economic 

performance in (3.44) would be infeasible for all values of/ ::; 10.813. It is interesting to note 

that if dynamic aspects are ignored, the feasible range of operation would be as for the original 

plant, since both processes have the same steady-state gains. This further emphasizes the 

need to consider dynamic aspects in the screening of alternative process designs. 
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Chapter 4 

Dynamic Operability Assessment in 

the Presence of Model Uncertainty 

The simple illustrative example presented in Chapter 2.2, served as an introduction to how 

model uncertainty affects dynamic operability and how some designs may be inherently more 

sensitive to model uncertainty. The aim of this chapter is to show how modern robust 

control theory may be incorporated within the Q-parametrization framework in order to 

assess the impact of model uncertainty on the dynamic operability of a given plant design. 

After providing a brief background to robust control, some of the important methodologies 

for robustness analysis will be presented and compared._ Thereafter, it will be shown how 

one such methodology is incorporated in a convenient fashion into the computational strategy 

presented in Chapter 3. 

4.1 Background to Robust Control 

The plant models typically used in process control are linear time invariant (LTI) models 

which describe the true process dynamics only approximately. Uncertainty in the plant 

model may have many possible sources. Typical causes of model error or model uncertainty 

include: 

l. Unmodelled high frequency dynamics. 

2. Linearization of a nonlinear model about a particular operating point. 
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3. Different operating conditions leading to time variation in the model parameters, even 

if the process is fairly linear. 

4. True uncertainties, such as an imperfect knowledge of model parameters and the model 

order at high frequencies. 

A common approach in robust control theory is to consider a model of the plant (nominal 

plant) and a set of plants (uncertainty set) lying within a given region about the nominal 

plant and thought to contain the actual plant. The plants in the uncertainty set are vie\ved 

as perturbations about the nominal plant. Plant perturbations can be broadly classified 

into non-parametric and parametric perturbations (Dahleh and Diaz-Bobillo, 1995). Non

parametric perturbations are perturbations of the input-output description of the process 

and are typically bounded in the sense of induced norms. This class of perturbations can 

be used to represent any of the first three sources of model uncertainty in the above list. 

For example, the effect of linearization or time-variation of a process can be described by 
' 

a non-linear or time-varying perturbation of a LTI model. Non-parametric perturbations 

may have structure, to allow for the fact that the different sources of uncertainty may be 

independent of each other. 

Parametric perturbations, on the other hand, are (real) perturbations of specific parame

ters in a process model. Often these parameters may have a physical meaning, but this is 

not always the case. Although parametric perturbations are quite natural, they are much 

harder to treat in a non-conservative manner than are nonparametric perturbations. The 

theory for controller analysis and synthesis in the presence of combinations of parametric and 

nonparametric perturbations is, as yet, not fully developed (Dahleh and Diaz-BobiUo, 1995; 

Packard and Doyle, 1993). 

There is currently a wealth of literature for treating various forms of model uncertainty with 

more or less conservatism. Usually a trade-off exists between mathematical convenience and 

practical significance. It is often possible to obtain very simple robust stability criteria but 

these may be very misleading if the actual uncertainty is significantly different from what 

is assumed. On the other hand, while a detailed description of the model uncertainty will 

provide more meaningful results, such information is generally not known at the early design 

stages and, furthermore, the mathematical complexity associated with a rigorous treatment is 

often undesirable. What is therefore sought is a practical description of the expected model 

uncertainty which captures its essential features and which allows for convenient mathemat

ical treatment (Skogestad and Morari, 1987). 
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4.1.1 Representation of Model Uncertainty 

The most common treatment of model uncertainty involves the use of norm-bounded pertur

bations about a nominal model of the plant. It will be shown below that even parametric 

uncertainty may be approximated in this fashion. We define IT to be the set of all possible 

plants, P, falling within the range of the expected maximum uncertainty from the nominal 

plant, P. 

Uncertainty description based on parametric uncertainty 

Often certain parameters in the transfer function model are imprecisely known. Typically 

upper and lower bounds would exist on these parameters. As an example, consider the 

following first order SISO plant (Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 1996): 

ke-88 

p(s) =-
rs+ 1 

( 4.1) 

The parameters in the above model are thought to lie within the given ranges. By varying 

the model parameters over their expected ranges and plotting p(jw) in the complex plane, the 

uncertainty set Il(w) shown in Figure 4.1 (Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 1996) is obtained. 

This set clearly has a very complicated shape and a complex mathematical description. In 

order to simplify the mathematical treatment II is approximated by discs centered about the 

nominal plant, as shown in Figure 4.2 (Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 1996). 

Conservatism is clearly introduced by the disc approximation as is evidenced in Figure 4.2. 

While exact methods, based on complex region mapping, do exist for avoiding the disc approx

imation (Laughlin et al., 1986), these are complicated and are best suited to the robustness 

analysis of simple systems. As dynamic operability assessment is mainly concerned with 

controller synthesis, these methods will not be considered any further. 

Using th~ disc-shaped uncertainty description, the disc-shaped uncertainty regions may be 

treated as being generated by an additive complex perturbation LA about a nominal plant: 

ITA = {p(s) jp(s) = p(s) + WA(s)~A(s) (4.2) 

In the expression above, the perturbation LA is defined in terms of a weight wA(s) on a 

norm-bounded perturbation ~A· At each frequency ~A(jw) ~aps out a disc-shaped region 

in the complex plane centered at 0 with radius 1. Therefore, p(jw) + WA(jw)~A(jw) maps 

out a disc-shaped region of radius lwA(jw)I centered at p (jw). 
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Figure 4.1: Uncertainty set for parametric uncertainty in the gain, the time constant and the 

dead-time of a SISO process (Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 1996). 

The uncertainty weight may be determined at each frequency by finding the smallest radius 

which includes all the possible plants in II: 

lwA(w)j ~max lp(jw) - p (jw)I 
pEil 

(4.3) 

To simplify subsequent controller design, w A ( s) is usually chosen to be stable, minimum 

phase and of low order. 

It should be noted that when parametric uncertainty is treated in a norm-bounded fashion, 

the parameters of the nominal model can be chosen so as to reduce the conservatism of the 

disc approximation. Essentially this involves moving the centre of the disc within the uncer

tainty region so as to minimize the size of the disc radius. A trade-off exists between having 

a simple nominal model which facilitates controller synthesis but which has an overly conser

vative uncertainty region; and having a complicated nominal model with a tight uncertainty 

description. Skogestad and Postlethwaite (1996) provide further details in this regard. 

Apart from being mathematically convenient, the norm-bounded disc approximation to para

metric uncertainty may be more appropriate at the process design stage. The reason is that 

it may be unrealistic to provide a very careful description of the parametric uncertainty when 

in fact the model structure or model order may be poorly known as well. When multiple 

sources of uncertainty are present for SISO systems, these are often lumped together, and 
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Table 4.1: Descriptions of model uncertainty and the resulting relationship between P and 

P. 
Type of uncertainty Mathematical relation Common example 

Additive P= P+LA nonlinearities 

.Multiplicativeinput p = P(I + L1) actuator uncertainty 

Multiplicative output p._ (I+ Lo)P neglected (sensor) dynamics 

Inverse multiplicative p =(I+ LE)- 1P pole uncertainty 

A B 

c D 
Figure 4.3: Classical block diagram representation of four common types of model uncertainty. 

A additive, B - multiplicative input, C - multiplicative output and D - inverse multiplicative 

output uncertainty. 

and will generally result in a more conservative controller design. Accurately accounting for 

the structure of the model uncertainty is important in robust control but also significantly 

oomplicates the mathematics involved, particularly when treating the problem of controller 

synthesis. 

4.1.2 The M-1::. Framework for Robustness Analysis 

Much of the work in robust control relies on the M-~ framework, shown in Figure 4.4, for 

representing the effect of model uncertainty on the nominal plant. M is termed the inter

connection matrix and is the nominal closed-loop system as "seen" from ~' the perturbation 

matrix. The interconnection matrix connects the outputs of the perturbations to their in

puts and typically includes the nominal plant, the (stabilizing) controller and any weighting 
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Figure 4.2: Disc approximation(-) at a given frequency (w::::: 0.2) to the uncertainty region 

(--) obtained from parametric uncertainty (Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 1996). 

in this case a disc approximation is usually quite satisfactory (Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 

1996). 

Uncertainty d~cription for multivariable systems 

When describing model uncertainty in multivariable systems, it is important to note the loca

tion or source of the model uncertainty. Typically, model uncertainty is classed as additive, 

multiplicative input, multiplicative output or inverse multiplicative output, although many 

more types do exist (Doyle and Stein, 1981). Table 4.1 shows the relationship between the 

actual plant and the nominal plant model for each of these descriptions of uncertainty as 

well as common examples of each. Illustrations of how the above are represented in block 

diagram form are shown in Figure 4.3. 

The perturbation matrices in Table 4.1 may have structure. For example, when considering 

actuator uncertainty, the different inputs are generally independent and thus L1 has a diag

onal structure. If, however, L1 is treated as a full matrix (unstructured), then the model 

error is assumed to be spread over the entire transfer function matrix. This may introduce 

more sources of uncertainty than what are physically possible, making II unnecessarily large, 
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functions on the perturbations. Both the uncertainty weights and the nominal plant are 

typically linear time-invariant (LTI) and the controller is assumed to be LTL For a stabi

lizing controller, M is stable. Table 4.2 lists the mathematical form of the interconnection 

matrix M for the four different sources of model uncertainty listed in Table 4.1. Skogestad 

and Morari (1987) provide many examples showing the construction of M for combinations 

of the uncertainties given above. One of the important features of the Q-parametrization 

approach is that M is generally linear in Q. 

~ 

M 

Figure 4.4: The M~t::.. framework for robustness analyis. 

Table 4.2: Construction of the interconnection matrix M for four common uncertainty de

scriptions. 

Type of uncertainty Mathematical description of M 

Additive M =LA (I+ KP)- 1K 

Mutiplicative input M=Lr(I+KP)- 1KF 

Mutiplicative output M = L0 PK(I + PK)- 1 

Inverse mutiplicative M = LE (I + P K)- 1 

The advantage of the M-1:::.. framework is that it is easy to see that uncertainty causes stability 

problems due to the extra feedback paths which are provided by the perturbations contained 

in!:::... A sufficient condition for the (robust) stability of the closed-loop shown in Figure 4.4 

is given by the small-gain theorem. This theorem states that if ll!:::..11 ::; / then the system 

is robustly stable provided 11 Ml I < ~. Implicit in the small-gain theorem is the assumption 
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that the perturbation~ is totally unstructured. The robust stability criterion may thus be 

conservative if the perturbation is structured. 

4.1.3 Characterization of the Model Uncertainty 

Apart from its structure and location in the feedback structure, little mention has been made 

regarding the details of the perturbation ~- The uncertainty may be described either as 

parametric, linear time-invariant, nonlinear/time-varying, sector-bounded nonlinear or may 

be comprised of combinations of these. Each of these factors will determine the appropriate 

criteria to use for the analysis of robustness. Depending on the assumptions regarding the 

model uncertainty, more or less sophisticated criteria will be needed. In general, as one 

restricts the uncertainty to a smaller class, the mathematical complexity of the condition 

needed to test robustness increases. Thus the paradox exists that the criteria applicable to 

nonlinear/time-varying model uncertainty are significantly easier to test than those for real 

parametric uncertainty. 

Another important property when characterizing uncertainty is the choice of induced norm 

used to bound the uncertainty magnitude. The choice of induced norm depends much on the 

nature of the underlying signals. Common examples of signal norms include the f2 and f,= 

signal norms. Describing signals in terms of £00 norms allows for persistent bounded signals 

to be considered, whereas f2 signal norms require that the signals are not only bounded in 

their peak magnitude, but also decay with time. The choice of signal norm in conjunction 

with the assumption regarding the nature of the model uncertainty will then determine the 

appropriate robustness conditions to use. 

Some of the most widely used approaches to robust control include the structured singular 

value approach and the f 1 approach. The structured singular value approach assumes that 

the model uncertainty is LTI and that the underlying signal norms are of finite energy and 

bounded in an f 2 sense. The f1 robust control approach is best suited to nonlinear/time

varying model uncertainty and assumes the signal norms are bounded in their peak magnitude 

or eoo sense. 

In the remainder of the chapter these two alternative approaches to robust control are pre

sented in greater detail. In addition, a recently proposed theoretical framework based on 

the passivity theorem with multipliers is presented and discussed. This framework is able to 

treat, in a unified manner, a number of different forms of model uncertainty and includes, as 

a special case, the results obtained using the structured singular value approach. The merits 
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of the different approaches, in the context of dynamic operability assessment, are compared. 

It is argued that a nonlinear/time-varying uncertainty description may be more appropriate 

at the early design stage. This, together with its mathematical convenience and its nat

ural discrete-time formulation make the £1 approach well suited for implementation within 

the Q-parametrization approach to dynamic operability assessment developed in Chapter 3. 

The details regarding the incorporation of model uncertainty are presented and applied to 

an illustrative example. Before continuing, a brief description of signal and operator norms 

is given. 

4.1.4 Norms of Signals and Systems 

The norms described below are mainly defined for continuous time systems. In certain cases 

of importance, their equivalent form for discrete-time systems are given. 

Norms of vector signals 

In the case of vector signals u(t), where u E wn, the L 1 vector signal norm is written as Uj 

and defined as follows: 

· llu(t)Jl1 ( 4.4) 

n 

where lluill1 is the L1 norm for the scalar signal ui(t). 

Similarly, the L1.J vector signal norm is defined as: 

( 

n ) 1/2 
llu(t)ll2 = fo00 

~ ui(t)2 
dt. ( 4.5) 

(~ llu;lll) 
112 

The U.}. signal norm defines the total energy of a signal and is appropriate for decaying signals. 

Using Parseval's theorem, an equivalent frequency domain expression may be obtained: 

( 
1 1= )1/2 llu(t)ll2 = 

2
7T _

00 

u(jw)*u(jw) dw ( 4.6) 

where tl(jw)* is the complex conjugate transpose of u(jw). 
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The discrete-time equivalent of the L~ signal norm is given by: 

The L~ norm is defined as: 

llu(t)lloo sup m~x lui(t)I 
t~o1$i$n 

m~ llUilloo 
1$ i$ n 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

The L~ norm defines the peak absolute value of the signal. From the above definition it is 

clear that for llull 00 to be small, every component of u is required to be small over all time. 

The discrete-time equivalent of the above norm is given by: 

(4.9) 

where Ui(k) is the kth pulse response coefficient of the ith element of the signal vector u. 

Comparison of ( 4. 7) and ( 4.9) reveals that signals which are £2-stable (finite energy) are 

£00-stable (finite magnitude), but not vice-versa. 

System or operator norms 

An important notion is the gain of a system. This is a measure of the amount of amplification 

that a system exerts on normalized bounded signals. The gain is a function of the norms 

of both the input and output signals and provides a measure of the size of a system. Some 

important gains for LTI MIMO are given below. 

For bounded L~ input and output signals, the gain of a stable MIMO system is given by: 

llHwll2 sup 
llwll2 #0 llwll2 
sup aM(H(jw)) 

w 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

where aM is the maximum singular value of Hand is calculated from the eigehvalues (.Ai) of 

H as follows: 

<7M = mfx J Ai(H* H) 

The peak gain of a MIMO system of dimension n is: 
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For a SISO system, this means that £=-stability is guaranteed if the impulse response is in · 

£1. That is, 1= lh(t)I dt < oo (4.14) 

In this chapter considerable attention will be given to the discrete-time equivalent of the 

above operator norm, namely: 

(4 .. 15) 

In the above, the hij(k) corresponds to the pulse response coefficients of hij· 

4.2 The Structured Singular Value Framework for Robust 

Control 

The structured singular valueµ was introduced by Doyle (1982) to overcome the conservatism 

in the small-gain theorem introduced by lumping all the sources of model uncertainty into one 

full perturbation matrix .6.. The conservatism results from the fact that more perturbations 

are included than what may be physically possible. 

In the µ-framework, each perturbation .6.i is assumed to be stable and norm bounded ( 0-

( .6.i) ~ 1, \i w). The actual perturbation Li is written as Li= W2i.6.i 1¥1i, where W1 i and 

W2 i are stable LTI weighting matrices introduced to ensure that the above bound is unity at 

all frequencies. Implicit in the formulation is the assumption that .6.i is complex. Special 

modifications need to be made in order to restrict .6.i to be real. 

The perturbations which may occur at different points in the feedback system are collected 

and placed into one large block diagonal perturbation matrix: 

.6. = {diag [61lr1 , ••• , Dslr5 , .6.1, ... , .6.F] Joi EC, l6il ~ 1, .6.j E Cmixmi, (j (.6.j) ~ 1} 
( 4.16) 

where S refers to the number of repeated scalar perturbation blocks and F is the number 

of full perturbation blocks. For notational convenience the perturbations are assumed to 

be square, with ri being the dimension of the ith repeated scalar block and mj being the 

dimension of the jth full block. It can be shown that a (.6.) ~ 1 \i w. 

The M-.6. framework, defined earlier, is used to express the effect of model uncertainty on 

the nominal plant. The goal is now to derive conditions on M which guarantee robust 

stability in the presence of structured LTI model uncertainty. Doyle (1982) showed that, 
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for a nominally stable system, testing robust stability is equivalent to testing the stability 

of the M-D. closed-loop structure. Using the Nyquist test for stability, this is equivalent to 

requiring that det(J + D.M) does not encircle the origin ass traverses the Nyquist D contour 

for all possible D. in the uncertainty set. Since the perturbations are norm-bounded, this is 

equivalent to: 

det(J + D.M) #- 0 'V w, 'VD., if (D.) :::; 1 (4.17) 

<=> p(D.M) :::; 1, 'VD., if (D.) :::; 1 

The above condition is still not suitable as it must be tested for all possible perturbations D... 

What is required is a condition on M alone. This is provided by the following theorem of 

Doyle (1982). 

Theorem 4 Assume that the nominal system is stable. Then, the closed-loop system (Fig

ure 4.4) is stable for all D., 0- (D.) :::; 1, if and only if 

µ(M) :::; 1 'V w. (4.18) 

The above theorem may be interpreted as a "generalized small-gain theorem" which takes 

into account the structure of D... The function µ, called the structured singular value, is 

defined to get the tightest possible bound on M such that ( 4.17) is satisfied. Defining Xv 

as 

(4.19) 

the structured singular value is defined formally as: 

µ(M)- 1 =min {v I det(J + D.M) = 0 for some D. E Xv} 
I/ 

(4.20) 

If no such D. exists then µ(M) = 0. It is important to note thatµ depends both on Mand 

on the structure of the perturbations in D... It may be intuitively thought of as the inverse 

of the smallest structured perturbation D. that causes instability of the Ji.1-D. structure. To 

emphasize thatµ depends on the structure of D. as well on M, we write µ!:!..(M). 

In general, µ is difficult to calculate exactly and is usually evaluated in te.rms of upper and 

lower bounds. Doyle (1982) showed that the following bounds exist forµ: 

p(M) :::; µ!:!..(M) :=;a (M) ( 4.21) 

The lower bound is an equality when the perturbation D. is diagonal (totally structured) and 

the upper bound is an equality when D. is full (unstructured uncertainty). From this we 
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see that µ is a generalization of the spectral radius p and the maximum singular value a. 
The above set of bounds can be very conservative if the uncertainty has a block diagonal 

structure. To overcome this conservatism, use is made of the following tighter bounds: 

max p(U M) :S max p(t::.M) = µt:,(M) :S inf 0- (DM D- 1 ) 
UEU t:.EXv=l DEV 

(4.22) 

where U is the set of all unitary matrices with the same structure as !::. and D is a scaling 

matrix which has the following structure: 

(4.23) 

where S, mi and F are as defined before. The matrices Di are complex full matrices of 

dimension ri, where ri is the dimension of the ith repeated scalar block in !::.. In addition, 

the matrices Di are required to be Hermitian and positive definite (Di = Di > 0). The real 

scalars di are required to be positive (di E ~'di > 0). 

The above bounds have some interesting advantages and disadvantages with regard to their 

computation. Firstly, the lower bound has been shown by Doyle (1982) to be an equality, 

but the function p(U M) may have multiple local minima, making its exact computation 

difficult. On the other hand, the upper bound can be formulated as a convex optimization 

problem and solved reliably using Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) theory and semi-definite 

programming. Unfortunately, the bound is potentially conservative for all cases where 2S + 
F > 3. Nevertheless, the above two bounds provide a useful means for computingµ and have 

been employed in a number of packages such as the µ-Analysis and Synthesis Matlab Toolbox 

(Balas et al., 1991). Further refinements to the above bounds may be made to restrict the 

uncertainty to purely real perturbations or to mixed real/complex perturbations. These are 

not discussed here since the framework of the passivity theorem with multipliers, discussed 

next, provides a convenient means of formulating the upper bound for these situations. 

The discussion thus far ha.S only considered the issue of robust stability analysis, and the 

important issues of robust performance analysis and robust controller synthesis have not 

been dealt with yet. Robust performance relates to the requirement that all plants in a given 

uncertainty set meet a certain performance specification. In other words, it is concerned with 

the worst-case performance achievable for any plant in the uncertainty set. Doyle (1982) 

showed that robust performance may be treated in a similar fashion to robust stability via 

the addition of fictitious perturbations which are actually performance requirements. 

In the area of robust controller synthesis, a popular approach is the design of the so-called 

µ-optimal controller which has the feature that it optimizes a worst-case robust performance 

measure. Such a controller is usually of very high order and is designed using an iterative 
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procedure known as "D-K Synthesis" (Doyle, 1982; Doyle and Stein, 1981). This automated 

procedure involves alternating between finding an optimal controller (K) at fixed scales (D) 

and finding optimal scales for a given controller. It has been argued that the µ-optimal 

controller is an ideal measure of dynamic operability as it represents a closed-loop performance 

limit and rigorously includes the issue of model uncertainty (Morari and Perkins, 1995). 

There are, however, a number of difficulties associated with the use of the µ-optimal controller, 

namely: 

1. The µ-optimal controller design methodology does not directly handle time domain 

specifications on the input and output behavior. 

2. Designing for the worst-case controller performance may be overly conservative in many 

situations, particularly when the worst-case model uncertainty is highly unlikely. 

3. Treating time-delay systems is complicated because the µ framework requires rational 

polynomial transfer functions. 

4. The µ-optimal controller design problem is highly nonconvex and there is no guarantee 

of global optimality. 

Having provided a brief introduction to the structured singular value framework for control, 

we now proceed to discuss a recently proposed approach (Balakrishnan et al., 1994) which 

aims at unifying a number of seemingly unrelated robustness measures. 

4.3 Robustness Analysis Using the Passivity Theorem With 

Multipliers 

It has been shown thus far how the structured singular value framework is able to exploit 

information regarding the structure of LTI perturbations and thereby reduce the conser

vatism associated with the small-gain theorem. In general though, the perturbations may be 

real, nonlinear, sector-bounded nonlinear ( "Popov" uncertainty), time-varying, slowly time

varying or combinations of these. In the past, a host of different sufficient conditions for 

the robust stability of such systems have been derived using seemingly unrelated techniques. 

It has recently been shown (Balakrishnan et al., 1994) that many of these criteria may be 

rederived in the framework of the passivity theorem with multipliers and tested numerically 

using convex optimization over Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMis). Details of this approach 
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to robustness analysis as well as an introduction to LMI theory are presented in this section. 

An implicit assumption of this approach is that the magnitude of the underlying signals is 

best described by an £2 signal norm. This is in contrast to the assumption used in the £1 
robustness framework to be discussed hereafter, which assumes £00 signals. 

4.3.1 Converting from the Small-Gain Framework to that of the Passivity 

Theorem 

The first step in the discussion is the conversion from the small-gain (M - b.) framework to 

that of the passivity theorem. Given the bound on the uncertainty magnitude, a (b.) ::=; /, 

this is conveniently done by applying a so-called 'bilinear sector transformation' where we 

define: 

p = /q - p and q = /q + p (4.24) 

It should be noted that I is simply a bound on the uncertainty magnitude and should not 

be confused with the process condition number, defined in Chapter 2. Routine algebraic 

manipulation allows the system in Figure 4.4 to be written as that in Figure 4.5 (the passivity 

theorem framework); where G is stable, LTI and has a transfer function matrix given by: 

G(s) =(I+ 1M(s))-1(J -1M(s)), ( 4.25) 

and 

(4.26) 

q p q p 

b. Li 

-1 ~· 

M G 

Figure 4.5: The passivity theorem framework for robustness analysis and its relation to the 

M-b. framework of the small-gain theorem. 

It should be noted in Figure 4.5 that negative feedback is required in the passivity theorem 

framework. Table 4.3 summarizes how some of the important properties in the small-gain 
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framework are translated to properties in the passivity theorem framework (Balakrishnan et 

al., 1995). From the first entry in the table it is worthwhile to mention once again that 

the passivity framework assumes that the perturbation magnitude is bounded in terms of an 

£2-induced norm. It is thus applicable to systems where the signals dissipate with time. 

Table 4.3: Relation between properties in the small-gain framework and those in the passivity 

theorem framework. 

Small·gain property Passivity framework property 

ll~He2-ind =7i(~) < "/ ii is strictly passive 

~ is diagonal ii is diagonal 

~is LTI ~is LTI 

~ is a constant matrix ii is a constant matrix · 

4.3.2 Definition of Strict Passivity 

The operator ii is said to be strictly passive if, for some positive real E, 

\fr ~ 0 and '<Ip( t) . (4.27) 

To illustrate the meaning of this definition, consider the case where ii is LTL Using Par

seval's theorem, the requirement that ii be strictly passive is equivalent to the following 

condition: 

ii(jw) + i:l"(jw) > 0 Vw ( 4.28) 

The inequality in the above constraint refers to positive definiteness. That is, we require 

uT (ii+ ii•) u to be positive for all nonzero real vectors u of appropriate dimension. 

The definition for passivity is slightly relaxed and e in (4.27) need only be non-negative. The 

result is that ii need only satisfy 

(4.29) 

The passivity theorem (Desoer and Vidyasagar, 1975) states that, given the feedback system 

shown in Figure 4.5, if fi is strictly passive then G is passive. It will be shown subsequently 

how this result may be used to test the robustness of the original system in Figure 4.4. 

Central to the passivity theorem approach to robustness analysis is the use of Linear Matrix 

Inequality (LMI) theory for the efficient testing of the robustness criteria. A brief overview 

of LMis and their application to process control will be provided before illustrating their use 

in conjunction with the passivity theorem for robustness analysis. 
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4.3.3 Background to Linear Matrix Inequalities in Process Control 

A linear matrix inequality (LMI) has the form: 

m 

F(x) = Fo + L:xiFi > 0 (4.30) 
i=l 

where x E ~m is the optimization/feasibility variable and Fo, ... ,Fm E ~nxn are given sym

metric matrices. The inequality symbol in the above expression means that F(x) is positive 

definite, that is uT F(x)u > 0 for all nonzero u E ~n. It often happens that the optimiza

tion/feasibility variable is a matrix as opposed to a vector. If this is the case, then it is 

always possible to reduce the resulting problem to the standard form given above (Boyd et 

al., 1994). 

The above constraint on x is convex, allowing LMl-based problems to be solved efficiently 

from a numerical standpoint, using interior-point methods, even though they may not always 

be solved analytically. 

Many standard constraints in systems analysis may be written as LMis. Boyd et al. (1994) 

illustrate how linear, convex quadratic and matrix norm constraints can all be expressed 

as LMls. F\irthermore, multiple LMls may be expressed as a single LMI by writing them 

in bfock diagonal form. While a number of important convex constraints do not appear 

to be LMis, they can be readily transformed to equivalent LMI conditions with the aid of 

techniques such as the Schur complement, the introduction of slack variables and the use of 

elimination. Boyd et al. (1994) provide useful examples In this regard. 

History of LMis in control system analysis 

The history of LMls in the study of the stability of dynamical systems starts in the late 

nineteenth century with the pioneering work of Lyapunov. . He showed that then-dimensional 

system described by the set of differential equations 

d 
-y=Ay 
dt 

( 4.31) 

is stable (in the sense that all trajectories converge to zero) if and only if there exists a 

symmetric positive definite matrix P such that 

(4.32) 
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The above requirement on Pis a special form of an LMI and can be written in the standard 

form of ( 4.30) by setting 

Fo = 0 and ~ = -AT~ - ~A "ifi= l, ... ,m (4.33) 

where Pi, ... , Pm form a basis for n x n symmetric matrices (m = n(n + 1)/2). The matrix 

P may be constructed from the xi coefficients which solve (4.30) by setting P = 2:~1 xi~· 

Lyapunov showed that ( 4.32) may be solved analytically by finding a solution of the linear 

equation system 

ATP+PA+I=O (4.34) 

Subsequent developments in the application of LMis to control problems are summarized in 

Table 4.4 and described in greater detail in Boyd et al. (1994). 

Table 4.4: Summary of important developments in the use of LMis in Process Control. 

Date Practical or theoretical devlopment 

1890 First LMI - solved analytically via Lyapunov equation. 

1940s Application to practical control problems - small LMis, solved by hand. 

1960s Positive Real lemma provides graphical solution criteria for small LMis. 

1970s Solution of LMis in optimal quadratic control via algebraic Ricatti equations. 

early 1980s Solution of many LMis in control system analysis by convex optimization. 

late 1980s Development of efficient interior-point algorithms for solving any LMis. 

4.3.4 Application of the Passivity Theorem to Robustness Analysis 

Given the system shown in Figure 4.5 where G is a stable, LTI system and 3. is strictly 

passive, application of the passivity theorem (Desoer and Vidyasagar, 1975) shows that the 

system is robustly stable if G is stable and passive. Since G is LTI, this corresponds to the 

following frequency domain condition: 

G(jw) + G(jw)* 2 0 "ifwE~ ( 4.35) 

In order to test this condition, use is made of the Kalman-Yakubovich-Popov (KYP) lemma. 

This states that if G has a state-space realization (Ac, Ba, Ca, De), then the above condition 

is equivalent to testing for the existence of P = pT > 0, such that the following Linear Matrix 

Inequality (LMI) is satisfied: 

[ 
A'{;P+PAc 

B'{;P- Ca 
PBa - c'{; l 

-(De+ D'{;) 
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As is always the case with LMI constraints, the matrix to the left of the inequality is sym

metric. The LMI given above may be converted into the standard form of ( 4.30) in a sim

ilar manner to that described for (4.32). More specifically, this involves selecting a basis 

Pi, ... , Pm for symmetric matrices and then setting 

Fo = [. O 
Cc 

CT l 
(De: D'{;) . 

(4.37) 

The solution may then be constructed as before by setting P = 2::~1 Xil'i· The LMI feasibil

ity problem may be solved efficiently using interior-point methods. Thus, given a realization 

of G, which is readily determined from that of M, the robust stability of the system is easily 

checked. 

In the current form the passivity theorem only uses information on the magnitude of the 

uncertainty and does not exploit any additional information about !;:,. (or .6.). The results 

may thus be conservative if !;:,. has, for example, any of the other properties given in Table 

4.3. In order to exploit any such additional information, and thereby overcome this conser

vatism, use is made of stability multipliers. The basic idea is that instead of requiring G to 

be passive, a matrix W is sought such that W G is passive. Properties of the uncertainty 

are taken into account by requiring that .6.w be strictly passive. It should be noted that 

selecting W = I is equivalent to the current robust stability condition in ( 4.35). 

Use of multiplier theory to exploit information about the uncertainty 

Balakrishnan et al. (1994) show, with the aid of multiplier theory (Desoer and Vidyasagar, 

1975), that a tighter condition for the robust stability of the system in Figure 4.5 is that a 

stability, multiplier W(s) exists such that: 

1. W(jw) + W(jw)* > 0, Vw E ~ (W must be strictly passive). 

2. W(jw)* o A•+ Ao W(jw) > 0, Vw E ~(Ao W must be strictly passive). 

3. W(jw)G(jw) + G(jw)*W(jw)* ~ 0, Vw E ~(WC must be passive). 

The notation .6. o W(jw) in condition 2 above is used to refer to the composition operation, 

as A may be nonlinear or time-varying. 

A further requirement on W, which is sometimes not explicitly stated, is that W must 

commute with every element of the perturbation matrix .6.. This requirement is similar to 
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that used in the framework of the structured singular value where the scaling matrix D is 

required to be of the form in (4.23) so as to commute with the form of .6.. in (4.16). 

Now, by taking into account the properties of~. condition 2 above may be converted to 

a direct constraint on W, to be used in conjunction with conditions 1 and 3 to test for 

robustness. Table 4.5 lists the extra conditions placed on the stability multiplier W for 

different types of model uncertainty (Balakrishnan et al., 1995). For the cases listed where 

the uncertainty is structured it is assumed that the perturbations are SISO. 

Table 4.5: Conditions on the stability multipliers for different forms of model uncertainty. 

Structure Nature W =diag(wi) 

unstructured nonlinear Wi = 1 

diagonal nonlinear Wi > 0, Wi E lJt 

diagonal linear time-invariant Wi = w; 1 Wi EC 

diagonal real (parametric) Wi EC 

A subtle point is that the set of allowable stability multipliers is infinite dimensional. In 

order to make the problem tractable, the search is restricted to a finite dimensional subspace, 

whereby a basis for the subspace is chosen and a vector of unknown coefficients ()effectively 

define W. The form of the basis depends on the commutlvity requirements between W 

and 6. and the conditions in Table 4.5. It should be noted that the choice of a good basis, 

whl~h introduces the least conservatism into the result, is still an active area of research 

(Balakrishnan et al., 1995). 

Having chosen a basis, the stability multiplier may be denoted by the state-space realiza

tion (Aw, Bw, Cw(O), Dw(B)), where Cw(B) and Dw(O) are linear functions of 0 (Bal

akrishnan et al., 1995). Similarly, the state-space realization of W(s)G(s) is denoted as 

(Awe, Bwc, Cwc(O), Dwc(B)). 

Testing for robust stability now involves the simultaneous satisfaction of two LMis pertaining 

to the requirements that TV be strictly passive and that WG be passive. The requirement 

that Aw be strictly passive is taken care of by the choice of the basis for W. 

Using the KYP lemma, the condition for the strict passivity of Wis equivalent to the following 

LMI in the matrix variable P1 = P[ and the vector 0: 

[ 
AwP1 + PiAw 

B'{;,,Pi - Cw(B) 

P1Bw - Cw(B)T l <0 
-(Dw(B) + D'{;;(B)) 
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Similarly, the condition for the passivity of WG is equivalent to the' LMI in the search 

variables P2 = P{ and 0: 

[ 
A'{;1cP2 + P2Awc 

B'fvcP2 - Cwc(O) 

P2Bwc - Cwc(Of 

-(Dwc(O) + Dwc(O)T) 
(4.39) 

Robust stability requires the simultaneous satisfaction of both (4.38) and (4.39) using the 

search variables P1, P2 and 0. It should be noted that for the case W = I, the above two 

LMis reduce to the LMI in ( 4.36). 

An excellent illustration of the benefits of the passivity theorem approach to robust control is 

that the only difference between treating LTI and real uncertainty is the fact that the former 

requires W, and hence the elements comprising its basis, to be Hermitian (W = W'"). In 

contrast to this, the (equivalent) robust stability criterion developed in the framework of 'real

µ-analysis' is considerably more difficult to derive (Fan et al., 1991) and the theory differs 

significantly from that used for LTI perturbations. However, in the passivity framework the 

only difference is in the properties of the multipliers used. 

A further benefit of the passivity theorem framework is that combinations of nonlinear, LTI 

and parametric uncertainty may be treated in a unified setting by simply placing appropriate 

constraints on the stability multiplier. Furthermore, testing the resulting robust stability 

conditions is conveniently done by solving convex optimization problems involving LMls. 

Reliable interior-point methods, such as the LMI Control Toolbox (Gahinet et al., 1995), 

exist for this purpose. 

4.3.5 Application to Robust Control Synthesis 

The approach discussed above is very convenient for the purposes of robustness analysis where 

a given controller has been designed and its robustness is being tested. When considering 

the issue of controller synthesis, the problem is considerably more complicated. The reason 

is that the realization of G is now a function of the controller which we are seeking to find. 

The resulting matrix inequalities are thus bilinear and nonconvex. As a result, many of the 

computational benefits associated with this approach are lost. Therefore, while the passivity 

theorem is very useful for the purposes of robustness analysis, it is not as convenient for the 

purposes of controller synthesis, which is essentially what is required for dynamic operability 

assessment. 

In the next section we introduce the €1 framework for robust control and compare it to the 

approaches discussed thus far. The mathematical convenience of the resulting criteria, the 
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discrete-time formulation and the fact that the uncertainty description may be more realis

tic for operability studies, make it well suited for incorporation into the Q-parametrization 

approach to dynamic operability assessment. 

4.4 The f 1 Framework for Robust Control 

In this section a brief overview of the £1 robust control framework is provided. Only the 

issue of stability robustness is considered, as performance robustness may be treated in the 

same manner via the addition of fictitious perturbations. 

As is the case with the structured singular value framework, £1 robust control makes use 

of the M-b.. closed-loop structure shown in Figure 4.4. The uncertainty weights and the 

nominal plant are restricted to be linear time-invariant (LTI) and the controller is assumed 

to be LTI. For a stabilizing controller this makes M LTI and stable. As mentioned earlier, 

M is linear in Q. 

In £1 robust control the uncertainty b.. is assumed to be causal and belonging to the following 

class: 

(4.40) 

where NP is the number of perturbation blocks and llb..ille . is the £00-induced matrix 
00 - ind 

norm (corresponding to bounded peak-to-peak behavior) given by: 

II A II _ llb..iPlloo 
Ui e . = sup II II oo - ind p#O p 

00 

(4.41) 

There is no requirement that b.. be LTI, and thus time-varying and/or nonlinear perturbations 

are allowed. This differs from theµ framework in which only LTI perturbations are allowed 

and where their magnitude is defined using the £2 -induced norm, corresponding to signals of 

bounded energy. As in the µ framework, b.. is allowed a block-diagonal structure to isolate 

the independent sources of model uncertainty and so reduce conservatism. 

The physical significance of considering systems where the underlying signal norms are 

bounded in an £00 sense lies in the fact that many process control problems have exogenous 

inputs which are persistent and continue acting on the system as long as it is in operation. 

Since these signals are persistent their £2 norm is infinite and they cannot be modelled as 

finite energy signals, as is required in the passivity theorem. Nevertheless, it is often possi

ble to get an estimate on the maximum amplitude of these signals. The disturbance regime 
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considered in Chapter 3 and consisting of bounded step-like disturbances, fits into this cate

gory of signals. Practical examples include wind gusts in aircraft control, bumps caused by 

irregular road surfaces in automotive control and level fluctuations due to boiling liquid in 

level control. The f= signal norm is a natural choice for measuring the size of such signals. 

In the context of robust control, the perturbations present in the closed-loop act on the inter

nal signals. Any process which is subject to persistent exogenous inputs will have persistent 

internal signals. Therefore a natural choice for defining the magnitude of the perturbations 

is in terms of the bounded foo-ind norm. 

For notational convenience the nominal plant model is assumed to be a square transfer 

function m.atrix. In addition, each of the NP perturbations is assumed to be square, with 

the ith perturbation being of dimension PS(i). This results in a square interconnection 

matrix of dimension SM= Ef'!: PS(i). 

The interconnection matrix M may be partitioned as: 

M= (4.42) 

An important matrix in f 1 robust control is the positive matrix M+, defined as follows: 

M+ = [ llMn~le=-ind 
llMN P 1 lle=-ind 

llM1 NPlle=~ind l 
· · · llMNP ;Plle=-ind · 

(4.43) 

For discrete-time LTI systems, the £=-ind norm of a transfer matrix T may be defined as in 

( 4.41) or equivalently as: 

llTlkxi-ind = m9JC LL I Jij(k) I 
i j k 

(4.44) 

where Tij(k) is the kth pulse response coefficient of the (i,j) element of T. 

Khammash and Pearson (1991) provide necessary and stifficient conditions for the robust 

stability of systems with bounded f 00 signal norms and nonlinear/time-varying uncertainty. 

Theorem 5 Given the interconnection matrix M subject to time-varying and/or nonlinear 

perturbations ~ E 7J( NP), the M -~ closed-loop system is robustly stable if and only if any 

of the following equivalent conditions hold: 

1. p(M+) < 1, where p denotes the spectral radius and corresponds to the magnitude of 

the largest eigenvalue of the positive matrix M+. 
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2. x ~ M+x and x 2: 0 imply that x = 0, where the vector inequalities are taken compo

nentwise. 

3. i~f llR- 1MRlle
00

_ind < 1, where Risa positive (real) scaling matrix of the form 

(4.45) 

The above conditions provide simple and exact criteria for robust stability. They are neces

sary and sufficient irrespective of the number of perturbation blocks NP. This is contrasted 

with the structured singular value framework where the robust stability criteria are consid

erably more complicated and can only be calculated approximately for more than three 

perturbations. 

Each of the robustness conditions in the above theorem has a particular advantage in a 

given context. The spectral radius is often easiest to compute, particularly when NP is 

large, in which case power methods may be used for efficient evaluation. The LMI condition 

on the other hand, provides information about the effect of individual entries of M+ on 

robustness. Khammash and Pearson (1991) show how the LMI condition translates into NP 

algebraic conditions stated explicitly in terms of the elements of M+. The third condition 

involves an optimally scaled matrix norm and is best suited when treating the robust synthesis 

problem. As dynamic operability assessment involves controller synthesis, this condition is 

used. Its advantages are that it is written directly in terms of M, and not M+, and also 

extends conveniently as NP increases. This is in contrast to second condition where the NP 

algebraic conditions become considerably more complicated as NP increases. Finally, the 

third condition can be formulated into a set of differentiable constraints, the great majority 

of which are linear. Details of this are presented in a subsequent section. 

4.5 Comparison of Alternative Robust Control Frameworks 

Having presented a number of different frameworks for robustness analysis it is useful to 

discuss how they relate to each other and what their relative merits are in the context of 

dynamic operability assessment. The frameworks differ from each other with respect to 

the class of perturbations treated and the nature of the underlying signals. The passivity 

theorem with multipliers is quite general and is able to treat combinations of real, LTI and 

nonlinear/time-varying model uncertainty for systems where the underlying signals are of 

finite energy (£2-stable). The structured singular value is essentially a special case of this 

framework. The £1 approach, on the other hand, is best suited to systems with bounded peak 
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signals (£00-stable) where the uncertainty is nonlinear time-varying (NLTV), nonlinear time

invariant (NLTI) or linear time-varying (LTV). Table 4.6 provides a comparison between 

three different robustness criteria and is useful to understand the suitability of a particular 

approach. 

Table 4.6: Comparison between different robustness criteria 

Perturbation class µ(M) < 1 inf RERI IR-
1 
MRI ll~-·-~ p(M+) < 1 

NLTV, bounded t'2-gain nee nee and suff suff 

NLTV, bounded £00-gain nee nee nee and suff 

NLTI, bounded t'2-gain nee suff suff 

NLTI, bounded £00-gain nee nee nee and suff 

LTV, bounded t'2-gain nee nee and suff suff 

LTV, bounded £00-gain nee nee nee and suff 

LTI, bounded t'2-gain nee and suff suff suff 

LTI, bounded £00-gain nee and suff suff suff 

In the table nee and suff mean necessary and sufficient respectively. It should be noted that 

the middle column in the table refers to the case of structured nonlinear or time-varying 

uncertainty with t'2 signal norms, and is easily derived using the passivity theorem with 

multipliers. It is clear from the table that the t'1 approach always provides (at least) sufficient 

conditions for robustness. Thus, it guarantees robustness even if the uncertainty is of a 

different nature to that which is assumed. This is particularly useful at the process design 

stage where little information regarding the nature of the model uncertainty may be available. 

If, however, the model uncertainty is known to be linear time-invariant, then the structured 

singular value should be used. The results obtained using the t'1 theory may then be conser

vative. However, since the purpose of this thesis is to use the theory for flowsheet screening 

at the design stage, the conservatism should not be problematic, provided the two approaches 

are consistent. At this stage it is an open question whether there exist examples in which 

the two approaches display extreme behavior (Dahleh and Khammash, 1993). 

Another important aspect when considering the suitability of a particular robustness frame

work to dynamic operability assessment is the mathematical complexity of the robustness 

criteria. The robust stability criteria in both the µ framework and the passivity theorem 

framework are far more complicated than those using the t'1 framework. 

Boyd et al. (1990) illustrate how the Q-parametrization approach is able to assess perfor

mance limits in the presence of unstructured model LTI uncertainty. Even for the case of 
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unstructured LTI model uncertainty, the appropriate robust stability criterion is a bound on 

the maximum singular value of a matrix linear in Q. While this form of constraint is convex 

it is not linear and requires more sophisticated convex optimization techniques to treat it. If 

the uncertainty is structured then the appropriate robust stability criterion is a bound on the 

structured singular value of a matrix linear in Q. This constraint is nonconvex and is itself a 

complex optimization problem. For the robustness analysis problem it has been shown that 

significant computational benefits may be gained via convex approximations toµ using linear 

matrix inequalities. However, the problem of controller synthesis involves bilinear matrix 

inequalities which are nonconvex and considerably more complicated to solve. While much 

progress has been made in this regard, the issue of controller synthesis in the presence of 

structured model uncertainty still remains a challenging area of research. As yet, there are 

no approaches which are able to determine limits of achievable performance in the presence 

of structured LTI uncertainty. 

It will be shown in the subsequent section that dynamic operability in the presence of unstruc

tured .e1 model uncertainty may be formulated as a convex quadratic programming problem 

and solved very efficiently. In the presence of structured uncertainty the problem is noncon

vex but is still dealt with conveniently due to the relative simplicity of the robust stability 

constraints. 

One further benefit of the .e1 approach is that it is formulated naturally in the time-domain and 

can thus be incorporated into the discrete formulation currently used for dynamic operability 

assessment, the details of which are discussed next. 

4.6 Incorporation of £1 Model Uncertainty into Q-Parametrization 

Framework for Dynamic Operability Assessment 

When considering the performance limiting effect of model uncertainty on dynamic operabil

ity, the strategy adopted is to include the robust stability conditions as additional constraints 

in the optimization problem. The problem to be addressed is as follows: 

How does the requirement for robust stability limit the achievable performance 

of the nominal plant? 

As mentioned earlier, the third robustness condition of Khammash and Pearson (1991) is 

best suited for incorporation into the dynamic operability assessment problem. From the 
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definition of the £00-induced matrix norm (4.44) and the form of the scaling matrix R, the 

third robustness condition is equivalent to the following constraint: 

inf m~ L Tjpert L lmij(k)I < 1 ' { SM L } 

R i j=l Tipert k=O . 
(4.46) 

where mij(k) is the kth pulse response coefficient of the (i,j) element of the interconnection 

matrix and ipert and jpert refer to the sub-matrix Mipert jpert of M which contains the matrix 

element mij· Thus, given (i,j) one can uniquely determine (ipert,jpert). 

The above condition for robust stability is not directly suitable for implementation within the 

gradient-based scheme used for dynamic operability assessment. The key difficulties are that 

it is non-differentiable and is itself an optimization problem. The first step in converting 

( 4.46) to a more manageable form involves including the Ti coefficients of the scaling matrix 

Ras search variables together with Q. 

By noting that ri > 0, the constraint ( 4.46) may be transformed into an equivalent set of 

differentiable constraints by the addition of the non-negative search variables f3ijk, defined as 

follows: 

-(3· ·k < m· ·(k) < {3· ·k tJ - tJ - i; (3 .. k > 0 tJ - (4.47) 

Since Mis linear in Q, the constraints in (4.47) are linear in the search variables (3 and Q. 
While the inclusion of (3 increases the total number of search variables, it allows for the use 

of gradient-based optimization techniques and is consistent with other approaches involving 

f1-type constraints (Khammash and Pearson, 1991). 

Dynamic operability assessment in the presence of structured £1 model uncertainty may now 

be posed as the following nonconvex optimization problem: 

min <P 
Q ,r,{3 

subject to 

Sm in < s(Q) ::=:; Smax 

mij(k) - f3ijk < 0 (4.48) 

mij(k) + f3ijk > 0 
SM L 

L ~jpert L f3ijk < 1 Vi=l, ... ,SM 
j=l ipert k=O 

Ti > 0 

f3ijk > 0 

where Smin and Smax are the respective lower and upper bounds on the deviational responses 

of the outputs and inputs, contained in the composite vector s ( Q). The measure of nominal 
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performance <I> would typically be one of the objective functions used in Chapter 3. 

The robust stability constraints contained in ( 4.48) guarantee the satisfaction of ( 4.46). It 

should also be noted that the optimization of <I> will, if necessary, force f3ijk to be a tight 

bound on lmij(k)I. Thus, no conservatism is introdu~d by (4.47). 

The nonconvexity in the above problem is introduced by the scaling factors r, which are 

only needed if the uncertainty is structured. Unstructured uncertainty corresponds to a 

single {full) perturbation block, for which no scaling factors are needed. Dynamic operability 

assessment in the presence of unstructured uncertainty then involves the solution of the 

following convex quadratic programming problem: 

min <I> 
Q,/3 

subject to 

Smin < s(Q) ::; Smax 

mij(k) - f3iik < 0 (4.49) 

mij(k) + f3ijk > 0 
SM L 

I:: I:: f3ijk < 1 Vi=l, ... ,SM 
j=lk=O 

!3ijk > 0 

By exploiting the sparsity of the above constraint system and the fact that only the Q 
variables are involved in the objective function, it is possible to solve the dynamic operability 

assessment problem efficiently in the presence of unstructured model uncertainty, or when 

the scales are fixed. 

Solving the general problem ( 4.48) is complicated by the nonconvexity. A hybrid solution 

strategy is adopted whereby the search-space associated with the positive scaling factors is 

firstly discretized and convex QPs are solved at each point in the grid. Once an approximate 

location of the optimal scaling factors is found in this manner, ( 4.48) is solved as a sparse 

nonlinear programming problem. Experience thus far has shown this to be a reliable ap

proach (Ross and Swartz, 1997a). More sophisticated solution techniques involving global 

optimization theory and parametric quadratic programming are recommended for future re

search. Chapter 5 describes in more detail how the mathematical features of the above 

problem have been exploited to reduce computational time. 
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4.6.1 Including Economic Considerations 

Including the robust stability constraints into the economic formulation of Chapter 3 1s 

straightforward and involves the solution of the following optimization problem: 

s.t. 

[ ~: ] $ S(y,,, Q, d,,, l>d) $ [ ~: l 
2 ny L 

LL L Wic(k) [sic(k)]
2 ~ 'Y 

c=l i=l k=O 

mij(k) - f3ijk ~ 0 

mij(k) + (3ijk ~ 0 
SM L L r jpert L (3ijk < 1 
j=l Tipert k=O 

Ti> Q 

f3ijk ~ 0 

'r/i = 1, ... ,SM 

(4.50) 

In the above Yt. and Yu are the lower and upper bounds on the actual output response and u1 

and Uu pertain to the actual input response, both of which are contained in S(y88 , Q, db, t::..d). 

As was the case in Chapter 3, only the regulatory problem is considered. This problem is 

nonconvex either if the economic objective '11(y88 , d{;') is nonconvex, or if the uncertainty is 

structured and the scali~g factors r are required. 

4. 7 Application Example 

4.7.1 Multivariable Distillation Column Control 

The multivariable distillation column studied in Chapter 3 is revisited, with the performance

limiting effect of model uncertainty included into the analysis. The outputs to be controlled 

are the overhead ethanol mole fraction (y1) and a bottom tray temperature (y2 in °C). The 

manipulated inputs are the reflux flowrate (u1 in gpm) and the reboiler steam pressure (u2 

in psig). The nominal plant model P has the following transfer matrix description: 

0.66e- 68 

(6.7 s+l) 
-34.7 e- 4 s 

(8.15 s+l) 

-0.005 l 
(9.06s+l) 

0.87 (11.6s+1 )e- 2 s 

(3.9 s+l) (18.8 s+l) 
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As was the case in Chapter 3, the study investigates how the distribution of time delays 

within the transfer matrix affects dynamic operability. To this end the following alternative 

delay structures are considered: 

The problem to be addressed is as follows: 

How does the requirement for robust stability in the presence of multiplicative 

input uncertainty limit the achievable nominal performance of each process? 

( 4.52) 

The multiplicative input uncertainty weight Wr is assumed to be the same for each process 

and of the form: 
W = w I= 0.2 (5s + 1) I 

I I (0.5s+l) (4.53) 

This form of uncertainty weight corresponds to a relative input uncertainty of 0.2 at low 

frequencies, which increases to a value of 1 at w ~ lmin- 1• The increase with frequency 

allows for a time-delay of about 1 minute and can thus represent the effect of unmodelled 

(actuator) dynamics (Skogestad and Morari, 1987). 

As the inputs are independent of each other, ~has a diagonal structure with two perturba

tions, each relating to a particular input. For illustrative purposes, the achievable perfor

mance in the presence of totally unstructured model uncertainty (~ full) is compared with 

that achievable in the presence of structured uncertainty (~ diagonal). Using the notation 

introduced in the previous section, for unstructured uncertainty NP = 1 and PS(l) = 2; 

whereas for structured uncertainty NP= 2 and PS(i) = 1 for i = 1, 2. 

In terms of the M-~ framework, M = wrQP and has pulse response coefficients given by: 

ny k k 

mij(k) =LL L qil(r) Pej(io - r) wr(k - -io) (4 •. 54) 
l=I r=Oio=r 

As mentioned earlier, Mis linear in Q, which would not be true of the classical controller K. 

The linearity of M in Q dramatically simplifies matters and is a significant benefit of using 

the Q-parametrization framework. 

The objective function chosen as a measure of closed-loop performance is as in Chapter 3 

and involves the weighted sum-of-square errors (SSE) of the outputs to steps of -0.035 and 

+3 applied individually to the setpoints of Y1 and Y2 respectively. The weighting matrix W 
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in the objective function is as before. The problem is discretized at a sampling interval of 

D..t = 0.5 minutes and a time horizon of L = 100 sampling periods is used. The following 

bounds are placed on the deviational input responses 

-0.112 < u1 ::; 0.065gpm (4.55) 

-4.4 < u2 ::; 14.0 psig 

The robust stability constraints are as in (4.48), with the pulse responses coefficients of M 

being given by (4.54). 

The results of the dynamic operability assessment are shown in Table 4.7. Since a smaller 

weighted SSE corresponds to better dynamic operability, it is seen that: 

1. The presence of model uncertainty and the requirement for robust stability limits the 

achievable nominal closed-loop performance. 

2. The structure of the model uncertainty plays a significant role in determining the sen

sitivity of a plant to model uncertainty. 

3. Delay structure B5 has significantly better performance in the presence of unstructured 

uncertainty than the other two plants. 

4. Both B3 and B5 are superior to Bi, with and without model uncertainty. In fact, B5 

with unstructured uncertainty has dynamic operability comparable to B1 in the absence 

of model uncertainty. 

Table 4.7: Minimum achievable weighted SSE for the alternative delay structures considered. 

No uncertainty Structured uncertainty Unstructured uncertainty 

B1 117.8 128.5 175.8 

B3 98.0 104.2 147.2 

B5 96.8 103.3 121.1 

Global optimality for structured uncertainty 

The results for structured uncertainty were obtained using the hybrid solution strategy dis

cussed earlier. A log scale was used to efficiently sweep over a large range of positive real 
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numbers and convex QPs were solved at each point in the grid. Thereafter, the solution was 

refined using sparse nonlinear programming on (4.48). 

Only the ratios of the scaling factors are important and therefore one can set r 1 = l. Figures 

4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 show how the optimal achievable weighted SSE varies with r2 for delay 

structures B1, B3 and B5 respectively. It should be noted that if r2 = 1, the weighted SSE 

is as for the case of unstructured model uncertainty. 

While the behavior shown in the figures is clearly nonconvex, obtaining the global minimum 

was straightforward. Despite the nonconvexity, only Figure 4.6 displays multiple local min

ima at r2 = 109 and as r2 --+ oo. Attempting to solve ( 4.48) directly using sparse nonlinear 

programming and using r1 = r2 = 1 as an initial guess for the scaling factors yielded the 

same solutions, for each delay structure, as those obtained using the hybrid approach. This 

is most likely due to the monotonic decrease of the SSE toward the global optimum, with an 

increase in r2. In general though, solving ( 4.48) directly using sparse nonlinear programming 

will not guarantee global optimality. The hybrid solution strategy provides more confidence 

in the result but involves greater computation overall. 

In Figures 4. 7 and 4.8 the optimal SSE occurs as r2 --+ oo. However, after r 2 = 105 there 

is very little decrease in the objective. For example, for delay structure B5 , at r2 = 105 the 

SSE is 51.6508 whereas the SSE at r2 = 1025 is 51.6503. It should be noted that having a 

local minimum as r2 --+ oo is not uncommon for problems involving scaling factors. This 

may be seen by noting that the requirement in ( 4.46) is equivalent to: 

(4.56) 

where [R- 1 M+ R]ii is the (i,j) element of the matrix R- 1 M+ R. Therefore, the robust 

stability condition in ( 4.46) corresponds to a constraint on the optimally scaled row sum of 

M+. 

Consider now a positive matrix M+ of the form: 

(4.57) 
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Figure 4.6: Variation of optimal weighted SSE with scaling factor r2 for delay structure B1. 
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Figure 4.7: Variation of optimal weighted SSE with scaling factor r2 for delay structure B3. 
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Figure 4.8: Variation of optimal weighted SSE with scaling factor r2 for delay structure B5. 
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The matrix R- 1 M+ R is given by: 

( 4.58) 

In order to minimize the row sums of R- 1 Af + R, the optimal scaling factor R is given by 

R =diag(l, oo). 

Returning to the example problem; the fact that all the delay structures are likely to have 

optimal values for r2 which are well in excess of unity may be understood as follows. The 

M+ matrices, determined from the optimal Q in the absence of model uncertainty, take the 

form: 

M+ = ·[ 0.774 0.008 l M+ = [ 0.801 0.009 l M+ = [ 0.608 0.010 l 
1 94.90 1.613 ' 3 86.97 1.682 ' 5 76.85 1.883 

( 4.59) 

In the above, the subscripts refer to the delay structure in consideration. In the ideal case, 

where structured model uncertainty does not limit the achievable nominal control perfor

mance, the optimally scaled row sums would be less than unity. However, since m~2 is 

larger than unity for all three cases above, the controller has to be detuned in order to 

achieve robustness to structured uncertainty. Despite this, it is illustrative to determine the 

optimal scaling factors for the Af+ matrices in (4.59), as these give an indication of the likely 

magnitudes of the optimal scaling factors for the detuned controller. 

The Perron-Frobenius theory for nonnegative matrices states that the scaling factors R which 

minimi~ the row sums Df R- 1 Af + R correspond to the positive eigenvector associated with 

the largest eigenvalue of M+ (Dahleh and Khammash, 1993). As an example, for delay 

structure B 1 this corresponds to choosing R =diag(0.006, 1). The resulting scaled matrix is 

as follows: 

R_ 1 M+ R = [ 0.7744 1.4073 l (4.60) 
0.5688 1.6129 

The ratio of the scaling factors is what is of importance. Thus, if r1 is set to one, this 

corresponds to r 2 = 166.8, which is significantly larger than one. An interesting point is 

that the row sums in (4.60) are equal (to 2.182), which is a feature of such scaling problems 

(Dahleh and Khammash, 1993). 

Computational issues 

Due to the introduction of the search variables f3 into the problem formulation there is a 

significant degree of sparsity in the constraint system. Chapter 5 provides details on how this 
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is exploited with the aid of sparse solvers. The aim here is to demonstrate the improvements 

in computational efficiency that are achievable through the use of sparse solvers when solving 

the unstructured uncertainty problem in {4.49). The computation time required to solve 

the structured uncertainty problem directly with a sparse nonlinear programming routine is 

also reported. 

The results are summarized in Table 4.8 and apply to delay structure Bi. In the presence 

of unstructured uncertainty, the problem was solved using LSSOL (Gill et al., 1986) and 

SQOPT (Gill, 1996). LSSOL treats the constraint system as being dense, whereas SQOPT 

is able to exploit its sparsity. The structured uncertainty problem was solved using MINOS 

(Murtagh and Saunders, 1983), with an initial guess of r1 r2 = 1 being chosen for the 

scaling factors. 

From the results it is ch~ar that the benefits of exploiting the sparsity are very significant. It 

should be noted that MINOS also exploits the problem sparsity, allowing for a rapid solution 

despite the problem being nonlinearly constrained. 

Table 4.8: Comparison of computation times for the treatment of both unstructured and 

structured model uncertainty for delay structure B 1. 

Unstructured Unstructured Structured 

uncertainty uncertainty uncertainty 

Software LSSOL SQOPT MINOS 

Search space dimension 800 800 800 

Double precision workspace 1294 412 539028 523673 

Integer workspace 800 878825 N/A 

Solution time (sec) 4560 160 240 

SSE objective 175.8 175.8 128.5 

Exploring the systein behavior subject to unstructured un,certainty 

A particularly interesting feature of the results in Table 4. 7 is the fact that delay stmcture 

B5 has significantly better dynamic operability in the presence of unstructured uncertainty 

than B1 and B3. In order to explore this further we start by considering the form of the 

positive matrix Af+ for each delay structure in the absence of model uncertainty, as given in 

( 4.59). 

For robust stability in the presence of unstructured uncertainty each row sum in ( 4.59) 1s 
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required. to be less than one. From ( 4.59) it is clear that none of the delay structures are 

robustly stable using the controllers determined in the absence of model uncertainty. 

In Chapter 5 it will be shown that the robust stability constraint on the ith row sum effectively 

constrains the behavior of the ith input (to both of the setpoint changes). Therefore, it is 

seen from ( 4.59) that, in order to achieve robustness, the input action of u2 needs to be 

modified. considerably. 

The resulting M+ matrices, determined. from the Q which optimizes ( 4.49) in the presence 

of unstructured. uncertainty, are as follows: 

M+ = [ 0.9783 0.0216 l M+ = [ 0.9762 0.0237 l M+ = [ 0.7385 0.0164 l 
l 0.4328 0.5671 ' 

3 
0.4206 0.5793 ' 5 0.2009 0.7990 

(4.61) 

Robust stability requires each row sum to be smaller than one. As most optimization soft

ware cannot deal with strict inequality constraints, an upper bound of 0.9999 on the SM 

robust stability constraints has been chosen in solving the problem in (4.49). 

It can be seen from (4.61), that both row sums for Mi and Mi are now active at their upper 

bounds. The robustness requirement thus directly constrains the behavior of u1 and u2 for 

these delay structures. By comparing the form of the M+ matrices in (4.59) and (4.61) it 

is clear that the input power is shifted from u2 to u1 in order to make up for the significant 

restriction imposed on u2 by the requirement for robust stability. In contrast to this, only 

the second row sum constraint is active for Mt in ( 4.61). This implies that the input ~tion 

of u1 is directly constrained only by the input constraint in ( 4.55). Moreover, the impact of 

the input constraint on dynamic operability is expected. not to be too severe, as it was seen 

in Chapter 3 that 8 5 is able to achieve good closed-loop performance despite the presence of 

input constraints. 

Figures 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11 show the behavior of u2 with and without model uncertainty. The 

difference in input trajectories results from the controller being detuned to satisfy the robust 

stability condition. Intuitively, one would expect that the less sensitive a process is to model 

uncertainty, the less the input trajectories would differ from those for the perfect model case. 

In the presence of unstructured uncertainty the response of u2 to a step in Yset 2 needs to be 

altered to a much lesser extent for B5 than for the other delay structures. This, together 

with the fact that u 1 is not directly restricted by the robustness requirement, illustrates why 

8 5 has significantly better dynamic operability in the presence of unstructured uncertainty. 
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Figure 4.9: Optimal input trajectories of u2 for delay structure B1 in the presence of no 

uncertainty(-) and unstructured uncertainty(--). Figure (a) refers to the setpoint change 

in Yset 1 and (b) refers to the change in Yset 2· 
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Figure 4.10: Optimal input trajectories of u2 for delay structure B3 in the presence of no 

uncertainty (-) and unstructured uncertainty (- -) . Figure (a) refers to the set point change 

in Yset 1 and (b) refers to the change in Yset 2· 
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Figure 4.11: Optimal input trajectories of u2 for delay structure B5 in the presence of no 
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Chapter 5 

Formulation and Computational 

Issues 

In Chapter 3, the basic Q-parametrization approach was outlined and its application to 

assessing dynamic operability in the absence of model uncertainty was presented. Chapter 4 

dealt with the inclusion of model uncertainty into the formulation. In this chapter, various 

computational issues pertaining to these problem formulations are discussed. It will be 

shown how important mathematical features such as the problem structure and sparsity may 

be exploited to enable rapid solution of the resulting optimization problems. 

In the absence of model uncertainty it is possible to transform the problem into an optimal 

control type problem where the goal is to seek an optimal input directly as opposed to 

seeking an optimal Q. The computational and theoretical implications of this are presented 

and discussed. Using this open-loop approach, the possible benefits of nonlinear control 

when treating a range of disturbances are made evident. In addition to this, the open-loop 

approach enables a new measure of dynamic operability, based on the maximum tolerable 

disturbance range, to be determined in a convenient manner. 

In the presence of model uncertainty it is no longer possible to use an open-loop approach. 

Details of the problem structure are explored so as to allow greater insight into the effect 

of uncertainty on achievable performance. It is shown how the problem sparsity may be 

exploited in order to reduce computational time. 

The computational benefits mentioned above are all achieved without any loss in accuracy. 

Further reductions in computational time may be achieved by developing approximate so-
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lutions. One such method involves the use of a multi-rate problem formulation. In this 

method, small sampling periods are used initially when most of the dynamic fluctuations 

occur. After the majority of these transients decay, the sampling time is increased. This 

idea is only applied in the absence of model uncertainty and the computational benefits are 

explored via illustrative examples. Possible multi-rate formulations in the presence of model 

uncertainty are discussed briefly. 

5.1 Standard Regulatory And Servo Problems 

In this section, standard regulatory and servo problems are considered in the absence of 

model uncertainty. The treatment of a range of disturbances and the inclusion of model 

uncertainty are discussed in subsequent sections. An open-loop formulation to dynamic 

operability assessment is introduced and its computational benefits are illustrated. 

5.1.1 Two-Degree-of-Freedom Controllers 

Problems where both regulatory and servo control performance are important are best han

dled using a two-degree-of-freedom controller as shown in Figure 5.1. If performance spec

ifications are to be placed on both y' and u, then the vectors z, w, y and u in the general 

feedback structure are given by: 

The transformation of the classical control framework into the general feedback control frame-

work is shown in Figure 5.2. The resulting matrix Pis given by: 

y' 0 GD Gp 

[ :'"' l 'l.l 0 0 I 
= (5.2) 

Yset I 0 0 

y 0 GD Gp 

· where GD and Gp refer to the disturbance and process transfer functions respectively. 

The processes considered in this thesis are open-loop stable and therefore the Ti matrices in 

the Q-parametrization framework are as follows: 

(5.3) 
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Figure 5.2: Transformation between the two-degree-of-freedom control structure and the 

general feedback structure used by Boyd and coworkers. 
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The closed-loop matrix Hzw thus takes the form: 

T1 +T2QT3 

[ ~ ~D l [ ~p l [ Qi Q, ] [ ~ ~D l 
Gv -GpQ2Gv l 

~Q2Gv 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

where Q = [ Q 1 Q2 ] • If the setpoint changes are not made simultaneously with the 

disturbances, then the problem is separable. Two sub-problems may be solved independently 

whereby Q 1 is determined for good servo control performance and Q2 for good regulatory 

control performance (Tebbutt, 1991). As a result, problems involving two-degree-of-freedom 

controllers will not be considered further. Attention will rather be given to solving the 

individual regulatory and servo control problems. 

5.1.2 Standard Regulatory Control Problems 

Basic problem formulation 

In Chapter 3 it was shown that for regulatory problems, in the absence of model uncertainty, 

dynamic operability assessment may be posed as the following convex quadratic programming 

problem: 
nw ny L 

mm 
Q 

<I>= LL L Wij(k) [sij(k)]
2 

j=l i=l k=O 

subject to 

Smin < s(Q, fld) S Smax 

(5.6) 

In the above, the step response coefficients Sij(k) are arranged in the composite vector s(Q) 

with the input responses following those of the outputs: 

(Q) [ 
T T T T T T ] T 

S = S11, ... , 8ny l> ... , 8 nynw' 8 (ny+l)l' ... , 8 (ny+n,,)l' ... , 8 (ny+nu)nw (5.7) 

wheres'[;= [sij(O), ... , Sij(L)], is the response of the ith component of z to a step in the jth 

component of w. The reference signal vector is omitted in the above formulation since pure 

regulatory problems are being considered. For notational convenience, it is assumed that 

only one disturbance is acting on the system and thus nw = nd = 1. In light of this fact, 

the subscript j in the notation Sij is dropped. Since performance specifications are to be 

placed on both the inputs and the outputs, the dimension of the set of regulated variables, 

z, is given by n 2 = ny +nu. 
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Matrix representation of objective and constraints Much of the work is this chapter 

will rely on a different problem representation to that given in (5.6). The shorthand repre

sentation used in (5.6) does not capture certain aspects of the problem, such as its structure 

and sparsity. To this end, a matrix representation of the constraint system and objective 

function is developed in this subsection. 

In Appendix A.2 it is shown that the output step response coefficient (si(io) for i :S ny), at 

time increment i0 of the ith component of z to a step of size d in the disturbance is a linear 

expression in Q and takes the form: 
io ny nu io io v 

Si(i 0 )=dLGDi(k)-dL LLqnm(k)LLGDm(C-k)Gpin(v-C) (5.8) 
k=O m=l n=l k=O v=k i=k 

where GD i refers to the ith element of the vector GD and Gp in is the (i, n) element of Gp. 

In a similar manner, the expression for the input response (i > ny) is given by: 

ny io io 

Si(io) = -d L L %-ny}m(k) L Gv m(v - k) (5.9) 
m=lk=O v=k 

The linear system given by the step responses of (5.8) and (5.9) may be compactly represented 

via the following matrix equation: 

s = Aq+b (5.10) 

wheres is partitioned as in (5.7). for future reference, the matrix A is written in the form: 

A= d .[ ~ut l 
Amp . 

(5.11) 

and the vector bis written as: 

(5.12) 

The search variables q are arranged in vector form as follows: 

(5.13) 

Appendix A.3 provides greater details on the form of the matrices A.out, Ainp and the vector 

bout· For the case of a SISO process with one disturbance acting, A.out is a lower triangular 

Toeplitz matrix of the form: 

gd(O) gp(O) 0 
1 v 
I: I: gd(C) gp(v - £) 

v=Ol=O 

A.out= - (5.14) 
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Similarly, Ainp is given by: 

Ainp = -

Yd(O) 

Yd(O) + Yd(l) 

L-1 
2: Yd(v) 

v=O 

The vector bout takes the form: 

bout= 

gd(O) 

Yd(O) + Yd(l) 

0 

(5.15) 

Returning to the general multivariable problem, the weighted SSE objective funetion in (5.6) 

may be written in the following form: 

nw ny L 

LL LWij(k) [sij(k)] 2 
= (dAoutQ + dboudTA(dAoutQ + dbout) (5.16) 

j=l i=l k=O 

In the above, the weighting matrix A is defined in terms of W as follows: 

(5.17) 

where 

(5.18) 

Dynamic operability assessment for a single disturbance may be posed as the following 

quadratic programming problem: 

(5.19) 

where Ye and Yu are the respective lower and upper bounds on the deviational output re

sponses, and u 1 and 'llu. pertain in a similar manner to the deviational input responses. 

The above optimization problem is typically of large dimension and its solution is computa

tionally intensive. Two methods are presented which enable reduced computation times by 

exploiting certain features of the problem. The first involves formulating the problem in an 
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open-loop manner where an optimal input trajectory is sought directly, thereby converting 

the input constraints to simple bounds on the search variables. The second method involves 

exploiting the considerable sparsity in the objective function and constraint system. Neither 

method approximates the solution, but rather takes advantage of the problem structure. A 

method which relies on approximating the optimal Q and which enables rapid calculation of 

an approximate solution is presented in section 5.4 of this chapter. 

Open-loop formulation 

Analysis of the summation equations (5.8) and (5.9) shows that the output response may be 

written in terms of the input trajectory. That is. for i ::; ny we have: 

io nvnuio ioV 

Si(i0 ) = dLGDi(k)-dL LLqnm(k)LLGDm(f-k)Gpin(v-f) 
k=O m=l n=l k=O v=k (=k 

io nu io ny io-O io-0 

dL GDi(k)-dL L Gpin(a) L L qnm(k) L GDm(v-k) 
k=O n=l a=O m=l k=O v=k 

io nu io 

- dLGDi(k) + L LGPin(a)s(ny+n)(io-a) 
k=O n=la=O 

io nu io 

- dLGDi(k)+ LLS(ny+n)(a)GPin(i0 a) (5.20) 
k=O n=la=O 

Since the optimization problem in (5.6) involves performance specifications only on the in

puts and outputs, it is possible to perform a change-of-variables and solve for the optimal 

input trajectory instead of Q. The advantages of solving directly for the inputs are that 

the input constraints are simply bounds, and a reduction in search-space is made possible 

(as discussed below). When robust stability constraints are present it is not possible, in 

general, to express them in terms of the input behavior, preventing the use of an open-loop 

formulation. 

The input trajectories are now defined as the search variable x,partitioned as follows: 

(5.21) 

The notation Sout will refer to those elements of s corresponding to the output response, 

whereas Sinp refers to the input response. By definition of the variable transformation, 

X = Siup = d Aiupq. 
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Remark 1 Due to the form of Ainp, certain constraints need to be placed on x to ensure 

causality of the input behavior. These are needed because some rows of Ainp are structurally 

equal to zero due to the nature of the pvlse response of GD. If the disturbance is strictly 

proper or contains time-delays then one needs to set: 

"ifi=l, ... ,nu and"i/i0 =0, ... ,k* (5.22) 

where 

(5.23} 

Physically this corresponds to preventing any control action being taken before the disturbance 

hits the process. It should be noted that such constraints are not needed on q, since the q's 

are multiplied by Gv. Hence, q may be nonzero even if the input response is zero. 

From (5.20} it is clear that the output response may be written as: 

Sout = d Aoutq + d bout = Px + d bout (5.24) 

In the above, the matrix P is given by: 

(5.25) 

where Pij are lower triangular Toeplitz matrices of the form: 

(5.26) 

Application of the above to the dynamic operability assessment problem in (5.19) yields the 

following equivalent optimization problem: 

subject to (5.27) 
I 

UR_ < X ::; Uu 

Ye - dbout < PX ::; Yu - dbout 

where u~ and u~ refer to the slightly modified bounds on the deviational input responses in 

order to account for the constraints in (5.22). For notational convenience they are from now 

on simply written as UR, and Uu. As mentioned earlier, the input constraints in (5.27) are 

simply bounds on x as opposed to general linear constraints on Q. Interesting theoretical 

and computational features of the above problem formulation are discussed next. 
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Relation of open-loop formulation to the Internal Model Control framework 

The first important feature of the above formulation is that, in the absence of model un

certainty, the Q-parametrization approach is equivalent to an "open-loop optimal control" 

approach. This is not an unexpected result since, for a stable plant, the Q-parametriZation 

approach is equivalent to the Internal Model Control (IMC) framework (Morari and Zafiriou, 

1989), and, with a perfect model, the IMC structure is effectively open-loop (Garcia et al., 

1989). 

This can be understood by considering the IMC structure shown in Figure 5.3, with Q being 

the IMC controller. In the presence of no model uncertainty (G = Gp), the closed-loop 

expression for the output is given by: 

(5.28) 

The input u is given by: 
(5.29) 

It is thus clear that y = Gpu +Gd d, which is open-loop. 

The reason why it is possible to pose dynamic operability in an open-loop manner is because 

performance limits are determined on the basis of specific exogenous inputs. Since the ex

ogenous inputs Yset and dare specified (and no model uncertainty is present), it is clear from 

(5.28) that searching for an optimal Q may be replaced by searching for the optimal input 

trajectory associated with that Q. 

Analysis of (5.28) shows that, for no model uncertainty, the closed-loop system in Figure 5.3 

may be redrawn in an open-loop manner as shown in Figure 5.4, thus illustrating some of 

the above points graphically and also showing why the choice of Q = G-p 1 results in perfect 

control. 

Relation of the open-loop formulation to the controllability analysis framework 

Apart from being closely related to the IMC framework, the open-loop approach also has close 

ties with the concept of functional controllability, defined as follows (Russell and Perkins, 

1987): 

Definition 6 A system with polynomial tmnsfer matrix G( s) will be called functionally con

trollable if it satisfies the following condition. Given any trajectory y(t) which is zero for 
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Figure 5.3: Internal Model Control (IMC) structure. 

y 

Open-loop framework 

Figure 5.4: Relation between the open-loop structure and the IMC structure in absence of 

model uncertainty. 
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t < 0 and which satisfies certain smoothness conditions, there exists an input trajectory u(t) 

such that with zero initial conditions on the states, u generates y. 

In the open-loop framework, the aim is to determine the best achievable output trajectory, as 

well as to determine the input trajectory which will achieve this. The open-loop approach 

is thus similar to that used by Cao et al. (1994), discussed in Chapter 2, who treat nonlinear 

process models. If the models are linear and written in a discrete-time manner, then the 

two approaches are equivalent. 

As has been mentioned earlier, the open-loop formulation applies only in the absence of 

model uncertainty. When model uncertainty is present, the standard Q-parametrization 

formulation is needed. The advantage of the open-loop formulation is that it enables rapid 

solution of the optimization problems needed to assess dynamic operability. Details of this 

are discussed next and illustrated through an application example. 

Computational features 

Reduction in search space dimension and number of constraints There are two 

important computational features associated with the problem formulation in (5.27). The 

first is that a reduction in the search-space dimension is achieved. Originally the number of 

decision variables was nu x ny x L. Following the change-of-variables the number of decision 

variables is reduced to nu x L, as seen from ( 5.21). Since the inputs are fixed at zero for the 

first P time increments, these need not be included as search variables and the actual number 

needed is nu x (L - k*). As computation times for quadratic programming problems often 

increase in a quadratic manner with problem size, this dimension reduction will typically 

reduce computation time by a factor of n;. It should be noted that if multiple disturbances 

are present (nd > 1), then the number of search variables needed is nd x nu x (L - k•). 

Clearly, for nd = ny disturbances, there is essentially no reduction in the search space. 

The second important computational feature is that there is a reduction in the number of 

general linear constraints. This is because the input constraints are now direct bounds on 

the search variables, as opposed to bounds on linear combinations of the search variables. 

For problems where only input constraints are present, the reduction in double precision 

workspace is often considerable. For example, LSSOL (Gill et al., 1986) requires the dou

ble precision workspace for constrained least squares problems to be at least 2N2 + 9N + 
6N C LIN, where N is the search-space dimension and NC LIN is the number of general 

linear constraints. If, however, no general linear constraints are present, then the required 
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double precision workspace is only 9N. 

Exploiting sparsity and other aspects of the problem structure Due to the lower 

triangular structure of the sub-matrices contained in P, the set of general linear constraints 

in (5.27) is approximately 50% sparse. The sparsity in the constraint system may be ex

ploited by using a sparse quadratic programming package and involves no modification to 

the formulation given in (5.19) or (5.27) to achieve this. 

Exploiting the sparsity of P in the objective function is slightly more complicated. The soft

ware codes available at the time of this research are only able to do this via the introduction 

of search variables p, defined as follows: 

p = Px +dbout (5.30) 

Clearly, the new search variables are equivalent to the output response and can thus also 

be used to convert the output constraints to simple bounds. The resulting optimization 

problem takes the form: 

minpTAp 
x,p 

(5.31) 

subject to 

Uf. < X '.S Uu 

Yt < P :S Yu 

p Px + dbout 

A disadvantage of the above formulation is that the total number of search variables needed 

increases and additional constraints are added. This is, however, overcome by the fact that 

the sparsity of P is exploited and the output constraints are bounds as opposed to gen

eral linear constraints. Experience thus far has proven this to be a very efficient problem 

formulation for dynamic operability assessment in the absence of model uncertainty. 

A beta version of the SQOPT code (Gill, 1996) was used to solve the sparse quadratic pro

gramming problems. A useful feature of the code is that, in addition to exploiting sparsity, 

it is able to utilize the fact that only pis involved in the objective function. As a result, the 

Hessian is not unnecessarily large in dimension. 

Finally, by taking into account the lower triangular Toeplitz nature of the submatrices in P, 

the problem set-up may be coded very efficiently, allowing for an extremely rapid problem 

set-up. 
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Example 5.1 

To illustrate the computational benefits of exploiting the problem structure and sparsity 

for regulatory problems we consider a multivariable flotation circuit. The process model is 

described in greater detail in Chapter 6 and corresponds to flotation circuit 3. The outputs 

to be controlled are the grade G and the recovery R. The manipulated inputs are the air 

factor ka and the feedwater flowrate Wf· The process disturbance corresponds to changes in 

the total feed solids flowrate. The transfer function description of the process is given by: 

where 

and 

[ 

-20.91(5.43s+l) 
G {9.82s+l){5.84s+l) 

P = · 14.62(61.78s+l) 
...,...( 1-0-.0-1-s+........,.l )....,...(0-.4-1-0 ~s+_l...,.) 

10.36 l {7.06 s+l){0.287 s+l) 
-10.46 (22.55s+1) 

{2.02s+ 1)(10.55s+1) 

[ 

0.0092(3.32s+l) l 
G = {9.33s+l){9.33s+l) 

D -0.0053 (91.4 s+l) 
{7.32 s+l) 

(5.32) 

(5.33) 

(5.34) 

No constraints are placed on the output responses, but the following constraints are placed 

on the deviational input behavior: 

-0.1 < ka S 0.1 (5.35) 

-0.05 < w1 ·::; 0.05 ton.min-I 

The measure of closed-loop performance is chosen to be the time-weighted SSE of the 

outputs to a step of 120kg.min-I in the feed disturbance, initiated from a base value of 

db = -60 (kg.min-I). A sampling time of 1 minute is used and a simulation horizon of 

L = 200 is chosen. 

The dynamic operability assessment problem is solved using the standard Q-parametrization 

approach, the open-loop approach and an open-loop approach where sparsity is exploited, 

and the results are shown in Table 5.1. The double precision workspace, search space di

mension and other important computational aspects are listed as well. Both the standard 

Q-parametrization approach and the standard open-loop approach were solved as constrained 

least squares problems using LSSOL (Gill et al., 1986). The sparse open-loop formulation 

made use of a beta version of SQOPT (Gill, 1996), a sparse QP solver. The solution times 

indicated are achieved on a SUN SPARCstation 20. 
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Table 5.1: Important computational issues pertaining to the multivariable regulatory control 

problem. 

Standard Open-loop Sparse 

approach formulation open-loop 

formulation 

Search space dimension 800 400 400 

Double precision workspace 1292000 3600 214 202 

Integer workspace 800 400 250 001 

Solution time (sec) 942 78.5 47.0 

SSE objective 24.02 24.02 24.02 

It is clear that exploiting the problem sparsity in addition to the dimension reduction enables 

significant improvements in computation time to be achieved. As expected, the solution 

obtained is identical using all three of the approaches listed. 

The computational improvements achieved for this particular example were all gained without 

approximating the solution. It will be shown in a later section how a multi-rate approxi

mation of the optimal Q may provide rapid and fairly accurate solutions to such dynamic 

operability assessment problems. Such an approach may be particularly beneficial when in

cluding the Q-parametrization formulation within a synthesis or retrofit algorithm, a topic 

which is recommended for future research. 

5.1.3 Servo Control Problems Without Model Uncertainty 

In this subsection, the formulation of and computational issues relating to the servo dynamic 

operability assessment problem are addressed. Much of the development parallels that for 

the regulatory problem, in which case only the pertinent details are provided. 

Basic formulation 

In Chapter 3, the basic problem formulation for this type of problem was established. For 

open-loop stable processes, the output response (i ::;; ny) to a step of size Ysetj in the setpoint 

of the jth output is given by: 

nu io io 

Sij(ia) = Ysetj ~ ~ qnj(k) ~Gp in(v k) (5.36) 
n=lk=O v=k 
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Similarly, the expression for the input response ( i > ny) is given by: 

io 

Sij(io) = Ysetj L %-ny)j(k) (5.37) 
k=O 

These closed-loop response summation equations in (5.36) and (5.37) may be written in 

matrix form as: 

s = Aq = [ ~ut l q 
Amp 

(5.38) 

where Aout and Amp correspond to the coefficient matrices of the output and input responses 

respectively. The vector q is partitioned as in (5.13). Appendix A.3 provides more details 

on the form of the coefficient matrices. 

For the case of a SISO process, Aout is a lower triangular matrix of the form: 

9p(O) 0 0 

9p(O) + 9p(l) 9p(O) 0 
/' 

Aout = Yset 1 
0 (5.39) 

0 
L L-1 
I: gp(v) I: gp(v) gp(O) 

v=O v=O 

Similarly, Ainp is given by: 

1 0 0 

1 0 .. 
Ainp = Yset 1 (5.40) 

0 

·l 1 

Using a weighted SSE objective function as a measure of the closed-loop performance, dy

namic operability assessment may be posed as the following convex quadratic programming 

problem: 

(5.41) . 

s.t. 

For individually applied setpoint changes, the reference signal vector Yset is given by: 

Yset = [Yset 11 •.. , Yset 11 ••. , Yset ny' ... , Yset ny] T 

L+l L+I 

(5.42) 
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The diagonal matrix A is a weighting matrix defined in a similar manner to that given in 

(5.17). The vectors ue and Uu are the respective lower and upper bounds on the deviational 

input responses, and Ye and Yu refer similarly to the deviational output responses. In a 

similar manner as (5.19), (5.41) may be expressed in a sparse open-loop manner, details of 

which are provided next. 

Open-Loop Formulation 

Analysis of the summation equations (5.36) and (5.37) defining the output and input closed

loop behavior reveals that the output response may be written directly in terms of the input 

trajectory. That is, for i ~ ny we have: 

nu io io 

Sij(io) = Ysetj LL Qnj(k) L Gpin(v - k) 
n=l k=O v=k 
nu io io-Q 

Ysetj LL Gpin(a) L Qnj(k) 
n=l o:=O k=O 

nu io 

- LL Gpin(a) S(ny+n)j(i 0 - a) 
n=lo:=O 
nu io 

LL S(ny+n)j(a) Gp in(io - a) (5.43) 
n=lo:=O 

where s(ny+n)j is the step response of the nth input for the setpoint change in the jth 

output. Since there are only input .and output constraints present, it is possible to search 

for the optimal input trajectory directly, rather than searching for q. 

The input trajectories are defined as the search variable x, which is partitioned as follows: 

[ 
T T T T ]T 

X = X11, ... ,Xnul, ... ,xlny'···,xnuny (5.44) 

where x'{j = [xij(O), ... ,Xij(L)] = S(ny+i)j· It should be noted that no dimension reduction 

is achieved for servo problems. The only benefit of the open-loop formulation in this case is 

the fact that the input constraints are simply bounds. 

By definition of the variable transformation, x = Sinp = AinpQ· It is clear from (5.43) that 

the output response may be written as: 

Bout = AoutQ = PsetX (5.45) 
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In the above, the matrix Pset is defined as follows: 

(5.46) 

where the matrices Pare as defined in (5.25) and (5.26). 

Application of this variable transformation to the dynamic operability assessment problem 

in (5.41) results in the following optimization problem: 

min (PsetX -Yset)T A (Pset x -Yset) 
x (5.47) 

s.t. 

Ye :S Pset X :S Yu 

As in (5.27), the input constraints in (5.47) are simply bounds on x as opposed to general 

linear constraints on Q. 

It can be seen from (5.46) that the matrix Pset has significant sparsity. In an analogous 

manner to that used before, the sparsity is exploited by introducing additional search variables 

p, defined as: 

P = Pset X - Yset (5.48) 

The resulting optimization problem takes the form: 

minpTAp 
x,p (5.49) 

subject toue :S x :S Uu 

Ye - Yset :S P :S Yu - Yset 

P = Pset X - Yset 

The new search variables define the error and are used to convert the linear constraints on 

the output response to simple bounds, as shown above. Despite the introduction of search 

variables, exploiting the problem sparsity leads to dramatic improvements in computational 

time. 

As before, by taking into account both the structure of Pset and the Toeplitz nature of the 

submatrices in Pset, the problem set up may be coded very efficiently. It should be noted 

that, for individually applied setpoint changes, the problem in (5.49) may be separated into 

nw = ny independent sub-problems. The separable nature of the problem is evidenced by 

the form of Pset· It has been found, perhaps surprisingly, that the computational benefits 

of doing this are not significant, and thus this idea is not discussed further. 
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Table 5.2: Computational issues pertaining to the servo multivariable distillation column 

dynamic operability assessment problem. 

Standard Sparse Sparse 

approach Q-parametrization open-loop 

formulation formulation 

Search space dimension 400 400 400 

Double precision workspace 326 000 280602 154202 

Integer workspace 400 377201 130 001 

Solution time (sec) 85 30 22 

SSE objective 58.91 58.91 58.91 

Example 5.2 

To illustrate the benefits of exploiting the structure and sparsity of servo problems, the above 

techniques are applied to the multivariable distillation example considered in Chapter 3. For 

the purposes of this example, only the original transfer matrix is considered, namely: 

[ 

0.66C 65 

P(s) = (6.7 s+l) 
-34.7e- 4 " 

(8.15 s+l) 

-0.005 l (9.06 s+l) 
0.87 (ll.6s+l)e-2 • 

(3.9s+1) (18.8 s+l) 

(5.50) 

The objective function and constraints are chosen as in Chapter 3 and are not repeated here 

as the emphasis is on the computational benefits achieved for this problem. 

In the basic Q-parametrization framework, dynamic operability assessment is posed as in 

(5.41) and solved using standard constrained least squares codes such as LSSOL (Gill et 

al., 1986). However, as mentioned earlier, the problem contains significant structure and 

sparsity which may be exploited using the formulations in (5.47) and (5.49). In this case, no 

dimension reduction is possible and the only benefit of the open-loop formulation, compared 

with the standard Q-parametrization formulation, is that the input constraints are simply 

bounds, as opposed to general linear constraints. 

Table 5.2 shows a number of relevant computational features associated with three different 

problem formulations. In order to emphasiz.e the benefits of simply exploiting sparsity, the 

staJidard Q parametrization approach is compared directly with a sparse Q-parametrization 

formulation. This, in turn, is compared with the further benefits of using an open-loop 

formulation. 

From the results it is clear that there are considerable benefits to be gained by exploiting the 
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problem structure and sparsity. These benefits would have been even greater had the output 

behavior been constrained in addition to the input behavior. This would have required 

additional linear constraints in the standard Q-parametrization formulation. For the sparse 

approaches, however, no additional linear constraints would be needed since these constraints 

would simply take the form of bounds on p. 

The above computational benefits are once again achieved without any loss in accuracy. It 

will be shown in section 5.4.1 how approximations to the optimal Q may considerably speed 

up solution time without introducing significant inaccuracy. 

5.2 Regulatory Problems Involving A Range of Disturbances 

In this section, regulatory problems involving a single range of disturbances in the absence of 

model uncertainty are treated. Attention will be given to dynamic operability assessment 

at fixed operating conditions and to the determination of the maximum tolerable disturbance 

range. The latter is an alternative measure of dynamic operability which is conveniently 

developed using an open-loop formulation. The potential benefits of nonlinear control when 

treating a range of disturbances will be discussed and demonstrated through illustrative 

examples. The open-loop formulation is used throughout this chapter as it facilitates much 

of the discussion which follows. 

5.2.1 Dynamic Operability Assessment at Fixed Operating Conditions 

For a single step-like disturbance, initiated from a base value db with step-size 6.d, lying 

between upper and lower bounds, d+ and d- respectively, it was shown in Chapter 3 that 

the critical points are shown in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3: Critical points for the disturbance region considered. 

Critical Point db .ad 
1 d- d+ -d-

2 d+ d- -d+ 

It is assumed that d+ and d- are symmetric about the nominal disturbance level d{;', which 

is chosen as zero. If d{;' is not zero, it can be made so by an appropriate variable shift. Due 

to the assumption regarding the symmetry of the upper and lower bounds about the nominal 
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disturbance level df, the following relations apply: 

db2 = -dbl (5.51) 

b..d2 -b..d1 

and dbi - -0.5b..~ 
. I 

for z = 1, 2 

In Chapter 3, the treatment of a range of disturbances was in the context of an economic 

formulation. The bounds on the input and output behavior were expressed in terms of 

bounds on the actual responses aS opposed to the deviational responses. In this chapter, 

bounds on the deviational responses will be used, noting that the bounds are functions of 

the operating point. A useful notational and conceptual idea is introduced which involves 

splitting each of the bounds in the constraint system into a part which is a function of the 

disturbance b..d {binp and bout) and a part which is not {finpi fout, Uinp and U0 ut)· As an 

explanation of the notation, Uout relates to the upper bound on the output response. This 

simplifies the treatment of subsequent developments. 

When considering a range of disturbances, the aim is to seek to determine optimal input 

trajectories for each disturbance direction. These trajectories are written as x 1 and x 2, 

where x 1 and x2 refer to the input trajectories for critical points 1 and 2 respectively and are 

partitioned as in (5.21). 

The output response to critical points 1 and 2 are given by: 

Sout 1 - P X 1 + b..d1 bout 

Sout 2 - p x 2 + f:l.d2 bout 

(5.52) 

The measure of closed-loop performance is chosen as the weighted SSE of the outputs to the 

two critical point disturbances, namely: 

<l> = [ Sout 1 l T A 
Sout 2 [ 

Sout 1 ] 

Sout 2 
(5.53) 

Determining the best achievable closed-loop behavior to the critical disturbances may thus 

be posed as the following optimization problem: 

~;\ ( [ : ~ ][ :: l + [ ~d1booJ Jr A ( [ P 0 ][ X: ] + [ ~d1bou< ]) 
b..d2bout 0 P X b..d2bout 

subject to 

fout b..d1 bout p 0 Uout b..d1 bout 

f out b..d2bout 0 p [ :: l Uout b..d2bout 
(5.54) < < 

finp b..d1biup I 0 Ujnp b..d1binp 

fiup b..d2bout 0 I Uinp b..d2binp 
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It should be noted that linp,lout 1 Uinp' and U 0 ut are not functions of !:l.d (or db) and thus do 

not take on different values at each of the critical points. 

In solving (5.54), a number of options are available, depending on the assumptions made 

regarding the control behavior. The first option is to assume that the input trajectory is 

determined by a single linear controller Q. The second option is to assume that the optimal 

input trajectory is not determined by some underlying linear controller Q, but is free to 

behave in a non-linear way. The analysis of the problem for each approach will be discussed 

next. 

Optimal linear control 

Under the assumption of a single underlying linear controller Q, it is necessary to introduce 

the constraint that x 2 = -x1. The need for this constraint is obvious from the change-of

variables described earlier, since x = !:l.dAinp q, and !:l.d2 = -!:l.d1. With this assumption, 

x 2 may be eliminated from the problem to obtain: 

~n ([ _1'p l x 1 + fl.d1 [ -~::, l ) TA ( [ _1'p l x' + ~d1 [ ~~::, l) 
subject to (5.55) 

lout bout p Uout bout 

lout 
- !:l.d1 

-bout -P 
XI~ 

Uout 
- !:l.d1 

-bout 
< 

linp binp I Uinp binp 

linp -binp -I 1linp -binp 

Now, careful analysis of the objective function and constraint system shows that the above 

problem is equivalent to: 

n;ln 2 ( P x1 + fl.di bout) T A
1 

( P x1 + f:l.d1 bout) 

subject to 

( 
l;ut ) _ fl.di ( b~ut ) < [ P ] xl < ( u;ut ) 
lmp bmp I ump 

where A has been appropriately truncated to give A', and where 

c~ut 

u~ut min(1tout, -lout)= -l~ut 

llnp - max(linp 1 -Uinp) 

ulnp min( Uinp, -linp) = -linp 
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The bounds in (5.57) are a consequence of the constraint asymmetry and the fact that, except 

for its sign, the coefficient matrix is identical for each critical point. 

It should be noted that the above analytical insight enables the number of constraints and 

search variables to be halved when treating a range of disturbances under the assumption of 

linear control. In fact, the number of search variables and general linear constraints is as for 

the case of a single disturbance. Thus, under linear control, the computation time should 

essentially be the same whether one treats a single range of disturbances or just a single 

disturbance. Clearly the sparsity in the above optimization problem would be exploited as 

in (5.31). 

Optimal nonlinear control 

If the linearity constraint (x2 = -x1 ) is not enforced, then it is possible in most cases to obtain 

significantly better control performance. The problem in (5.54) has a separable structure 

which may be used to reduce computation time. This is done by splitting (5.54) into two 

independent problems, namely: 

~p (Px 1 +D.d1bout)T A' (Px 1 
+..6.d1bout) (5.58) 

subject to 

( !:; )- ( ~~:~:) < [ ~] xi~ ( ::; )- ( ~~::;: ) 

and 

~n ( P x 2 + ..6.d2bout) T A
1 

( P x 2 
+ ..6.d2bout) (5.59) 

subject to 

( !:; ) -( ~~:~:; ) < [ ~ ] x' < ( ::; ) - ( ~~::;:; ) 

The overall computation time will typically be halved by exploiting the separable nature 

of the problem. The reason is because each of the problems (5.58) and (5.59) will require 

roughly a quarter of the time needed to solve (5.54). The sparsity in both (5.58) and (5.59) 

would be exploited as mentioned before in (5.31). 

The only difference between these two problems is the fact that f:l.d2 = -f:l.d1. The minimum 

objective value in (5.54) is the sum of (5.58) and (5.59). It should be noted that this value 

is always less than or equal to the value obtained from the optimal linear control formulation 

(5.56). Only in the case where Uout = -eout and Uinp = -einp will one obtain the same 
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performance. Physically, this corresponds to the situation where the process is operating at 

a setpoint where the actual steady-state input level, with d = 0, lies exactly half-way between 

the upper and lower bounds on the actual input signal. 

An important point to note is that the above equality in performance between a linear and a 

nonlinear controller is a consequence of the choice of objective function, where performance is 

assessed on the basis of the response to the critical disturbances (which are equal in absolute 

magnitude). However, if the control performance is compared for a number of disturbances 

of different sizes within the given range, then linear control will always be inferior to nonlinear 

control. The reason for this is because the input action for a disturbance of size !:l.d will be 

halved for a disturbance of size 0.5 !:l.d. In this way, the input action is made unnecessarily 

conservative, resulting in sub-optimal control performance. 

Another point to note is that the measure of dynamic operability determined from (5.58) and 

(5.59) may not necessarily be achievable by a single feedback controller. The determination 

of an achievable limit of performance for nonlinear controllers is a topic which is recommended 

for future research. 

Example 5.3 

Many of the important features mentioned above may be highlighted by considering the 

SISO regulatory example of Chapter 3. The aim here is to illustrate the potential benefits of 

nonlinear control when treating a range of disturbances. The plant and disturbance transfer 

functions are given by: 

2 
Gp(s) = 

3 s+l 
G ( ) 0.5 

' . D s = 0.5 s + 1 (5.60) 

A simulation 'horizon of L = 200 time intervals is used, with a sampling time of 0.05 min

utes. The process is assumed to have been linearized about the operating point given by 

(y~ = 0, u~ = 0), with the nominal disturbance level d1: assumed to be zero. The upper 

and lower bounds on the disturbance trajectory are d+ = 0.4 and d- = -0.4 respectively. 

The corresponding critical points for the disturbance description ·considered are shown in 

Table 5.4. 

The following hard constraints exist on the actual input and output signals: 

I Yac~ I :::; 0.9 I Uact I :::; 0.5 (5.61) 

The notation Yact and Uact is introduced here to emphasize that the bounds are on the actual 

responses and not on the deviational responses. In addition to the above constraints, there 
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Table 5.4: Critical points for the range of disturbances considered. 

Critical Point db ad 
1 -0.4 0.8 

2 0.4 -0.8 

is the requirement that the output settles to within 0.01 of its desired steady-state value 

within 150 time increments. furthermore, the manipulated input is required to settle to 

within 1 % of its desired steady-state value within 150 time increments. 

The measure of closed-loop performance is taken as the SSE of the outputs to the critical 

disturbances within the given range. Assuming that the process operates at the conditions 

given by (y~, u~), the minimum achievable SSE subject to the input and output constraints 

mentioned above, under the assumption of linear control, is calculated to be 0.184. The 

same objective is achieved under nonlinear control due to the symmetry of the constraints 

about the nominal operating point and the symmetry of the critical point disturbances. 

However, as the process setpoint is pushed towards its lower bound of -0.9, in search of 

improved economics, the constraints become skewed and the benefit of nonlinear control 

becomes more apparent. In order to illustrate the potential benefits of nonlinear control, 

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the system behavior at an operating point of Yss = -0.69 under 

linear and nonlinear control respectively. From these figures it is clear that the assumption 

of linear control indirectly limits the input power available for rejecting the disturbance 

corresponding to critical point 2. As a consequence, the output behavior for critical point 2 

is not as tight as is possible, preventing operation closer to the desired steady-state economic 

optimum. 

This issue is further illustrated in Figure 5. 7 where the minimum achievable SSE is plotted as 

a function of the process setpoint Yss, for both linear and nonlinear control. In Chapter 3 it 

was shown that linear control allows for feasible operation over the range Yss E (-0.69, 0.69]. 

Nonlinear control, on the other hand, potentially allows for feasible operation over the range 

Yss E [-0. 77, 0. 77] and enables operation closer to the desired steady-state economic optimum. 

A steady-state analysis in Chapter 3 revealed that feasible operation is possible for Yss in 

the range Yss E [-0.8, 0.8]. It is therefore clear that, even with a level of nonlinear con

trol performance which may not be achievable, a back-off is required in order to cope with 

the disturbances-induced dynamic fluctuations. This again emphasizes the importance of 

considering dynamic aspects in such an analysis. 
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Figure 5.5: Optimal input and output trajectories under the assumptions of linear control at 

an operating point of Yss = -0.69, for critical point 1 (-) and critical point 2 (--). 
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Figure 5.6: Optimal input and output trajectories under the assumptions of nonlinear control 

at an operating point of Yss = -0.69, for critical point 1 (-)and critical point 2 (--). 
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Figure 5. 7: Variation of the minimum achievable SSE with the operating point Yss for the 

cases of linear control (*) and nonlinear control ( +). 

5.2.2 Determination of Maximum Disturbance Range for Dynamic Feasi

bility 

Using the open-loop formulation, it is possible to conveniently determine an alternative mea

sure of dynamic operability based on the largest range of disturbances that a process can 

tolerate without violating dynamic feasibility requirements. Such a measure has been stud

ied in a different context by a number of researchers in both the time domain (Pearson and 

Bamieh, 1990) and the frequency domain (Sobhani and Jayasuriya, 1994). The approach dis

cussed below also has similarities with the approach of Dimitriadis and Pistikopoulos (1995) 

who address the issue of dynamic flexibility. In terms of their approach, the disturbance 

may be thought of as an uncertain parameter for which it is desired to determine the largest 

variation that be tolerated without violating dynamic feasibility constraints. The discussion 

below considers both linear and nonlinear control performance limits. 

In order to determine the maximum possible disturbance range, the term f),.d is included 

together with the input trajectories as search variables. It is thus necessary to augment 

the constraint coefficient matrix to include the terms involving b.d (and db)· The notation 
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adopted earlier enables this to be done in a transparent fashion. 

Determining the maximum disturbance range possible whilst ensuring dynamic feasibility 

may be formulated as a linear programming problem: 

min -6.d 
x 1 , x 2 , C!.d 

(5.62) 

subject to 

x](k) - 0 V j = 1, ... , nu and V ~ = 1, ... , k* 

x](k) 0 V j = 1, ... , nu and V k = 1, ... , k* 

eout p 0 bout Uout 

eout 0 p 
[ :: ] + 

-bout 
6.d 5:. 

Uout 
< 

einp I 0 binp Uinp 

einp 0 I -binp Uinp 

The constraints on x 1 and x 2 setting them to zero over the first k* increments are to enforce 

causality, as in (5.22). To ensure that the outputs settle out to their desired values, the 

bounds eout and Uout ·are adjusted accordingly, and may also be tapered to ensure a given 

settling time is achieved. Considering (5.62), one is again faced with the two options of 

linear and nonlinear control, both of which are discussed below. 

Optimal linear control 

Under the assumption of a single underlying linear controller Q, it is necessary to impose 

the constraint that x 2 = -x1. Eliminating x 2 from the optimization problem in (5.62) and 

utilizing the form of the constraint system, one obtains: 

min -6.d 
x 1 • C!.d 

subject to 

x J ( k) - 0 V j = 1, ... , nu and V k = 1, ... , k * 

( e:ut ) < [ P ] xl + ( b~ut ) 6.d <_5_ ( ·u:ut ) 
emp I bmp ump 

(5.63) 

where e~ut• e:np> U~ut and uinp are a:s in (5.57). It is thus possible to use the modified 

bounds so as to halve the number of constraints which need to be checked. Unfortunately, 

the constraints relating to the input trajectory are now general linear constraints due to 

the inclusion of 6.d in the search variables. Nevertheless, they are efficiently handled by 

exploiting the considerable sparsity of the problem. 
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Optimal nonlinear control 

By not enforcing the constraint x 2 = -x1 it is possible, in many cases, to tolerate a greater 

disturbance range. The problem in (5.62) can be solved efficiently by utilizing the separable 

problem structure and splitting it into two independent optimization problems, namely: 

and 

min -t:i.d 
:z;l , /).d 

subject to 

x}(k) 0 \fj=l, ... ,nuand\fk=l, ... ,k* 

( 
e~t ) < [ P ] xl + ( b~ut ) l::i.d $ ( ~ut ) 
einp I bmp Ump 

mm -t::i.d 
:z;2 , /).d 

subject to 

xJ(k) - 0 \fj=l, ... ,nuand\fk=l, ... ,k"' 

( 
e~t ) < [ P ] x2 _ ( b~ut ) lld $ ( u~ut ) 
einp I bmp Ump 

(5.64) 

(5.65) 

The solution to (5.62) is then given by the smaller of the solutions to (5.64) and (5.65). It 

should once again be noted that only in the case where Uout = -eout and Uinp = -einp will 

one obtain the same result for linear and nonlinear control. As mentioned above, exploiting 

the sparsity of the above problem will reduce the computation time considerably. 

Example 5.4 

The above theory is applied to the SISO example considered in section 5.2.l of this chapter. 

The constraints on the input and output are as before. The maximum tolerable disturbance 

range under linear and nonlinear control is plotted in Figure 5.8 as a function of the operating 

point Yss· Also indicated is the maximum disturbance range lldmax ss, as determined from 

a .steady-state analysis of the problem. 

The determination of l::i.dmax ss involves the solution of the following problem: 

l::i.dmax ss = max l::i.d 
/).d 

subject to 
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The steady-state input at the base disturbance level dbi is determined from the steady-state 

linear process model as follows: 

(5.67) 

where Gp (0) = 2 and Go (0) = 0.5 are the respective steady-state gains of the process and 

the disturbance. Now, due to the assumptions regarding the symmetry of the upper and 

lower bounds on the disturbance about a nominal value of zero, we have that db1 = -db2 

and dbi = -0.5bi.di. Therefore, the optimization problem takes the form: 

bi.dmax ss = max bi.d 
6.d 

subject to 

Umin < Gp(0)- 1 (Yss + 0.5Go (0) bi.d):::; Umax 

where Umax = 0.5 and Umin = -0.5. 
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Figure 5.8: Variation of the maximum tolerable disturbance range with the operating point 

Yss for both linear ( x) and nonlinear control ( +), as well as the steady-state case ( *). 

It should be noted in Figure 5.8 that, for linear control, bi.dmax = 0.8 at Yss = -0.69. 

This result is closely related to the economic formulation used in Chapter 3, where it was 

determined that, with bi.d = 0.8, the minimum achievable value for Yss, in the absence of a 
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quadratic performance constraint, is given by Yss = -0.69. A similar agreement exists for 

nonlinear control where f).dmax = 0.8 for Yss = -0.77. 

As in the case of the SSE measure of dynamic operability, the potential benefits achievable 

via nonlinear control are clear from Figure 5.8, particularly when operating close to the input 

constraints. A useful feature of the maximum disturbance measure is that the problem 

always has a feasible solution, provided that the steady-state operating conditions are feasible, 

and it therefore always provides quantitative information. It may sometimes also be more 

intuitive for a design engineer to make decisions based on the maximum tolerable disturbance 

range as opposed to an SSE measure. 

5.3 Problems Involving Model Uncertainty 

In Chapter 4 it was shown how dynamic operability may be assessed in the presence of 

structured nonlinear/time-varying model uncertainty. In this section further details of the 

problem formulation are presented, with the view of highlighting how reductions in computa

tional time may be achieved. Only the servo problem will be considered, with the principles 

being identical for regulatory problems. As an example of the insights that can be gained by 

analyzing the problem structure it will be shown how the robust stability constraints impact 

on the input behavior. 

5.3.1 Basic Formulation for Servo Problems 

Using a weighted least squares objective function as a measure of the closed-loop performance, 

dynamic operability assessment in the presence of structured £1 model uncertainty may be 

posed as the following nonconvex optimization problem: 

min (AoutQ - Yset)T A (Aoutq - Yset) 
Q,r,{3 

subject to 

Ye < Aoutq ~ Yu 

mij(k) - f3ijk < 0 

mij(k) + f3ijk > 0 
SM L 

L Tjpert L f3ijk < 1 Vi= 1, ... , SM 
j=l Tipert k=O 
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{3ijk > 0 

For individually applied setpoint changes the vector Yset is given by: 

Yset = [Yset}, ... , Yset}, ... , Yset ny• •.. , Yset ny] T (5.70) 

L+l L+l 

The diagonal matrix A is .a weighting matrix, ue and Uu are the respective lower and upper 

bounds on the deviational input responses, and Ye and Yu refer similarly to the deviational 

output responses. 

The nonconvexity introduced by the scaling factors r is dealt with by using a combination of 

convex quadratic programming and standard nonlinear programming. The above problem 

has significant sparsity in the objective function and constraint system. In order to exploit 

the sparsity in the objective function, additional search variables are introduced as follows: 

P = Aoutq - Yset (5.71) 

The constraints on the output behavior may now written as bounds on p and take the form: 

Ye - Yset :::; P :::; Yu - Yset (5. 72) 

As a result, the dynamic operability assessment problem may be posed as follows: 

min pTAp 
Q,r,{3,p 

(5.73) 

subject to 

p = Aoutq - Yset 

Ue < Ainpq:::; Uu 

ffiij(k) - f3ijk < 0 

mij(k) + f3ijk > 0 
SM L L Tjpert L f3ijk < 1 Vi= 1, ... ,SN! 
j=l Tipert k=O 

Ti > 0 

{3ijk > 0 

Ye -Yset < P:::; Yu - Yset 

Certain valuable insights may be gained by analyzing the structure of the above optimization 

problem. As an example of this, it was mentioned in Chapter 4 that for multiplicative input 

uncertainty, each of the SM robustness constraints relate directly to a particular input. An 

explanation of this is provided below. 
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5.3.2 Analysis of Problem Structure 

For multiplicative input uncertainty, the interconnection matrix M = WiQP has pulse re

sponse coefficients given by: 

NY k k 

mij(k) =LL L qu(r) F}.j(io - r) wi(k - io) (5.74) 
£=1 r=Oio=r 

By noting the form of the robust stability conditions 

SM L 
'"""' r jpert '"""' (3 . S ~ --~ ijk < 1 'r/i = 1, ... , M 
j=l Tipert k=O 

(5.75) 

It is seen that the ith robust stability constraint relates only to f3iu, and consequently only 

to mi.(*). The notation f3iu means that all those elements of (3 for which the first subscript 

is i are present in the ith robust stability constraint. From (5.74), we see that the ith 

robust stability constraint relates only to qi•. This is due to the type of model uncertainty 

assumed and a different relation would hold if the uncertainty had been multiplicative output 

uncertainty. 

Now, for setpoint changes applied individually, the input response at time increment i0 of 

the ith input to the jth setpoint change is given by: 

io 

S(ny+i)j(io) = Ysetj L qij(k) (5.76) 
k=O 

From the above it is clear that the behavior of ith input is determined only by qi*· The 

notation S(i+ny)i is used to define the ith input response since Sij for i :::;, ny refers to the ith 

output response. Combining this result with the earlier one it is seen that the ith robust 

stability constraint has a direct impact only on beh~vior of the ith input (albeit to both 

setpoint changes and not one unique setpoint change). 

It should also be noted, that for servo problems with model uncertainty, it is possible to 

implement a type of open-loop formulation due to the form of (5.76). This can be done 

because it is possible to define the qij(k) coefficients in terms of the input response. From 

( 5. 76) it can be seen that: 

S(ny+i)j(O) 

Yset j 

S(ny+i)j(k) - S(ny+i)j(k - 1) 
Yset j 

(5.77) 

'rlk=l, ... ,L 

By performing the above change-of-variables, the input constraints are transformed to sim

ple bounds, which will reduce the computation time even further. Such a procedure is not 
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possible if multiple setpoint changes are made simultaneously, neither is possible for regula

tory problems. In both these instances Sij(i0 ) is a function of qi*' which prevents one from 

writing qij in terms of Sij· For example, the input responses for regulatory problems with a 

single disturbance, take the form: 

ny io io 

si(i0 ) = -d LL %-ny)m(k) L GDm(v - k) (5.78) 
m=l k=O v=k 

which clearly does not allow the coefficients of q to be expressed uniquely in terms of the 

input response. 

Stated differently, the robust stability constraints cannot be factorized into a part which 

relates to the input trajectory. For this reason the open-loop approach has not been imple

mented for problems with model uncertainty but is simply noted here for completeness. 

5.4 Multi-Rate Problem Formulations 

The computational benefits achievable thus far have been gained without any loss in accuracy. 

The structure and sparsity of the problems have been exploited to reduce computation. In 

the absence of model uncertainty it has been shown how dynamic operability assessment 

may be posed in an open-loop optimal control manner. The computational benefits of this 

formulation have been explained and presented through application examples. 

In this section it is shown how the open-loop formulation allows an additional insight into 

the problem which may significantly improve computational times. In contrast to the dis

cussions of the earlier sections, the optimal solution is approximated in some manner. It 

will nevertheless be shown that a high degree of accuracy may still be obtained. 

The basic premise involves keeping the input behavior constant for more than one sampling 

period. In this way the number of search variables required is dramatically reduced. This 

idea is illustrated graphically in Figure 5.9 where an arbitrary input trajectory is plotted as 

a function of time. The behavior of the input is such that it is vigorous initially but then 

gradually settles out to its steady-state value. After £1 sampling periods it is clear that 

if the input action were held constant for more than one time increment, the difference in 

the output trajectory would be negligible. Since the inputs are held constant for more than 

one time increment it is not necessary to include the "redundant" inputs in the optimization 

problem. As a result, considerable reduction in the search-space dimension may be achieved. 

This improvement is gained at the expense of a slightly conservative solution. It should be 
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noted that the sampling time for the output response should be kept constant, at its original 

value, in order to prevent additional approximations to the solution from being introduced. 

u 

.1 

Time increment 

Figure 5.9: Arbitrary input trajectory to illustrate the benefits achievable by using a multi

rate problem forrrtulaion for dynamic operability assessment. 

Therefore, what is done is to split the simulation horizon of L time increments into two parts. 

The first part contains L1 sampling points where the sampling time is as for the original 

problem formulation. The second part contains L2 sampling points, where the sampling 

time is ( L- L1) / L2 times larger than the original sampling period. The number of sampling 

periods for which the input action is held constant denoted as nsteps. In other words, the 

simulation horizon L = L1 + nsteps * L2. 

In terms of the open-loop formulation introduced in this chapter, the following constraints 

are placed on the response of the ith input to the jth element of w: 

Xij(k) = Xij(k + 1) = ... = Xij(k + nsteps - 1) \I k EK (5.79) 
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where 

K ~ {Li, Li + nsteps, ... , ~1 + nsteps. (L2 - 1)} (5.80) 

5.4.1 Application to Servo Control Problems 

The multi-rate technique is applied to the multivariable distillation column servo control 

problem considered in section 5.1.3 of this chapter. The results are summarized in Table 

5.5, where the minimum achievable SSE and computation time are shown for a number of 

different choices of £1 and £2. The number of sampling periods for which the input is held 

constant is given by ( L - L1) / L2. 

Table 5.5: Minimum achievable SSE and solution time for various combinations of £1 and 

L2 using the multi-rate formulation for servo problems. 

L1 L2 Objective Solution 

function time (sec) 

0 100 58.91 22.0 

0 50 58.98 6.4 

0 25 59.08 2.1 

0 20 59.69 1.8 

20 20 58.91 4.7 

10 30 58.91 5.9 

10 15 58.91 2.5 

10 9 58.92 1.1 

From Table 5.5, it is seen that the objective function is relatively insensitive to the multi

rate approximation and that a considerable reduction in computation is achievable without 

significant loss in accuracy. In fact, choosing L1 = 10 and L2 = 9 allows for great accuracy 

to be achieved concurrently with an 80-fold reduction in computation time as compared to 

the standard Q-parametrization approach (shown in Table 5.2). 

5.4.2 Application to Regulatory Control Problems 

The multi-rate technique is applied to the flotation circuit regulatory control problem con

sidered in section 5.1.2 of this chapter. The results are summarized in Table 5.6 for various 

combinations of L1 and £2. 
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Table 5.6: Minimum achievable SSE and solution time for various combinations of L1 and 

L 2 using the multi-rate formulation for regulatory problems. 

L1 L2 Objective Solution 

function time (sec) 

0 200 24.02 47.0 

100 50 23.97 28.5 

50 50 24.00 15.8 

40 40 24.02 10.5 

20 20 24.37 3.5 

10 19 25.21 1.6 

As was the case with the servo problem, considerable reduction in computation time is possible 

without sacrificing significant accuracy. 

5.4.3 Application to Problems with Model Uncertainty 

When model uncertainty is present, it is not possible, in general, to use the open-loop for

mulation presented through much of this chapter. As a result, the multi-rate formulation 

considered thus far is not directly applicable. 

An approach which, at least for servo problems, is equivalent in concept to the multi-rate idea 

used thus far, is to set every alternate element of q to zero after the first L1 time increments. 

This may be seen from the expression for the input response to individually applied setpoint 

changes: 
io 

Sij(io) = Ysetj L q(i-ny)j(k) 
k=O 

Clearly, setting q(i-ny)j(i0 + 1) = 0 results in 

i 0 +l 

Sij(io + 1) = Ysetj L %-ny)j(k) 
k=O 

io 

Ysetj L q(i-ny}j(k) 
k=O 

Sij( io) 

which is required by the multi-rate formulation (for nsteps = 2). 

(5.81) 

(5.82) 

Unfortunately, the same idea cannot be applied to regulatory problems. This is because 

the requirement for the input action to remain constant over two time increments does not 
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correspond to setting a particular element of q to zero. For example, even for a SISO process, 

the input action at consecutive increments is given by: 

io io 

Si(i0 ) = -dLq(k)LGv(v-k) (5.83) 
k=O v=k 

io+l io+l 

Si(i0 + 1) = -d L q(k) L Gv(v -k) (5.84) 
k=O v=k 

Setting q( i0 + 1) = 0 results in 

io io+l 

-d L q ( k) L GD ( v - k) (5.85) 
k=O v=k 

=/= Si( io) 

As a consequence of the above, the multi-rate formulation discussed thus far is not used for 

problems with model uncertainty. 

Despite this, it may be possible to obtain significant reductions in computation time by 

applying a multi-rate type of idea to the robustness constraints (as opposed to the input 

response). The motivation behind this is the fact that often the elements of mij(k), and 

thus /3ijk, are mainly zero after the initial transients have died out. 
\ 

To illustrate this point, Figure 5.10 is a plot of the elements of /3 for the problem considered 

in Chapter 4, with delay structure B1 and unstructured model uncertainty. The subplots 

have been laid out in a fashion which is consistent with the constraints on the row sums. 

That is, the sum of the elements of /311 and /312 needs to be less than or equal to unity; and 

similarly for /321 and /322. Clearly the majority of the elements of /3ijk are zero, particularly 

after the first 40 time increments. 

This feature may be exploited by doubling the sampling time used in the robustness con

straints after the first L1 sampling periods. This decreases the dimension of /3 and corre

spondingly reduces the number of robust stability constraints needed. The robust stability 

constraints then take the form: 

{ 

SM 
. r · ert 
mf max L _JJ!__ 
R i j=l ripert 

(5.86) 

where 

(5.87) 
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Figure 5.10: The elements of {3 for the multivariable distillation example considered in Chap

ter 4. 

Strictly speaking, the robustness constraints are actually being loosened because of the fact 

that: 

fork EK (5.88) 

However, since the values of mij(k) are generally very small later on in the simulation horiz.on, 

the error introduced is should be not significant. Preliminary experience has shown that such 

an idea may have potential for reducing the computational time required to treat problems 

involving model uncertainty. This issue is, however, recommended for future research and 

is not considered further in this thesis. 
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Chapter 6 

Case Study - The Dynamic 

Operability of Alternative Flotation 

Circuit Designs 

In this section the Q-parametrization approach is applied to the screening of alternative three

bank flotation circuit designs. The circuits were considered first in a study by Barton et al. 

(1991). Two different implementations of the Q-parametrization approach are presented 

and applied to the problem. The first involves determining the best achievable closed-loop 

performance of each of the fiowsheets at fixed operating conditions, for a range of distur

bances. Use of these results in conjunction with a steady-state economic measure enables 

the generation of a noninferior set of fiowsheets. This set has the property that no circuit 

in it has both better dynamic operability and steady-state economics than another circuit in 

the set. In this manner, inherently inferior circuits are screened from further consideration. 

The second approach presented involves determining the operating conditions which maximize 

some economic measure subject to constraints on the quality of the closed-loop performance. 

This enables a comparison of alternative circuits according to a common economic basis and 

permits screening in this manner. The two approaches are closely related and the results 

obtained with each are compared and discussed. 
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6.1 Flotation Circuit Modelling 

Flotation circuits are mainly used in the minerals processing industry to separate valuable 

minerals from gangue material. The separation is achieved in a flotation cell, where a slurry 

of gangue (worthless) material and valuable material is pumped into an air-sparged tank, 

shown schematically in Figure 6.1. The notation used in Figure 6.1 will be adopted in the 

subsequent model development and is described in greater detail there. 

Various chemicals are added to the slurry to promote a stable froth layer and to make the 

surface of the valuable material more hydrophobic than the gangue material. Being more hy

drophobic, the valuable particles preferentially adhere to the air bubbles and are carried into 

the froth layer, producing a concentrate stream of higher grade than the feed. Conversely, 

the tailing stream is of lower grade than the feed and is withdrawn from the lower or pulp 

wne of the tank. In industrial flotation processes, a number of cells are physically joined 

together to form a flotation bank, with the concentrate and tailings from a bank comprising 

of the concentrates and tailings from the individual cells in the bank. 

Total mixed 

W1,G1,Z1 

feed 

Cell Volume: V 

Cell Holdups: 

Mw,Mc,Mz 

Air: air factor ka 

Additional water 

(if necessary) 

Liquids/soli ds 

Pc mass ratio 

Liquids/solids 

mass ratio P 

Concentrate 

We, Ge, Zc 

Tailings 

w·t, Gt, Z1. 

Figure 6.1: Air-sparged flotation cell for the separation of gangue and valuable material. 
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6.1.1 Mathematical Model of the Flotation Circuit 

As the dynamic operability analysis is to be carried out at the early design stages, a fairly 

simple dynamic model of the flotation circuit is used, with the main aim being to capture 

the essential dynamic features present in a flotation circuit. The model assumptions used 

are those of Barton et al. (1991) and are as follows: 

1. The various minerals present in the ore can be classified, for simplicity, in terms of 

gangue and valuable material. 

2. Each bank in the circuit is modelled as a single flotation cell. 

3. Perfect level control is maintained within each cell. 

4. The contents of a cell are well-mixed. 

5. The flotation rates of the gangue and valuable material are modelled using first-order 

kinetics. 

6. The effect of air flowrate on the flotation kinetics is modelled by an air factor, ka, which 

increases the flotation rate of both the gangue and the valuable material. 

7. The air flowrate to each bank in the circuit is the same. 

The above assumptions are consistent with other assumptions used in the literature (Lynch 

et al., 1981) and are appropriate for the nature of the study. The weakest assumption is 

that of perfect level control, as this is seldom achieved in practice (Schubert, 1996). 

Using the assumptions given above, the following differential-algebraic model equation system 

may be developed. The equation system developed below is for a single cell/bank and thus 

the equation system for the entire circuit would involve three such sets of equations connected 

appropriately. The nomenclature is based on that of Figure 6.1, where W, G and Z refer 

to water, gangue and valuable material respectively. 

Unsteady-state mass balances around the cell lead to: 

dMc 
dt 

dMz 
dt 

= Z1 - Zc - Zt 
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where Mi refers to the mass holdup of component i in the cell. The subscript f refers to 

the mass flow of a particular component in the feed stream and c and t apply in a similar 

manner to the concentrate and tailings streams respectively. 

By definition of the cell volume (V) one obtains: 

Mw +Ma +Mz =V 
Pw Pa Pz 

(6.2) 

From the assumption of perfect level control, one obtains: 

[
Wt+ G1 + Zt] _ [P(Zc +Ge)+ Ge+ Zc] _[Wt +Gt+ Zt] = O (6.3) 
Pw Pa Pz Pw Pa Pz Pw Pa Pz 

where P is defined as the liquids to solids mass ratio of the concentrate stream exiting the 

cell, prior to water addition. 

The assumption of a well-mixed cell gives: 

Gt Ma 
(6.4) -

Mw+Ma+Mz 
Mz 

= 
Mw+Ma+Mz 

The assumptions regarding the flotation kinetics and the effect of the air factor on the flotation 

rate lead to: 

(6.5) 

where Ka and Kz refer to the flotation rates of the gangue and valuable material. From 

the above two relations it is clear that changes in the air flowrate result in instantaneous 

changes in the concentrate flows of the gangue and valuable material. This may perhaps 

seem unrealistic, but Schubert (1996) reports this to be fairly typical behavior for industrial 

plants, where the response time between air flowrate and concentrate flow is generally only 

one or two minutes. 

Specification of the pulp density of the concentrate stream, after the addition of water, sets 

the water content of that stream as follows: 

(6.6) 

where Pc is the liquids to solids mass ratio of the concentrate stream after water addition .. 
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6.2 Flotation Circuits Considered 

Barton et al. (1991) considered eleven alternative three-bank flotation circuits in their dy

namic operability analysis; about half of these being similar in layout to circuits used indus

trially and the rest being more unconventional. 

In the current study, a preliminary screening of the eleven flowsheets was performed and only 

those flowsheets having steady-state recoveries (defined as the ratio of valuable material in 

the final concentrate stream to that in the feed) in excess of 90% were considered for further 

analysis. This reduced the number of flowsheets under consideration from eleven to the six 

shown in Figure 6.2, with the original numbering being maintained. In the figure, the upper 

stream leaving a bank is the concentrate stream, with the lower stream being the tailings. 

Indicated on the figure are the cell volumes for each bank within a given circuit. These 

volumes were determined by Barton et al. (1991) by optimizing the steady-state recovery 

(R) of a given flowsheet at the operating conditions and material physical properties shown in 

Table 6.1. The constraints placed on the optimization are the requirement of a 60% grade 

(dry mass fraction of valuable material) for the final concentrate stream and a maximum 

total plant capacity of 54m3 . 

Flowsheet 1: R = 93.3% 
8.7 

Flowsheet 2: R = 93.6% 

Flowsheet 3: R = 90.4% 
8.7 

Flowsheet 4: R = 94.4% 

Flowsheet 8: R = 94.7% 
8.4 

Flowsheet 9: R = 91.1 % 

Figure 6.2: Alternative three bank flotation circuits considered. 

As mentioned, the optimization of cell volumes was performed at fixed operating condi

tions. A more refined procedure would include the operating conditions, with their asso

ciated bounds and their impact on the steady-state economics, as search variables together 

with the cell volumes in the optimization. This was not done in Barton et al. (1991) and 

is thus not considered here, for the purpose of being consistent with their study. It will 

be seen that many important issues pertaining to the interrelationship between steady-state 
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economics and dynamic operability may be considered without the complications introduce'd 

by the inclusion of the effect of cell volumes into the problem formulation. 

Table 6.1: Material physical properties and operating conditions for the flotation circuits 

considered. 

Water Gangue Valuable 

Feed fl.owrate (kg.min-I) 1022 1056 144 

Density (kg.m- 3 ) 1000 3100 4000 

Rate constant (h - I) - 0.8 12.0 

Liquids to solids mass ratios: P = Pc = 0.852 (no water addition) 

Steady-state air factor: ka = 1.0 

From Figure 6.2 it is clear that fl.owsheets 1, 2 and 9 are of the rougher/cleaner/scavenger 

type while fl.owsheets 3, 4 and 8 are of the rougher/scavenger/re-scavenger type. Intuitively, 

one would expect the latter set to have difficulties coping with a feed disturbance as each of 

their first banks is small and the final product is taken directly from the first bank (except 

for circuit 3 where the product is a mixture of the concentrate from the first two banks}. 

6.3 Development of Transfer function Models 

It is assumed that the function of the control system is to provide good regulatory control of 

the final concentrate grade ( G) and the recovery ( R} of valuable material. The manipulated 

inputs to be used are the air factor ka (which amounts to varying the air fl.owrate to a bank} 

and the feedwater fl.owrate Wf· As mentioned earlier, it is assumed that ka is the same for 

each bank in the circuit. A single disturbance is considered, corresponding to step variations 

in the total feed solids fl.owrate within the range of -5% to +5% of the nominal total feed 

solids fl.owrate of 1200 kg. min-I. The nominal disturbance level dt', in deviational terms, 

is assumed to be zero. 

To develop the transfer function models, step tests were performed and the dynamic re

sponses of the grade and recovery were simulated by numerical integration of the differential

algebraic model equation system. The actual step sizes applied were a 0.1 increase in ka, a 

0.1 ton.min-I increase in w1 and a 120kg.min- 1 increase in the total feed solids (Zc +Ge)· 

The resulting responses were converted to deviational form before fitting second-order lag 

with a first-order lead transfer functions to them. 

As an example of the form of the transfer function models, the process transfer matrix for 
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flotation circuit 8 is given by: 

where 

and 

-22.35(18.62s+l) 
{15.06 s+l){l5.0l s+l) 

10.09 (106.88 s+l) 
{11.09 s+l){0.069 s+l) 

11.52 (14.23s+l) l 
{11.53 s+l){ll.53 s+l) 

-7.67(28.32s+l) 
{9.42 s+l){2.28 s+l) 

[ 

0.0087 (5.72s+l) l 
G = (11.76 s+l){ll.76 s+l) 

D -0.0038{176.8s+l) 
(9.79s+l) 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

The second-order transfer function model above fits the actual step response data with rea

sonable accuracy, as evidenced in Figures 6.3 to 6.8. The major difficulty is modeling the 

initial behavior accurately. Appendix B provides transfer matrix descriptions for the re

maining circuits. 

6.4 Dynamic Operability of Alternative Designs 

6.4.1 Dynamic Operability at Fixed Operating Conditions 

The approach adopted in this section is to use a measure of dynamie operability in conjunc

tion with steady-state economic considerations to generate a noninferior set of fiowsheets. 

The objective function used to measure the quality of closed-loop performance is chosen to 

be the time-weighted sum-of-square-errors of the outputs to the critical step-like feed dis

turbances in the range [-60, 60] kg.min- 1. This form of objective function is convex and is 

chosen so as to penalize those fiowsheets which are not able to rapidly reject the effect of the 

feed disturbance. The outputs are initially assumed to be equally weighted, but a different 

weighting is considered later on and its implications on the results are analyzed. 

The two critical points to be considered are given in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2: Critical points for the range of disturbances considered. 

Critical Point db (kg.min- 1
) .6.d (kg.min- 1) 

1 -60 120 

2 60 -120 
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

Figure 6.3: Flotation circuit 8: Actual ( x) and model-fitted ( +) responses of the grade to 

a step of 0.1 in the air factor ka. 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

Figure 6.4: Flotation circuit 8: Actual ( x) and model-fitted ( +) responses of the recovery 

to a step of 0.1 in the air factor ka. 
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

Figure 6.5: Flotation circuit 8: Actual ( x) and model-fitted ( +) responses of the grade to 

a step of 0.1 in the feedwater flowrate Wf· 

-1.s~-~-~~-~-~--~-~--~-~-~ 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

Figure 6.6: Flotation circuit 8: Actual ( x} and model-fitted ( +) responses of the recovery 

to a step of 0.1 in the feedwater flowrate Wf· 
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Figure 6. 7: Flotation circuit 8: Actual ( x) and model-fitted ( +) of the grade to a step of 

120 kg.min-I in the feed disturbance. 

-9'-----'---'----'----'----'----'----'------'-----' 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

Figure 6.8: Flotation circuit 8: Actual ( x) and model-fitted ( +) of the recovery to a step 

of 120 kg.min-I in the feed disturbance. 
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No bounds are placed on the output behavior, but the actual responses of the manipulated 

inputs are required to satisfy certain bounds. In particular, the actual value of the air factor 

ka is constrained as follows: 

0.9 :Ska :S 1.1 (6.10) 

A number of different constraints on the actual feedwater flowrate Wf are considered, namely: 

lw1 - 1.0221 :S 8 ton.min- 1 (6.11) 

where 8 E {0.05 , 0.10 , 0.15 , 0.20}. The idea behind this is to determine how sensitive 

the results are to the level of input constraint on Wf. A similar treatment for ka was found 

to be unnecessary as the air factor typically rises to its required steady-state value without 

any "overshoot". This is contrasted with Wf which was found to firstly move to an upper 

or lower bound before settling to its required steady-state level. 

It should be noted that the units of the feed water flowrate have been scaled for convenience, in 

order that the inputs are of similar magnitudes. In many approaches to dynamic operability 

assessment scaling of the inputs is essential, but this is not the case here. 

A sampling time of t:l.t = 1 minute and a simulation horizon of L = 200 minutes were 

chosen for the study. The mathematical formulation for the dynamic operability assessment 

problem at fixed operating conditions, for a range of disturbances, is as shown in Chapters 

3 and 5 and is not repeated here. Table 6.3 shows the results achieved for each of the six 

flowsheets at different values of 8. Also indicated is the steady-state recovery and the value 

of any RHPT zeros, if such zeros are present in the process transfer function model Gp( s). 

Table 6.3: Dynamic operability measure (at different levels of input constraints), steady-state 

recovery and right-half-plane transmission (RHPT) zeros for the six flowsheets considered. 

Flowsheet: 1 2 3 4 8 9 

8= 0.20 7.6e-7 l.8e-4 44.3 581 209 3.0e-7 

8 = 0.15 7.7 e-7 2.1 e-3 45.l 592 212 3.0e-7 

8 = 0.10 8.7 e-7 1.5 e-2 46.3 606 216 3.2e-7 

8 = 0.05 6.7 e-1 9.5e-2 48.l 640 222 l.2e-l 

Recovery (%) 93.3 93.6 90.4 94.4 94.7 91.1 

RHPT zero - - 0.0116 0.0065 0.0070 -

None of the flowsheets contain time delays and the effect of model uncertainty is only con

sidered later on in this investigation. Thus, the only theoretical causes of poor dynamic 

operability at this stage are the presence of RHPT zeros and the fact that certain flowsheets 

may be more sensitive to input constraints than others. 
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Holt and Morari (1985b) have shown that RHPT zeros near the origin may cause seri

ous control difficulties. The results in Table 6.3 illustrate this effect clearly, with the dy

namic operability of those flowsheets containing RHPT zeros becoming progressively worse 

as the RHPT zeros become smaller in size. The results also confirm the intuition that the 

rougher/scavenger/re-scavenger circuits would be difficult to control. However, this kind of 

intuitive reasoning is not always possible, and furthermore, it provides one with no quanti

tative information as to how difficult the circuits are to control. 

For the rougher/cleaner/scavenger circuits, which do not contain RHPT zeros, the ranking 

of the flowsheets, based on their dynamic operability, is a function of the level of input con

straints considered. This is because the dynamic operability of circuit 2 does not worsen 

noticeably as the input constraints are tightened and is eventually better than, for example, 

circuit 1 when 8 = 0.1. This is a very beneficial property as it enables such a flowsheet 

to operate close to its constraints, and thus close to its economic optimum, without signif

icant degradation in the quality of the closed-loop performance. This idea is given greater 

attention in the following subsection. 

From the results in Table 6.3, it is possible to generate a set of 'noninferior' flowsheets where 

a pareto-optimal trade-off exists between dynamic operability and steady-state economics. 

This set has the property that no flowsheet in it has both better dynamic operability and 

steady-state economics, measured in terms of recovery, than any other flowsheet in the set. 

Figure 6.9 shows how the noninferior set is determined for the case where 8 = 0.2. In theory, 

the noninferior set is comprised of flowsheets 1, 2, 8 and 9. Common sense, however, would 

eliminate flowsheet 9 from this set due to its significantly poorer steady-state. economics as 

compared to flowsheet 1, which has essentially the same dynamic operability. 

An interesting point to note is that the elements comprising the noninferior set depends on 

the level of the input constraints. For 8 = 0.20 or greater, flowsheets 1, 2, 8 and 9 are all 

members, whereas for 8 = 0.05, only flowsheets 2 and 8 belong to the noninferior set. As 

mentioned earlier, this is because flowsheet 2 is not as sensitive to the input constraints as 

flowsheet 1 and 9. 

Having determined the noninferior set, any further screening is made very difficult by the fact 

that it is hard to quantify the economic benefits of good control performance using the current 

formulation. One convenient means of doing this is presented by Young et al. (1996) and 

involves the optimization of an economic objective subject to constraints on the closed-loop 

behavior. In their approach only time domain bounds on the input and output behavior 

are considered, but the method readily allows for the inclusion of quadratic bounds on the 
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Figure 6.9: Trad.e--off between steady-state economics and dynamic operability for the six 

alternative flotation circuits oonsidered. The inferior circuits are indicated with an arrow. 

quality of the output behavior, as shown in Chapter 3. This is particularly beneficial as it 

ensures both bounded peak behavior and rapid settling. U a constraint were not enforced on 

the (weighted) SSE of the outputs then it is possible that the outputs may take very long to 

settle out, despite not deviating much in a peak sense from their desired steady-state value. 

Application of this approach to the flotation circuit case study is presented next. 

6.4.2 Optimizing Steady-State Economics at a Specified Level of Dynamic 

Operability 

The results of the previous section were obtained at fixed operating conditions. In practice 

the goal \ltill be to drive the process as dose as is possible to its economic optimum without 

significant degradation in control quality. Such degradation would result if the inputs are 

more tightly constrained when operating in close proximity to the steady-state economic 

optimum. 

F,or simplicity, the economic performance measure is chosen to be the maximization of the 

steady-state recovery whilst maintaining the steady-state grade at 60o/c. Before considering 

the dynamic aspects of the problem, a purely steady-state analysis is adopted first, with 
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;. Table 6.4: Steady-state maximization of recovery subject to steady-state grade and input 

constraint s. 

' 

8 = 0.20. 

s.t. 

where R 

Flotation 

Circuit 

Optimal R 

from steady-state 

Nominal Maximum actual 

steady-state steady-state 

analysis recovery (%) recovery (%) 

1 1.27 93.3 

2 1.02 93.6 

3 0.45 90.4 

4 0.42 94.4 

8 0.36 94.7 

9 1.06 91.1 

The steady-state problem is posed as follows: 

max R 
R,G 

[ =~:~] $ Gp(0)-
1 
([ ~ ]-Gv(O) d) 

G - O 

94.6 

94.6 

90.9 

94.8 

95.1 

92.2 

(6.12) 

< [ 0.1 ] 
0.2 

for d = -60, 60 

about the 

and G are the recovery and grade at steady-state, expressed in deviational form 

nominal steady-state values used in the previous section. The steady-state gain 

the process is given by Gp (0), and Gv (0) is th~ disturbance gain matrix. matrix of 

Using the steady-state gains given in Appendix B, the above problem may be solved for 

e six fiowsheets, with the results being reported in Table 6.4. The actual recovery 

y the sum of the optimal R determined by solution of (6.12) and the nominal 

te recovery indicated in Figure 6.2. 

each of th 

is given b 

steady-sta 

The result s in Table 6.4 are slightly unexpected since circuits 3, 4 and 8 all required small 

te inputs for the dynamic operability assessment considered in the previous section. 

one might expect them to be able to handle a larger change in R before being 

the input constraints. However, the nature of their steady-state gain matrices is 

the required steady-state input levels are very sensitive to changes in the steady

steady-sta 

Intuitively 

limited by 

such that 

state reco very. The limiting constraint for circuits 1, 2 and 9 is the lower bound on w1 

-60. For circuits 3, 4 and 8 the limiting constraint is the lower bound on ka when whend= 

d= -60. 

of R in th 

Even if the bound on ka is loosened these three circuits can still only achieve values 

e range 0.5 to 0.6 before the lower bound on WJ at d = -60 becomes limiting. 
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This simple calculation is very useful as it gives one some indication of the potential economic 

benefits which may be derived if a process is able to operate near to its economic limit. 

The next step in the analysis is to quantify the extent to which this can be done when 

dynamic considerations are included. The theoretical background for treating such problems 

was provided in Chapter 3. A mathematical optimization is posed where the maximum 

achievable steady-state recovery is determined for each of the six flowsheets, subject to the 

former bounds on the input responses (with 6 = 0.20), together with the additional quadratic 

performance constraint: 
2 ny L 

4l = L LWr L k [sr,c(k)]2 :S 'Y (6.13) 
c=lr=l k=O 

In the above constraint, W is a vector defining the relative importance of the outputs, with 

Wr being the rth element of this vector. For the case of equal weighting of the outputs, 

W = [ 1 1 JT. 

A number of different values of "fare considered in this study, namely 'YE {0.1, 1, 45, 210}, 

corresponding to needs ranging from tight control to fairly loose control. Table 6.5 shows the 

maximum actual recovery, based on dynamic considerations, for each flowsheet at the different 

values of"{, for the case where 6 = 0.20. As expected, none of the rougher/scavenger/re

scavenger circuits could satisfy the dynamic operability constraints for 'Y = 0.1 and 'Y = 1. 

It should also be noted that, for 'Y = 0.1, circuits 1, 2 and 9 need to 'back-off' from the 

maximum recovery given in Table 6.4 in order to satisfy the dynamic operability criterion. 

Table 6.5: Maximum achievable steady-state recovery at various levels of dynamic operability 

for the six flowsheets considered. 

Flowsheet: 1 2 3 4 8 9 

'Y = 0.1 94.3 94.5 - - - 92.0 

'Y = 1 94.6 94.6 - - - 92.1 

"f =45 94.6 94.6 90.8 - - 92.1 

'Y = 210 94.6 94.6 90.9 - 95.0 92.1 

The results show that if very tight control is essential, then flowsheet 2 appears to be the 

best choice, although flowsheet 1 should not be neglected. In fact, the economic performance 

of these two circuits is similar to that of flowsheet 8 and there is the additional benefit of 

very good control performance. This is because flowsheets 1 and 2 are inherently easy to 

control, thus enabling them to operate closely to their economic optima without significant 

degradation in control quality. If, however, it can be established that tight control is not 

essential, and say "f = 210 is acceptable, then flowsheet 8 is the best choice, as would be 

expected from the results of the previous section. 
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Determining the importance of good control depends on the problem at hand and, in par

ticular, on the requirements of the downstream processes. For example, large fluctuations 

in the recovery from the flotation circuit correspond to feed disturbances in the subsequent 

unit operation, which may or may not influence the success of the overall plant operation. 

Another important factor in the analysis that was alluded to earlier is the relative weighting of 

the outputs. In the above formulations the grade and recovery have been equally weighted in 

the quadratic control performance measure shown in (6.13). In practice it is more likely that 

only the grade will be required to be controlled tightly and therefore it may be appropriate 

to reduce the relative importance of the recovery in (6.13). This will enable more control 

effort to be geared toward achieving good grade control. Stated in tenns of the research of 

Holt and Morari (1985b), one is effectively shifting the effect of the RHPT zero onto the least 

important output. 

Using a weighting matrix W = [ 1 10-3 r and resolving the dynamic operability assess

ment problems at constants operating conditions, the results are shown in Table 6.6 (for 

6 = 0.2). The optimal output responses of ftowsheet 8 for the two weightings considered are 

shown in Figures 6.10 and 6.11. From these responses it is clear that the grade control is 

significantly improved without seriously worsening the recovery control. In fact, the quality 

of grade control achievable for circuit 8, together with its high steady-state recovery means 

that such a circuit may often be a sensible choice in a practical environment. 

Table 6.6: Minimum achievable time weighted SSE for each flowsheet using a modified weight

ing on the outputs. 

Flowsheet: 1 2 3 4 8 9 

Weighted SSE 3.0 e-7 8.0 e-5 9.4 e-2 9.2 e-1 3.0 e-1 3.0 e-7 

6.4.3 Analyzing the Sensitivity of the Circuits to Model Uncertainty 

Thus far the issue of model uncertainty has not been treated in this application example. 

As mentioned in Chapter 4, model uncertainty may have many possible sources ranging 

from poor model assumptions and poorly understood process dynamics, to measurement 

inaccuracies and imperfectly known model parameters, such as rate constants. 

In terms of flotation circuits, a typical cause of model error would be uncertainty in the 

flotation rate constants Ka and Kz, together with uncertainty on the exact manner in which 

the air flow.rate affects the flotation kinetics. The major reason for this uncertainty typically 
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Figure 6.10: Optimal responses of the grade of circuit 8 to the feed disturbance for the cases 

where the outputs are equally weighted(--) and where the recovery weighting is reduced(-). 
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Figure 6.11: Optimal responses of the recovery of circuit 8 to the feed disturbance for the 

cases where the outputs are equally weighted (- -) and where the recovery weighting is reduced 

(-). 
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---------------------------------------- ----------- ----

lies in the scale-up of batch flotation results to the full-scale plant. 

Another source of model uncertainty is due to the neglected dynamics associated with the 

immediate response of the concentrate streams to a change in the air factor, as shown in 

(6.5). F\J.rthermore, the assumption of perfect level control will certainly introduce error 

into the model. To rigorously derive an estimate of the magnitude of the expected model 

uncertainty may be unrealistic and therefore an assumption has been made regarding the 

magnitude and source of the uncertainty. It is assumed that the uncertainty is associated 

with the inputs and that the uncertainty weight takes the following form for each flowsheet: 

- w1I 

(1+.!°f)Omaxs+1 I 

~s+l 

(6.14) 

In the above, rk = 0.2 is the relative uncertainty at steady-state and Oma:JC = 1 represents 

the magnitude of the neglected time delay. The above weight is developed in Skogestad 

and Postlethwaite (1996) and l,tssumes a first-order Pade approximation for the neglected 

time delay. The unmodelled delay is an attempt to compensate for the neglected lag in the 

response of the concentrate flows to a change in the air factor. Clearly the uncertainty ~ is 

structured since the inputs are independent of each other. 

Strictly speaking, a different weight WJ should be derived for each circuit and should be a 

function of the properties of that circuit. This has not been done but is a recommended area 

of future research. Despite these simple assumptions it will be seen that certain circuits are 

inherently more sensitive to model uncertainty than others. 

Due to the nonlinearity of the model equations describing the flotation circuit and the likely 

time variation in the process, it becomes clear that the assumptions used in the f 1 robust 

control framework are very appropriate for this sort of study. 

In assessing the impact of model uncertainty on closed-loop performance it is assumed that 

the measure of nominal performance is as in (6.13), with W = [ 1 1 JT. In Chapter 4 

it was shown how dynamic operability may be assessed in the presence of structured model 

uncertainty at fixed operating conditions. Table 6.7 shows the results achieved through 

application of this approach to each of the circuits. The constraint on the behavior of w f 

corresponds to the case where 8 = 0.2 in (6.11). 

From the results in Table 6. 7 it is clear that circuits 1 and 9 are considerably more sensitive 

to the model uncertainty than the other circuits. These results further support the mo

tivation for selecting either circuit 2 or circuit 8, as neither of these are very sensitive to the 
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Table 6. 7: Minimum achievable time-weighted SSE for each fiowsheet, both with and without 

structured multiplicative input uncertainty. 

Flowsheet: 1 2 3 4 8 9 

Structured uncertainty 13.9 1.9 e-4 48.4 584 210 1.2 

:N'o uncertainty 7.6e-7 l.8e-4 44.3 581 209 3.0e-7 

source of model uncertainty considered. Clearly this type of information is not intuitively 

obvious and requires a study of the type performed here to quantify these characteristics of 

the different designs. 

6.5 Conclusion 

The impact of a plant's design on its achievable performance has prompted research into 

methodologies for plant operability assessment. In this chapter two different implementa

tions of the Q-parametrization approach to dynamic operability assessment have been applied 

to the design of three-bank flotation circuits. 

The first implementation involved calculating the dynamic operability of alternative circuit 

designs at a fixed operating point. The results show that plants with right-half-plane zeros 

near the origin may have serious control difficulties. It was also seen that the dynamic 

operability of a process is a function of the level of input constraints and that different 

processes have different sensitivities to the level of input constraints. Furthermore, it was 

shown that the measure of dynamic operability is essentially multiobjective and depends on 

the relative weights of the outputs. Careful thought is thus needed by the designer when 

determining the control objectives for a particular circuit. If good recovery control is not 

critical, then the weighting of the recovery term in the objective should be reduced. In this 

manner more control effort is focussed on the grade control, and fiowsheets 3, 4 and 8 are 

able to perform acceptably despite having RHPT zeros present. 

Use of the dynamic operability measure in conjunction with steady-state recovery enabled 

the generation of a noninferior set of fiowsheets and allowed for inherently poor designs to 

be screened. Unfortunately, further screening is complicated by the fact that it is difficult 

to quantify the economic benefits associated with good control. 

A second implementation of the Q-parametrization approach involved determining the eco

nomically optimal operating conditions which allow for a specified quality of closed-loop 
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performance to be achieved. In this manner, designs were compared according to a common 

economic basis. Unfortunately, the problem is still multiobjective, as the economic perfor

mance depends on the level of dynamic operability required. Using the different problem 

formulations presented in this chapter allows greater insight into the trade-offs involved and 

equips the design engineer with useful information with which to make a good decision. 

In addition to the above, the impact of model uncertainty on the achievable closed-loop 

performance has been quantified. It was seen that the dynamic performance of circuits 1 

and 9 is inherently more sensitive to the source of model error assumed in the study. This 

type of information is certainly not intuitively obvious and requires a formal investigation of 

the type considered in this chapter. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

The ability to guarantee high product quality, in terms of low variability, is emerging as a 

defining factor when distinguishing between suppliers in the modern production environment. 

The extent to which this can be done is termed a plant's dynamic operability and is a 

function of both the plant design and the control system design. Taken to the limit, it is 

a function of the inherent properties of the plant. Factors known to limit the achievable 

closed-loop performance of a process are the presence of right-half-plane zeros, time delays, 

input constraints and uncertainty in the plant model. 

The ii:iterrelationship between a plant design and its ability to be controlled has been noted in 

the literature as early as 1943 (Ziegler and Nichols, 1943). Despite this early realization, it 

has not always been considered essential to include dynamic operability as a formal objective 

in process design; the main reason for this being the fact that processes were not always 

pushed to their limits. However, increases in raw material and energy costs and the need 

for tighter design margins have resulted in highly integrated designs with little spare capacity 

to handle process upsets. This, together with the requirements for low product variability 

and stricter environmental regulations,· has placed considerable pressure on plant control 

systems and has necessitated the development of systematic techniques for the screening of 

designs with inherently inferior dynamic operability. 

In this thesis, one such approach, based on the Q-parametrization of stabilizing linear feed

back controllers, has been presented. The method involves posing a (convex) mathematical 

programming problem through which a limit of achievable closed-loop performance is calcu

lated for any controller in this class. The ability to quantify a limit of performance inde

pendent of controller type or tuning makes the approach well suited to dynamic operability 
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assessment. Furthermore, the approach enables the simultaneous treatment of combina

tions of performance-limiting factors, a feature which has not been possible with the earlier 

analytical approaches presented in the literature. 

The interrelationship between steady-state economics and dynamic operability is explored in 

this thesis with the aid of a problem formulation which includes economic considerations. 

These two issues are linked because the proximity of the steady-state operating condition 

to the process constraints impacts on both the steady-state economics and the dynamic 

operability. For example, operating close to the input constraints, which is often favorable 

from a steady-state economic viewpoint, limits the input power available for achieving good 

regulatory and servo control behavior. 

The incorporation of economic considerations is treated formally by including the process 

setpoints as decision variables together with Q and optimizing an economic performance 

measure subject to constraints on the quality of the closed-loop behavior. The constraints 

include both time-domain bounds on the responses of the inputs and outputs as well as a 

bound on the weighted sum-of-square errors of the output response. In this manner com

peting designs may be compared according to a common economic basis. An interesting 

feature of this formulation is that processes which are inherently easy to control are generally 

able to operate closer to their economic optimum than processes which have poor dynamic 

operability. In this way the unfavorable economic consequences of having poor dynamic 

operability may be quantified. 

Another important aspect of this research has been the treatment of structured multivariable 

model uncertainty. Such a treatment is necessary since the linear time-invariant (LTI) mod

els used in process control only represent the true process dynamics approximately. Typical 

sources of model error include unmodelled dynamics, the lineariz'ation of nonlinear models, 

time-variation in the process and imperfectly known model parameters. The purpose of ro

bust control theory is to design controllers which provide acceptable closed-loop performance 

within an environment of uncertainty. In the context of dynamic operability assessment, 

one seeks designs which are inherently insensitive or less sensitive to model uncertainty. 

In attempting to quantify the impact of model uncertainty on achievable closed-loop perfor

mance, certain assumptions need to be made regarding the nature of the uncertainty. Two 

of the most popular assumptions are that the uncertainty is LTI and, on the other hand, 

that the uncertainty is nonlinear/time-varying. The former assumption forms the basis of 

the structured singular value framework, while the latter is used in the £1 robust control 

framework. Both these approaches have been reviewed in this thesis. Clearly, the appli-
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cability of any such assumption depends on the process and application at hand. It has 

been argued that the f1 approach is well suited to dynamic operability assessment, since it 

is mathematically convenient and its assumptions regarding the nature of the model uncer

tainty may be more appropriate at the design stage. In other words, allowing for possibly 

nonlinear/time-varying uncertainty is a safe option when little is known regarding the na

ture of the model uncertainty. Furthermore, the £1 approach is formulated naturally in the 

discrete-time domain, facilitating its incorporation into the Q-parametrization formulation. 

The basic strategy for quantifying the impact of model uncertainty on dynamic operability 

involves determining the optimal achievable nominal control performance, subject to the 

requirement that the closed-loop system be stable in the presence of a given amount and type 

of model uncertainty. Mathematically this corresponds to augmenting the basic optimization 

strategy, used in the absence of model uncertainty, with additional constraints enforcing 

robust stability. 

The robust stability criteria of the f 1 approach are not directly suitable for use within a 

gradient-based optimization scheme. They are converted, without loss of accuracy, to an 

equivalent set of differentiable constraints, with the addition of search variables. When 

treating structured model uncertainty, additional scaling factors are required in the robustness 

constraints. These scaling factors introduce nonconvexity into the problem and complicate 

the solution procedure. A hybrid solution strategy, consisting of a combination of convex 

quadratic programming and standard nonlinear programming, has been adopted in this thesis 

to deal with this issue. 

The computational approaches developed in this thesis have been applied to a number of 

illustrative examples. The results highlight the importance of simultaneously considering 

the effect of combinations of performance-limiting factors. Application to a multivariable 

distillation column containing all four performance limitations revealed a number of non

intuitive results. It was found that designs which have large time delays in certain elements 

of their transfer matrices may actually have superior dynamic operability, as these delays 

often reduce interaction and may prevent the occurrence of infinite RHPT zeros. Other 

examples explored the relationship between steady-state economics and dynamic operability 

as well as the economic benefits of inherently operable plants. 

A detailed case study involving the application of the Q-parametrization approach to the 

screening of alternative flotation circuit designs was presented. The study explored the 

trade-off between the performance-limiting effects of right-half-plane zeros, input constraints 

and model uncertainty. By incorporating economic considerations into the formulation, 
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greater insight was gained into the interrelationship between dynamic operability and steady

state economics. Those flotation circuits which are inherently easy to control are able to 

maintain good control performance whilst operating in close proximity to their desired steady

state economic optimum. 

As the optimization problems required in the above formulations are typically of large dimen

sion, methods were presented to improve computational efficiency. Particular attention was 

paid to exploiting the problem structure and sparsity in order to reduce computation time. 

It has been shown that, in the absence of model uncertainty, dynamic operability assessment 

may be posed in an open-loop optimal-control manner. The theoretical and computational 

consequences of this are explored and illustrated through application examples. Using the 

open-loop formulation, an alternative measure of dynamic operability is conveniently formu

lated. This measure involves determining the largest possible disturbance range that can be 

tolerated without violating dynamic feasibility requirements. Application of this procedure 

was illustrated on an example problem and the results were compared to those obtained using 

the previously described formulations for dynamic operability assessment. 

When treating a range of disturbances, it has been shown that the assumption of linear 

control may be conservative. This results from the fact that, when a process operates dose 

to a particular input constraint, additional input power is available in the other direction 

and should be exploited when possible. However, due to the linearity of the controller, 

this input power cannot be utilized and control performance is degraded unnecessarily. The 

potential benefits of nonlinear control have been explored briefly using the open-loop problem 

formulation. It is, however, recommended that future research in this field should target 

the issue of nonlinear control and explore in greater detail the benefits of handling input 

saturation in a nonconservative manner. In particular, the ability of nonlinear controllers to 

improve both the dynamic operability and the steady-state economics of given designs should 

be addressed. 

The treatment of other forms of model uncertainty is also an area for future research. What 

will be of particular benefit for both dynamic operability analysis and robust control is a 

quantification of the sensitivity of the achievable closed-loop performance to the assumptions 

regarding the model uncertainty. Furthermore, the use of global optimization techniques to 

treat pro bl ems involving structured ( e 1) model uncertainty should be explored. 

This thesis has mainly addressed the issue of dynamic operability analysis, with the process 

design being predetermined. An extension of the approaches developed in this thesis to treat 

retrofit problems is a necessary avenue of research. Methods should be sought whereby the 
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dynamic operability of a given design may be improved by appropriate design modifications. 

This will involve both detecting process bottlenecks and determining how they may be re

moved without seriously worsening the steady-state economics. Finally, research is needed 

which is targeted at the development of systematic techniques for the synthesis of designs 

which are both operable and economical. 
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Appendix A 

Details of Mathematical 

Formulation 

A.1 Development of Step Response Equations 

The closed·loop matrix Hzw in the general f~back framework used by Boyd and coworkers 

is 

(A.l) 

Using standard rules of matrix multiplication, and noting that Q is an nu x ny matrix, the 

( i, j) element of T2QT3 is given by: 
ny nu 

[T2QT3jij = L L l2in·Qnm·t3mj (A.2) 
.m=ln=l 

The transfer function between the ith element of z to the j element of w, namely Hij, has a 

discrete-time representation, 
L 

Hij(z) = L hij(k) z-k . (A.3) 
k=O 

From (A.1) and (A.2), the pulse response coefficients, hij(k), take the form: 

ny nu 
hij(k.) = tlij(k) + L L [T2QT3]ij (k) (A.4) 

m=l n=;1 

where [T2QT3]ij ( k) is the kth pulse response coefficient of ( i, j) element of T2QT3. It is 

determined as follows from the convolution of the pulse response coefficients of t2, q and t3 : 

k 

[T2QT3]ij (k) = L Qnm(a) [t2in·t3mj] (k - a) (A.5) 
o:=O 
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k k~et 

- L qnm(a) L t2in(k - a - {3) t3mj ({3) 
et=O f3=0 

The step response may now be determined from the pulse response, 

io 

Sij(io) = Wj L ~j(k) (A.6) 
k=O 

where SiJ( i 0 ) is the step response coefficient at time increment i0 to a step of size Wj in the 

jth element of w. Using the developments above, Sij (i 0 ) is given by: 

i0 ny n,. i0 k k-et 

Sij (io) = Wj L tlij(k) + Wj L LL L qnm(a) L t2in(k - a - {3) t3mj ({3) (A.7) 
k=O m=l n=l k=O et=O f3=0 

It is desirable to rearrange the summations above so that each nm combination of q occurs 

just once in the composite sum. This facilitates writing the summations in matrix form. 

An intuitive way of doing this is to differentiate the equation above with respect to qnm(!). 

Essentially this involves setting a= 1, removing the summation over a (since a is fixed) and 

realizing that k - I must be greater than zero ( k ;::: I in the summation over k). This will 

give the coefficient associated with qnm (I). The result is as follows: 

io k-"Y 

- Wj L L t2in(k -1-'- {3) t3mj ({3) (A.8) 
k=Tf3=0 

io k 

Wj LL t2in(k - {3) t3mj({3 -1) 
k="Y f3="Y 

Using the above, the step response coefficients may now be re-written as follows: 

io ny nu io io v 

Sij (io) = Wj L tlij(k) + Wj L LL qnm(k) LL t2in(v - £) t3mj(£ - k) (A.9) 
k=O m=l n=l k=O v=k e=k 

Constraints on the step response, of the form: 

(A.10) 

are simply linear constraints on q through (A.9). 
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A.2 Simplifying Step Response Equations 

In terms of coding the optimization problem formulation, it is very inefficient to store the 

entire arrays of ti, t2 and t3. This is particularly so since these arrays have large portions 

which are structurally equal to zero. For a one-degree-of freedom controller where perfor

mance specifications are placed on the response of t'Q.e outputs and inputs to setpoint changes 

and disturbances, P is given by: 

(A.11) 

For stables processes, the 1i matrices in (A.l) take the form: 

T = [ 0 GD l r. = _ [ Gp l 
I 0 0 2 I 

and T3 = [ -I GD ] (A.12) 

Using the form of the 1i matrices above, it is possible to simplify the form of the expressions 

for the step response coefficients in (A.9). Details of this are given below. 

A.2.1 Output response to setpoint changes (i ::; ny and j ::; ny) 

In this case we have: 

t1ij(k) - 0 

t2in(k) - -GPin(k) 

t3m;(k) = { ~I if m = j and k = 0 

otherwise 

As a result, (A.9) reduces to: 

nu io io 

Sij(io) = Ysetj L Lqnj(k) LGPin(v - k) 
n=l k=O v=k 
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A.2.2 Input response to setpoint changes ( i > ny and j :s; ny) 

In this case, 

t1ij(k) - 0 (A.15) 

t2in(k) { -1 if i - ny = n and k = 0 
-

0 otherwise 

t3mj(k) { -1 if rn = j and k = 0 
-

0 otherwise 

As a result, (A.9) reduces to: 

io 
Sij(io) = Ysetj L %-ny)j(k) (A.16) 

k=O 

A.2.3 Output response to disturbances ( i :s; ny and j > ny) 

In this case we have: 

t1ij(k) - GDi(j-ny)(k) (A.17) 

i2in(k) - -GPin(k) 

t3mj(k) - GD m(j-ny) ( k) 

As a result, (A.9) reduces to: 

io ny nu io io v 

Sij (io) = d(j-ny) LG D i(j-ny) (k)-d(j-ny) L LL qnm(k) LL G Dm(j-ny)(f-k) Gp in(v-f) 
k=O m=ln=lk=O v=kl=k 

A.2.4 Input response to disturbances (i > ny and j > ny) 

In this case we have: 

t2 in ( k) 

0 

if i - ny = n and k = 0 

otherwise 

GD m(j-ny) ( k) 
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As a result, (A.9) reduces to: 

n.11 io io 
Sij(io) = -.d(j-n11) L L q(i'-n11 )m(k) L Cv m(j-n11)(v - k) (A.20) 

m=l k='O v=k 

A.3 Representing Constraints In Matrix Form 

Having simplified the. form of the step responses, the next step is to arrange them into matrix 

form, as requited by the optimization software.· To simplify matters and to be consistent 

with the approach adopted in Chapter 5, the regulatory and servo problems are considered 

independently. 

A.3.1 Regulatory problems 

In order to simplify matters even further, in the development below it is assumed that only 

a single disturbance is acting. As a result, the subscript j in Sij is dropped. To recap, the 

output response to a step of size d in the distmbance is given by: 

io ny .nu io io v 

si(i0 ) = dL CD i(k) - d LL Lqnm(k) L 2:Cvm(£- k) CPin(v - £) (A.21) 
k=O m=l n=l k=O v=k l=k 

The input response takes the form: 

ny i0 io 
Si(io) = -d L Lq(i-ny)m(k) L Cvm(v - k) (A.22) 

m=lk=O v=k 

The step responses are arranged in composite vector form as follows: 

S = (s1 (0), ... , s1 (£), ... , Sn,(0), ... ,Sn, (L )]T (A.23) 

The coefficients of q are arranged as follows: 

[ 
T T T T ]T 

q = qll, · · · 'qnul> · · · 'qln11 ' · · · 'qnuny · where qi== (%(0), ... , %(£)]. (A.24) 

Now, the linear system given by the step responses in {A.21) and (A.22) may be compactly 

represented as follows: 

Aq+b (A.25) 

= [ d ~ut ] q + [ d bout ] 
d Amp 0 
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For a .single disturbance, the coefficient matrix Aout has ny.(L + 1) rows and nu,.ny.(L + 1) 

columns. Similarly, Ainp has nu.(L+ 1) rows and the same number of columns. In order to 

get an idea of the structure of Aout and Ainp' both of these matrices will be shown in greater 

detail for the case where ny = nu = 2. Extensions to higher dimensions are immediate. 

The matrix Aout may be viewed as being comprised by a number of submatrices which are 

each formed by different combinations of the elements of GD and Gp. For a 2 x 2 system, 

Aout may be written in a symbolic fashion as follows: 

(A.26) 

In the above, each of the submatrices GPinGDm is a lower triangular Toeplitz matrix of the 

form: 

Gvm(O) GPin(O) 
1 v 
L L Gvm(f) GPin(v - £) 

v=Ol=O 

0 

Gvm(O) GPin(O) 

L-1 v 
L L Gvm(f) GPin(v - £) 

v=O e=<> 

0 

0 

Gvm(O) GPin(O) 

(A.27) 

The Toeplitz nature in the above matrix arises from the fact that in (A.21), 

io+l V 

L L Gvm(f- k-1) GPin(v -£) (A.28) 
v=k+I l=k+l 

io v' 

= L L Gvm(f' - k) GPin(v' - £') 
v 1=kl'=k 

io V 

= L LG D m ( f - k) Gp in ( V - £) 
v=kl=k 

The coefficient matrix Ainp has the following structure for a 2 x 2 .process: 

(A.29) 
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where the submatrix GD m is a lower triangular Toeplitz matrix of the form: 

Gvm= 

Gvm(O) 

Gvm(O) + Gvm(l) 

L 
L Gvm(v) 

v=O 

0 

Gvm(O) 

L-1 
L Gvm(v) 

v=O 

0 

0 

Gvm(O) 

It is straightforward to see from (A.21) that the vector bout takes the form: 

bout= 

A.3.2 Servo problems 

Gv i(O) 

Gv1(0) + Gv1(l) 

L 
L Gv1(k) 

k=O 

Gv2(0) 

Gv2(0) + Gv2(l) 

(A.30) 

(A.31) 

In the discussion below it is assumed that the setpoints act individually. This is not a 

necessary assumption but simplifies the development. To recap, the output response to a 

step in the jth setpoint is given by: 

nu io io 

Sij(io) = Ysetj L LQnj(k) LGPin(v-k) (A.32) 
n=l k=O v=k 

Similarly, the input response is given by (i > ny): 

io 

Sij(io) = Ysetj L Q(i-ny)j(k) (A.33) 
k=O 

The step response coefficients are arranged in composite vector form as follows: 

[ 
T T T T ]T S= 811i···iSnzl•···i 8Inw•···i 8nznw (A.34) 

where nz = ny +nu, nw = ny and s'lj = [sij(O), ... , Sij(L)]. 
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The coefficients of q are arranged as follows: 

[ 
T T T T ]T 

q = qll, · · • 'qnul• · · · 'qln11 • • • • ,qnuny where q'& = [%(0), ... , qij(L)]. (A.35) 

Now, the linear system given by the step responses in (A.32) and (A.33) may be compactly 

represented as follows: 

·=[·~·] - Aq 
Smp 

(A.36) 

[ A.ut ] - q 
Ainp 

The coefficient matrix Aout has nu,.ny.(L+l) rows and nu.ny.{L+l) columns. Similarly, Ainp 

has nu,.nu.(L + 1) rows and the same number of columns. To understand the structure of 

Aout and Ainp, these matrices will be shown in greater detail for the case where ny =nu= 2. 

Extensions to higher dimensions are straightforward. 

The matrix Aout may be written in shorthand form for a 2 x 2 system as follows: 

GP 11Yset1 Gp12Yset 1 0 0 

Aout = 
Gp21Yset1 G P22 'Yset 1 0 0 

(A.37) 
0 0 GpnYset 2 Gp12Yset 2 

0 0 Gp21Yset 2 Gp22Yset 2 

The lower triangular submatrix GPinYsetj takes the form: 

GPin(O) 0 0 

GPin(O) + GPin(l) GPin(O) 0 

GPin'Ysetj = Ysetj 0 (A.38) 

L L-1 
I.: Gp in(v) I.: Gp in(v) 

v=O v=O 

In a similar manner, the coefficient matrix Ainp may be written as follows for a 2 x 2 system: 

Yset 1 0 0 0 

Ainp =:: 
0 Yset 1 0 0 

(A.39) 
0 0 Yset 2 0 

0 0 0 Yset2 

where the lower triangular Toeplitz submatrix Yset i is takes the form: 

1 0 0 

Yset j = Ysetj 
1 0 

(A.40) 
0 

1 1 
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Clearly, there is considerable sparsity in both Aout and Ainp· By exploiting the structure 

and sparsity of the constraint system it is possible to obtain significant reductions in compu

tational time. Chapter 5 provides details on how this has been done and includes illustrative 

examples demonstrating the reductions possible. 
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Appendix B 

Transfer Function Model 

Parameters For Flotation Study 

The transfer functions used to model the dynamic behavior of the circuit are second:..order

plus-zero transfer functions of the form: 

(Rl) 

The model parameters for the (1,1) element of Gp(s), relating grade to the air factor, are as 

follows: 

Flowsheet 1 2 3 4 8 9 

k11 -22.311 -22.630 -20.912 -21.774 -22.354 -21.841 

Ta 11 0.0498 0 5.428 20.319 18.621 0.0021 

TI 11 7.275 7.178 9.817 16.826 15.061 3.300 

T2 ll 3.947 3.031 5.842 16.826 15.010 7.901 

The model parameters for the (1,2) element of 9p(s) relating grade to the feed water fiowrate, 

are as follows: 

Flowsheet 1 2 3 4 8 9 

k12 -2.000 -1.625 10.364 13.656 11.52 -1.621 

Ta 12 0 0 0 17.177 14.232 0 

TI 12 9.480 18.601 7.059 13.911 11.525 6.101 

T2 12 0.290 2.129 0.287 13.911 11.525 0.983 
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Of interest in the above table is the fact that the gains for ftowsheets 3,4 and 8 are approxi

mately an order of magnitude larger than those for ftowsheets 1,2 and 9 and are of opposite 

sign. 

The model parameters for the (2,1) element of Gp(s), relating recovery to the air factor, are 

as follows: 

Flowsheet 1 2 3 4 8 9 

k21 10.026 8.991 14.619 12.082 10.089 11.430 

Ta 21 103.25 112.55 61.799 102.40 106.88 91.748 

T1 21 9.569 10.054 10.011 12.901 11.090 10.798 

T2 21 0.1365 0.0891 0.4097 0.0614 0.0687 0.0847 

The model parameters for the (2,2) element of Gp(s), relating recovery to the feed water 

ftowrate, are as follows: 

Flow sheet 1 2 3 4 8 9 

k-i.2 -7.062 -5.679 -10.461 -10.625 -7.669 -5.600 

Ta22 0 0 22.547 36.333 28.315 63.029 

T1 22 9.437 17.347 2.0206 13.859 9.421 66.432 

T2 22 0.292 2.511 10.546 2.733 2.283 6.358 

The model parameters for the (1,1) element of Gv(s), relating grade to the feed disturbance, 

are as follows: 

Flowsheet 1 2 3 4 8 9 

ku l.97e-2 1.97 e-2 9.18 e-3 5.89e-3 8.73 e-3 l.90e-2 

Ta 11 0 0 3.316 5.971 5.724 0 

TI 11 8.847 8.703 9.326 14.209 11.764 8.916 

T2 ll 2.844 2.548 9.326 14.209 11.764 2.560 
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The model parameters for the (2,1) element of Gv(s), relating recovery to the feed distur

bance, are as follows: 

Flowsheet 1 2 3 4 8 9 

k21 -3.55e-3 -3.68e-3 -5.28e-3 -3.47 e-3 -3.75e-3 -6.08e-3 

Ta 21 266.936 250.122 91.392 191.123 176.758 145.656 

TI 21 12.990 12.567 7.318 9.740 9.685 12.442 

T2 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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